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FOREWORD

It has been stated time and again that education is the single most 
factor which can influence the progress of the nation. As along as 
illiteracy is prevailing in rural and tribal areas, every attempt to bring social 
and economic change will not give desired results. The tribal communities 
which remained ignorant for many years require not only general literacy 
but also other skills which equip them to face the onslaught of 
modernization. Concerted efforts have been made from time to time to 
better tribal situation in India. Both the Central and State Governments 
are extending facilities through various programmes for the promotion of 
tribal education.

Studies on tribal education reveal that the environment in which 
tribal children are brought up itself acts as deterrent to the development of 
their education. Because of differences in demands of tribal ecology, the 
tribal children have to be viewed by taking into consideration their 
ecological and cultural contexts. As a matter of fact tribal children are 
neither culturally nor cognitively inferior to the children of main stream. In 
fact many of their skills and abilities are highly developed. Yet tribal 
children shy away from attending school. This points to our failure to 
develop a sensitive model of education that is rooted in the psychological 
strengths of tribal children. However, with the introduction of Residential 
Ashram Schools and other packages of incentives, there has been a 
substantial change in the attitude of tribal parents towards formal 
education. Needless to emphasize the role of teachers in the 
implementation of any education programme. The teachers serving in 
these schools require a training in the areas of career / vocational 
guidance, social and personal guidance and also training in counseling to 
understand specific personal and social problems of these children. The 
training package should enable the teachers to deal with Ashram School 
children effectively and create confidence among those children and help 
in mainstreaming them.

Dr. G Anwar of Regional Institute of Education, Mysore as a 
coordinator of the programme and Dr. Swati Patra as co-coordinator 
along with an expert team of resource persons have developed the 
training package with painstaking efforts as per the request of the 
Scheduled Tribes Department of Kerala for the training of teachers of 
Ashrama Model Residential Schools of Kerala State.

It is hoped that the training package will prove to be a very useful 
document in enabling the Ashrama School teachers of Kerala to develop 
career guidance and counseling skills thereby influencing a qualitative 
improvement in Tribal Education.

G T BHANDAGE 
PRINCIPAL



Preface

Training of teachers at all levels of School Education help teachers to 

gain more confidence in the teaching and testing process. Training teachers 

who are concerned with students in a residential set-up, the teachers have 

more responsibility to help children in their growth and development of their 

personality as well as cognitive development. Majority of the children in 

Ashram Schools are Scheduled Tribe children. These children have their 

own personality traits, habits and patterns of life. The tribal children are 

fond of adventures. They are simple, truthful, honest and straight forward 

and highly cooperative, a few children also express shyness.

These children take lot of interests in curricular activities such as 

sports, games, music, dance, drawing and painting and also more interest in 

work experience activities.

The Handbook has been developed after getting a first hand 

experience of the tribal children, their residence, school and teachers who 

are so much dedicated to help these children. The Department of Scheduled 

Tribes Department at Thiruvananthapuram has started about 18 Model 

Residential Schools which are following state syllabus whereas one school 

in having CBSE syllabus. The schools are functioning very well, the 

teachers require training in Guidance and Counselling. After discussing 

with the administrators, Headmasters and the teachers of Ashram Residential 

School, the follow ing areas were selected fro preparation of training package 

(handbook).
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1. Career Development and Guidance for Tribal Children

2. Personality Development and Social Skills

3. Counselling

4. Psychological Testing in Guidance and Counselling

5. Group Guidance

6. Mental Health, Human Adjustment and Life Skills

In a five-day workshop a group of experts in the area of Guidance and 

Counselling have worked hard in developing the training material which 1 

feel is very useful for teachers of Ashram Model Residential Schools of 

Kerala.

I acknowledge my sincere thanks to our beloved Principal 

Prof.G.T.Bhandage, Prof.B.Phalachandra and Prof.B.S.Upadhyaya for their 

timely help and suggestions in organizing this workshop. I am thankful to 

Mr.Hrishikeshan Nair for his help in this workshop. I am thankful to all the 

resource persons Prof.S.Ramaa, Dr.I.P.Gowramma. Dr.T.V.Somashekar, 

Dr.Swati Patra, Prof.Manjunathaiah, Mr.Ramakanth Dubey, Mr.Samuel 

Kutty, Mr.Srihari, Mr.G.Eshwarappa and all those who have rendered 

untiring help in the development of this handbook.

Dr.G.Anwar 
Academic Coordinator
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Guidance and Counselling - An Introduction

What is Guidance?

Guidance is an integral part of education and inseparable part of life. Teachers 

have given guidance to their students, parents to their children, friends to their peers and 

so on from time immemorial. In the Gurukul system of education, it was the Gurus who 

had taken care of the Guidance function and in the present system of schooling, it is the 

responsibility of teachers and trained personnel in Guidance and Counselling. In 

recognition of the services offered by the teacher to students, he/she is called a friend, 

philosopher and guide to his/her disciples.

Guidance over a period of time has come to acquire a status of a separate branch 

of education, though in countries like the UK and Germany, it is integrated into 

mainstream education. In India, though Guidance has been in existence since the Gurukul 

days, its importance and influence has not been fully understood. The pressures of 

today’s world have made us to make a sincere attempt to rediscover Guidance. It is now 

realized that from cradle to grave, at every stage of human existence, Guidance is 

required and more so in schools and colleges.

By Guidance, it is meant, a system of services organized by schools for the 

benefit of student. It supplements teaching and at the same time takes care of the scores 

of psychological, physical and socio-cultural domains of the students. Guidance as a 

discipline is viewed by people from many angles. This had led to scores of definitions. 

It is important for you to know, as Guidance Teacher, a few definitions of guidance 

relevant to your functions.

Guidance in layman’s language has many meanings like leadership, direction, 

supervision, management, control, regulation, help, support, assistance, advice, and so 

on. But by ‘Guidance’ we mean a field of study concerning itself with a comprehensive 

system of functions, services and programs in schools designed to effect the personal 

development and psychological competencies of students (Aubrey, 1979). It is an 

inseparable educational process that is peculiarly concerned with helping individuals



discover their needs, asses their potentials, develop their life purposes, formulate plans of 

action in the service of these purposes and proceed to their realization ((Jones and Hand, 

1938).

According to Tolbert, “Guidance is the total program for all the activities and 

services engaged in by an educational institution that are primarily aimed at assisting an 

individual to make and carry out adequate plans and to achieve satisfactory adjustment in 

all aspects of his daily life”. According to Mathewson (1962) Gu.dance is the systematic 

professional process of helping the individual through educative and interpretive 

procedures to gain a better understanding of his own characteristics and potentialities and 

to relate himself more satisfactorily to social requirements and opportunities, in 

accordance with social and moral values. In the subsequent pages of this Manual, you 

would be able to unravel the meaning of the definition given by Mathewson.

What is not Guidance?

1. Guidance is not teaching. But teachers can give it.

2. Guidance cannot be viewed as a separate discipline, but it is an essential and 

integral part of the total educational program.

3. Guidance is not synonymous with counseling, but it has counseling as one of 

its components.

4. Compulsion, prescription, domination, readymade planning and regimentation 

do not find a place in Guidance.

5. Guidance is not making decisions for the individual but facilitating him to 

make decisions on his own.

6. Guidance is not advice giving.

As seen above Guidance and Counselling are the two terms often used 

synonymously. When Guidance can be taken as a universal set, Counselling can be 

called a subset of it.
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What is counselling?

Sherilyn Cormier and Harold Hackney define counseling as helping relationship 

that includes (a) someone seeking help, (b) someone willing to give help who is capable 

of or trained to help, (c) in a setting that permits help to be given and received.

What is not Counselling?

The main objective of counselling is to bring about a voluntary change in an 

individual. Patterson has pointed out certain activities that are not synonymous with the 

process of effective counseling. Those activities are as given below,

1. Counselling is not the giving of information, though information may be 

present.

2. It is not the giving of advice, suggestions or recommendations.

3. Counselling is not the act of influencing the client’s values, attitudes, beliefs, 

interests, behaviours, decisions, etc. by persuading, admonishing, threatening, 

or compelling.

4. Counselling is not the selection and assignment of individuals to jobs.

5. Counseling is not interviewing though interviewing is involved.

Guidance distinguished from Counselling

SI.
No.

Guidance Counselling

1. Guidance is a field of study 
dealing with the service function 
of education.

Counselling is one of the services 
under Guidance Programme.

2. Guidance can be provided in group 
settings.

Counselling is provided in one to 
one, face-to-face situations.

3. Guidance also refers to help 
provided to individuals for making 
informed choices.

Counselling is given only when 
one seeks it.

Note: Clients having similar psychological problems are sometimes grouped 
together and counseling is given to them.
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The Guidance Philosophy

1. Guidance is based on the recognition of the dignity and worth of the 

individual and on his r ight to personal assistance in the time of need.

2. Guidance is a continuous, sequential, educational process. Hence it is an 

integral part of education and not a mere peripheral adjunct.

3. Guidance must respect the right of every individual to the help and services it 

offers.

4. The focus of Guidance is on helping the individual realize and actualize his 

best self rather than on solving isolated problems, be they those of the 

individual or the school.

5. Guidance is the individualizing, the personalizing and the socializing element 

in education.

The Principles of Guidance

1. Guidance, both as concept and as a process, is designed for all children and 

not just for the gifted or those in extreme need.

2. An effective Guidance program is possible only through the cooperative 

efforts of school personnel and the contributing efforts of non-school 

personnel (including parents) and not through the isolated efforts of any one 

specialist.

3. Guidance works on the assumption that the individual has a better opportunity 

for development through planned assistance and services and through such 

assistance they can have their growth enhanced.

4. Guidance assumes that individuals children included, have the right to self 

determination in choices open to them and that the exercise of this right 

contributes to the development of a sense of personal responsibility.

5. Guidance is concerned with all of the child’s development, both in time (that 

is past, present and future) and in area (that is academic, social and personal). 

As such, it is concerned with the child’s vocational and educational pursuits as 

well as his current well-being.
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Aims and Objectives of Guidance Services

1. To enable students understand their strengths and weaknesses.

2. To extend help to students in getting information about educational and 

occupational opportunities and requirements.

3. To help students make realistic educational and vocational choices.

4. To help students make personal and social decisions based on relevant 

information.

5. To help them find solution to their problems of personal and social nature and 

develop competency to solve future problems.

6. To provide opportunities for self-exploration so that students can develop 

realistic self-concept.

7. To provide self-understanding with the help of academic and psychological 

tests.

8. To develop students as matured - human beings capable of using their innate 

and acquired potential to an optimum level for their personal growth and 

progress.

Need and Importance of Guidance and Counselling

As teachers you need to know about the subject matter of Guidance before

embarking up on the task of func^oning as Guidance Teachers. The aims of education 

and that of Guidance are one and the same. Guidance as such is not a peripheral adjunct 

to education but an integral part of it. Why Guidance is to be given to students in schools 

can be explained in the light of the functions of Education.

Three functions of Education

You may be aware that education as a system is expected to deliver three distinct 

yet inter-related functions, namely, the instructional, managerial and the service. The 

instructional function is chiefly concerning itself with teaching with a view to transacting 

knowledge, developing skills and inculcating positive attitudes. The managerial function 

has under its domain management and adm listration of school. The service function is
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taken care of by Guidance. Before we delve into the domain and reach of the service 

function, let us try to know the details of the need and importance of it.

Guidance for Self-Understanding

The need for guidance is universal. All students need guidance, irrespective of 

the type of school they are in, so that they may have a proper understanding of their 

interests, attitudes, aptitudes, personalities, intelligences and values. Students need to 

know about themselves so that they may seek experiences, which are in agreement with 

their abilities, interests and values and may develop their personalities, to the full. 

Students also need to have self-knowledge so that they may form life goals and plans 

which are realistic - neither too high nor too low - and which may enable them to find 

satisfactory outlets for their talents.

Guidance for making Informed Educational Choices

Students need guidance to enable them to make informed choices at various 

stages of their educational career. At the end of ten years of general education, there are 

three possible courses open to students : a) they can enter the work force, b) they can 

take vocational courses or c) they can take higher level academic courses of study to 

prepare for entrance into the first degree class in college or university. Since the ninth 

and tenth years in the ten-year school will be terminal for large majority of students, they 

will need help in making vocational / academic choices at the end of the ten year period 

of general education.

Guidance for Academic I Vocational Choice making

Similarly, those students, who wish to continue in school upto class XII, pursuing

either vocational or academic courses, will need Guidance to enable ihem to choose the 

course of study which suits them best. The choice of a course at the senior secondary 

stage will influence their future and determine the kind of jobs they will find and the 

degree of satisfaction they will derive from these jobs. In view of this, they need to be 

provided with information about various educational and occupational possibilities.
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Besides this, they need to be helped in developing realistic self-concept based on the 

knowledge about themselves - their abilities, interests and needs.

Guidance for Career Development

Another area in which students need Guidance is that of choosing, preparing for, 

entering upon and progressing in a career. The term vocational development / career 

development has been used by psychologists to describe this process. The process of 

vocational development covers almost the entire span of life of an individual; it begins 

quite early in one’s life and continues till some time after retirement from work. The 

individual passes through various stages called growth, exploration, establishment, 

maintenance and decline in the process of career development. Guidance services in 

school can help students in the process of career development, particularly in the stages 

of growth and exploration by making it possible for them to gain knowledge about the 

world of work. By providing them opportunities for self-exploration as well as 

exploration of the world of work while they are still in school, Guidance helps make the 

transition from school to work easier.

Guidance for Adjustment

We have seen so far that Guidance assists students to (i) understand their 

strengths and limitations, (ii) gain information about educational and vocational 

opportunities and (iii) make realistic educational and vocational choices and plans. In 

addition to these assistances, Guidance can provide another very important assistance to 

students. That is to help students make the best possible adjustment to situations at 

school as well as at home. It thus seeks to facilitate the development of all aspects of an 

individual’s personality.

Guidance for Integrated Personality Development

As the goal of education is also the integrated personality development of the 

individual, it will be seen that the aim of Guidance is directly related to that of education. 

Guidance, therefore, should be regarded as an integral part of education and not as a 

L'pecial psychological or social service, which is peripheral to education. Besides,
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contrary to popular belief, Guidance is meant for all students not just for those who 

deviate from the norm. It is meant to be a continuous process aimed at helping the 

individual to make sound decisions ad adjustments to various situations that arise from 

time to time.

Guidance compensates family inadequacies

Guidance is required in schools not only because its aims are the same as those of

education but also for facilitating the process of education. There are other reasons, too 

for providing this service in schools. Although individuals face problems at every stage 

of life, studies have shown that if a person acquires skills during his school age, he is 

likely to have fewer problems at later stage in life and be better equipped to deal with 

them. A large number of students now come to school from homes that are notable to 

assist them adequately in dealing with their life problems. Because of various factors 

such as rapid industrialization, changes in the occupational structure of the country and 

the growing complexity of life, there are greater pressure and strains in the family. As a 

result, the home is not able to provide the child the kind of support and help it provided 

in earlier days. Therefore, the inadequacies in family need to be addressed to.

Why should schools provide Guidance?

The school is in a better position than any other social agency in the community

to provide Guidance services to students. It is in a belter position to collect data about 

students required for having clear and accurate picture of their development. Again, the 

difficulties experienced by students in the learning of basic skills in the different subject 

areas can be diagnosed more accurately by school teachers. The school can also identify 

pupils who need special help and opportunities such as the gifted, the backward, the 

under achievers and physically handicapped. The potential dropouts can be detected at 

an early stage and helped to stay on in school. Again, the school can easily approach 

other community agencies with whose cooperation it may be able to do a better job of 

meeting the needs of students. Above all, the students and the parents are likely to have 

more confidence in the Guidance services provided by the school teachers and counselors 

than in the Guidance personnel of any other agency outside the school.
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However, it would be impractical to expect the schools to provide Guidance 

services to an adequate extent. For this purpose, teachers and Principals will have to be 

trained and oriented properly, schools will have to be better equipped, over crowding in 

classes reduced and examination and other school practices improved. Now that the 

changes are being introduced in our schools, we an be optimistic about the future of 

GuiJance services in our Kend iya Vidyalayas.

While it is true that the aim of Guidance is the total development of the 

individual, the Guidance Teacher must always be concerned with relating this aim with 

another important aim of Guidance namely, meeting the needs and demands of society. 

As one writer in the field has observed “It is the burden and glory of the Guidance 

Teacher that he has a responsibility both to the individual and society”.

I am sure that you are convinced of the need to have Guidance in schools. It is 

indeed important to know that all the three functions of education that we discussed 

earlier need to be integrated to bring about changes in the behaviour of learners in 

desirable directions. These changes are reflected in acquisition of new knowledge and 

modifications of existing knowledge; development of new skills or modification of 

existing skills; the development of attitudes, feelings and values and these changes 

enhance the healthy growth and development of the individual and contribute to the well 

being of the society of which he is a part. Guidance services support educational process 

by directing and controlling activities to help each individual develop his potential. 

Hence the teacher, the parent and the Guidance teacher have important roles to play. It 

is, therefore, desirable that teachers and parents should understand the meaning and 

importance of Guidance. To put these needs in a nutshell, let me list out the Guidance 

needs as follows :

a) To help in the total development of the student, instead of emphasizing on the 

intellectual development alone. To achieve this, individual differences among 

students are accepted, understood and planned for all types of experiences.
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b) To enable students of class IX - XII to make proper choices at various stages of 

their educational career. They need help or Guidance in choosing the right course 

from among the three possibilities namely, (i) Entering the work force, (ii) Taking 

vocational courses, (iii) Taking higher level academic courses.

c) To help the students choose, prepare, enter upon and progress in a career. 

Choices are to be made taking into consideration the changing requirements of 

industrial jobs, market conditions for professional manpower, labour-trend, etc.

dj To help the students in vocational development; they need help through various 

stages; growth, exploration, establishment, maintenance and decline.

e) To help the students make the best possible adjustments to the situations in school 

as well as home. Students are to be trained in problem solving skills. For 

example, how to deal with difficulties in studies, preparation for examination, 

adjustments with peers, siblings, parents, etc.

f) To supplement the efforts of home; the home is not in a position to provide 

support and help with regard to the occupational structure of the country and 

social and political changes, information concerning the qualifications required 

for different kinds of courses and careers, information regarding the supply and 

demand in the job market.

g) To minimize the mismatch between education and employment and help in 

efficient use of manpower, enabling students to get qualified in a particular 

profession with relevance to the job specifications.

h) To identify and motivate students from all sections of society in equal footing. 

Students belonging to different sections and strata of the society will have 

adjustment problems with peers, teachers and environment. Urgent Guidance 

facilities are to be extended to these childien by way of improving their 

communicative ability, to make friends with others, to make best use classroom 

lesson and co-curricular facilities available.

i) To help in checking wastage and stagnation. Guidance services can reduce 

wastage and stagnation due to many reasons like lack of proper study skills, and 

effective study habits, knowledge for making full u^e of the facilities pro'ided 

and so on.
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j) To identify students in need of special help. Guidance service can identify and 

provide help to the gifted, the backward and the handicapped

k) To ensure proper utilization of time spent outside the classroom. Some positive 

direction is to be provided to students by influencing them on the use of the after 

school hours.

l) To minimize the incidence of indiscipline. Well-planned systematic, scientific 

and comprehensive students Guidance service can minimize indiscipline in 

schools.

What are Guidance Services ?

Guidance function in school is taken care of by offering seven services. Of the 

seven, the first four are called essential Guidance services. Schools needing to have 

Guidance as an integral part of education should be able to offer these services. They 

are:

1. The Orientation Service

2. The Individual Inventory Service

3. The educational and occupational information service and

4. The Counselling service

The remaining three services are called peripheral services. Those are (i) 

Placement service, (ii) Measurement and Evaluation Service, (iii) Research and follow 

up service. Let us have a basic understanding of these seven services.

Orientation Service
As the name suggests, orienting the new students (who are entering as fresher by 

either getting admission in class I or joining other classes on transfer to a new school) in 

various aspects of the school is the main purpose of this service. Kendriya Vidyalaya 

Sangathan has an elaborate six-week plan, consisting of day-to-day activity schedule of 

orienting the children joining class I. The students joining other classes in school on 

transfer from other schools find it difficult to adjust with new faces in their class and in 

other classes and with the teachers.
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It has been observed that even students joining higher classes in a new school find 

the going tough for them for obvious reasons such as deprivation of their familiar 

environment, caring friends and teachers, security, recognition, etc. Getting adapted to 

the new environment is time consuming and at times old students rejecting the new 

entrants for psychological reasons add to the problem of getting adjusted to the new 

school. To overcome this problem, introducing the new entrants to their schoolmates in 

the morning assembly and to their classmates and teachers in the class should be done. 

Besides this, the students who are studying in the school for a period of more than a year 

or two should be guided so that they accept the new entrants as one among them without 

any qualms.

Orientation service also takes into account aspects such as familiarizing the 

students with the school plant, the rules and regulations of the school, the dos and the 

don’ts and with the behaviour expected from them with their juniors and seniors, with the 

teachers, in library and laboratories, etc. (jetting the new entrants familiar with the 

curricular and co-curricular activities of the school should also be done. A well thought 

out programme of orientation will go a long way in helping students “feel at home” in the 

new school.

The Individual Inventory Service

This service keeps track of the students’ physical, mental, moral and 

psychological development. A Cumulative Record Card (CMC) is maintained for this 

purpose for each student. The CRC contains the following data :

1. The family history of the student consisting of the names and occupations of the 

parents, the number of brothers and sisters, their age, qualifications, socio

economic status of the family and joint or nuclear family.

2. The psychological data of the student enlisting his interests, values, intelligence 

quotient, emotional quotient, potential quotient, attitudes, aptitudes, creative' 

abilities and personality traits.

3. Health history of the student covering his height, weight, salient physical feat arcs, 

health problems, if any - chronic or otherwise, his eyesight, etc.
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4. The academic performance data of the student containing the marks secured by 

him in unit tests, half yearly and annual examinations, project work and 

assignment, etc.

5. The co-curricular performance data of the student detailing his interest areas, the 

competitions he took part in and laurels won by him in sports and games and 

other co-curricular activities.

6. The CRC will also contain the history of student’s behavioural and other 

problems, if any, such as truancy, delinquency, etc. in the form of case study/ 

anecdotal record. The CRC should also contain specific academic problems such 

as low/under achievement, giftedness, creativity, etc.

Maintaining of CRC with the aforesaid data is a demanding task. Only those 

schools which have one full-fledged school counselor for the school strength of five 

hundred can afford to provide this service. The service of their teachers to feed the 

relevant information of each and every student and that of the office staff to look after the 

clerical work involved are required for providing this service effectively.

Educational and Occupational Information Service

This is the most sought after service in schools and colleges. With the advent of 

electronic media, which is offering latest information at the click of a mouse, students 

have become career conscious individuals. Older professions are losing their popularity 

to the newer ones such as IT, fashion designing, modeling, management studies and so 

on. The ever growing number of educational and technical institutions and the 

emergence of hitherto unknown courses make it imperative to provide educational and 

occupational information service which is otherwise called Career Guidance Service.

Providing Career Guidance service is a challenging task for a Guidance Teacher, 

as he has to keep himself abreast of trends and changes taking place in the employment 

market. He has to collect, compile and disseminate educational and occupational 

information to his students effectively. To accomplish this he has to prepare a well 

thought out plan giving the details of the task week wise and month wise for each class.
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Any career Guidance plan should have a minimum of ten topics for each class 

under career talk program. Career exhibition-cum-conference should be organized once a 

year. Visits to work places such as industries and instnutes and provision for collection 

and display of career materials like books on careers, compilation of educational and 

occupational files, charts and posters are essential ingredients of this service Some 

amount of recurring expenditure is involved for the provision of this service.

Counselling Service

Counselling service is the professional help given to the individual by way of 

standard physiological methods such as collecting case-history data using various 

techniques such as conducting personal interviews and administering various 

psychological tests, interpreting test data, planning, counseling interventions, providing 

Counselling and establishing counseling outcomes. This service should be provided only 

by a professional Counsellor.

Measurement and Evaluation Service

To make Guidance and Counselling services effective. Measurement and 

Evaluation service should lend its support. Administration of various psychological tests 

such as aptitude and intelligence tests, collection of data of individuals based on the 

anecdotal records, case studies, etc. come under the realm of this service. A trained 

counselor is required to provide this service. Evaluation deals with the assessment of the 

influence of Guidance Services on the beneficiaries, and assessment of the quality of 

work done by the School Counsellor/ Career Master.

Placement Service

This is taken care of by employment exchanges at sub-divisional, district and state 

levels. There are private agencies in big cities and towns, which provide this service. Of 

late college/ university placement bureaus allow national and multi national corporations 

and public sector enterprises to conduct campus interviews for placement of students in 

jobs.
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Research and Follow up Service

Guidance cannot be considered as a scientific discipline if it fails to adapt itself to 

the changing needs of the students and society. This is possible only with the help of 

continuous research in this field. Establishing the credentials of the Guidance services 

needs the support of research findings, which should involve a systematic follow up as 

well. At school level, a Guidance Teacher can do, if not full scale research, at least 

action research. Ry keeping track of the students passed out of the school and their 

present educational and occupational status, the Guidance Teacher can assess the impact 

of his career guidance on students.

What is pro-active guidance?

As seen earlier, Guidance can be provided to students in schools through seven 

distinct services. These services as you can see are helping functions of Guidance. This 

apart, Guidance can be pro-active in certain areas. Seven such areas have been identified. 

Schools should strive to produce materials/ packages of information in each of these 

areas. Such a material would be immensely beneficial to students in acquiring integrated 

personality development.

The seven pro-active guidance areas are :

1. Developmental Guidance

2. Preventive Guidance

3. Education and Career Guidance

4. Adjustment Guidance

5. Diagnostic and Remedial Guidance

6. Crisis Management Guidance and

7. Psychotherapy

Each of the above pro-active guidance has to look after various aspects that come 

under them.
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The Developmental Guidance helps children acquire knowledge and skills in 

areas such as Communication Skills, Self-Concept, Life Goals, Sexual Values, Social 

Skills, Multicultural Awareness and Nutrition and Exercise. The Preventive Guidance 

looks after the following aspects of children : Smoking, Alcoholism and Drugs, Youth 

and Law, Suicide prevention, Health risk reduction, Teenage Romantic Affairs, Child 

abuse, STDs awareness and AIDS awareness. The Education and Career Guidance 

covers the following aspects : Academic concerns Decision Making, Self-Assessment, 

Careers and Values, Occupational Orientation, Study Skills, Time Management, Moral 

Values and Personality Development. The Adjustment Guidance takes into its fold, 

those problems which foster maladjustive behaviour among children. The causes of mal

adjustment, their identification and systematic process of initiating children to adjustive 

behaviour are the aims here. The causes are : Depression, Stress, Anxiety, Neglect, 

Abandonment, Anger and Guilt, Children of alcoholic parents, Fear, Backwardness, New 

Schools, Moving and Single parent families. The Diagnostic and Remedial Guidance 

takes care of the following aspects : Study habits, Learning styles, Learning disabilities, 

Thinking Skills, Overcoming shyness and superiority, Conflict resolutions, Giftedness 

and Behavioural Disabilities.

The Crisis Management Guidance aims at solving problems arising out of 

sexual abuse, sexual harassment, physical abuse, violence in family, classroom or school, 

grief bereavement, loss of love, anger and other crisis situations. The role of 

Psychotherapy in schools cannot be underestimated. Yet in view of paucity of personnel 

in schools, the students needing psychotherapy should be referred to outside agencies.

An attempt has been made to put into perspective Guidance and Pro-active 

Guidance. As mentioned earlier ‘Counselling’, which is a part of Guidance, needs to be 

comprehended.

The world is a beautiful look, but of little use to him who 
eannot read it.....

- Goldoni
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About Kerala : Tribes of Kerala

Today, Kerala population is the melting pot of various races, religions and 

ethnic groups. The vast majority of Keralites carry three racial strains in their 

genetic make-up; Munda, Dravidian, and Aryan. Of this, majority of today’s 

Keralites have a Dravidian ancestry. Nevertheless, many of them pride themselves 

on their Aryan descent.

The major tribes who inhabit the mountains of Kerala re Kanis, Uralis, 

Kadar, Kanikkar, Paniyar, etc. They are considered to be the descendants of the 

Negrito race.

Kerala is a homeland of various tribal communities.

Adiyas

Kattunayakans

Kurichiyans

Mudugan

Paniyas

Paliyan

Uraali Kurumas

List of Tribes
•jil .. »• » T

The Adiyas
The Adiyas are known as ‘Ravulayar traditionally, fhe Adiya, like the 

Paniya, is one of the slave sects in Kerala. In the nuclear Adiya tribal family, the 

husband is the head of the house. Bride price is given to the parents of the bride by 

the groom. Divorce, widow marriage, etc. are permitted. Polygamy is also 

practiced.

No punitive measures (like ostracizing of the sex offender, as one can see 

among Kurichias) is prevalent among the Adiyas for sex offences. Even if their 

woman commits such offences they are allowed to undergo purificatory ceremony 

known as ‘Kalachu Veypu’ to join their community back.
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The Kattunayakan

The Kattunayakan community is found in Wayanad, Kozhikode and 

Malappunim districts. They are also called Cholanaickan, in the interior forests of 

Nilambur area of Malappuram and Pathinaickans, in the plains of Malappuram 

districts.

As their names denote, the Kattunayakan were the kings of the jungle regions 

engaged in the collection and gathering of forest produces. They are known as Ten 

Kurumar since they collect honey from the forest. They have all the physical 

features of a hill tribe. Their language is a mixture of all Dravidian languages. They 

worship animals, birds, trees, rock hillocks and snakes. They are firm believers in 

black magic and sorcery. They also worship their ancestors, along with worshipping 

Hindu deities.

The Kurichiyans
The Kurichiyans are an agricultural tribal community. Upto some decades 

ago untouchability had been fairly and widely practiced by these tribals.

They have clean food habits and keep their houses, premises and dress 

always clean. They are matrilineal and live in joint families, under the control of 

their chieftain called ‘Pittan’. The members of the extended family work together 

and put their earnings in the same.

Scheduled Tribes
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The tribal people of India are called ‘Scheduled Tribes’ in the Indian 

Constitution. The designation, invented by the British, covers somewhat arbitrarily 

255 ethnic communities which are economically and socially least advanced and are 

the earliest inhabitants of India. The English called them aborigines.

Most Indians consider the tribal communities, which live in isolated and self- 

contained commun ties as wholly distinct from them culturally and etnnically. They 

re right and wrong at the same time: culturally, scheduled tribes and castes are 

distinct from the plains people; ethnically, they are not. Mostly these aboriginal 

tribes and castes are less Aryan or totally non-Aryan for they are predominantly 

Munda and Dravidian.

Out of the total one billion Indians, the tribal population accounts for nearly 

6% of the population. The tribal people are a vast majority in the North eastern 

States and some Union Territories : 88% of Nagaland, 80% of Meghalaya, 70% of 

Arunachal Pradesh population is tribal. Half of the country’s tribal population is 

found in the three states of Madhya Pradesh, Bihar and Orissa. The numerically 

dominant tribes are the Dravidian Gonds of Central India, the Munda Bhils of 

Western India, and the Munda Santals of Eastern India.

In Kerala there are still 37 scheduled tribes out of 48 tribal communities; 

their number is only 1.26% of the State’s population. What this figure indicates is 

that the rate of the assimilation of the aboriginals of Kerala has been extremely 

rapid. In the past few years 11 tribal communities have been declassified on account 

of the social and cultural progress they have made.

Among the Scheduled Tribes of Kerala the numerically dominant ones are 

the Pulayans, Paniyans, Maratis, Malayarayar, Kurumans, Kurichiyans and Irulas. 

The numerical strength of each remaining tribes is more or less 1000. I am happy to 

record that my anthropological, linguistic and folklonstic research has been 

primarily among the Kadar, Cholanayikkar, Mudugar, Irular, Pulayar and Kurumbar. 

I have also worked among the Santals of West Bengal.
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Most of these tribes are forest-dwellers and food-gatherers. Increasingly, 

they are found living on the fringes of the forests near the highways and the villages 

of the plains people, yet apart from them. This frontier existence of the tribals is 

highly symbolic. They are caught between two worlds. Their forest home cannot 

support them any longer, for food in forests is getting scarce because of the state 

policy against deforestation.

There are fewer and fewer wild animals to hunt; there is also a legal ban on 

hunting. For rice and clothes they have to depend on the plains people who continue 

to exploit the helplessness of the tribals. The few tribesmen who go to towns 

looking for jobs soon find it difficult to cope with the demands.

Wayanad
One of the fourteen districts in Kerala (India) is situated in an elevated 

picturesque mountainous plateau in Western Ghats. It lies between north latitude 11 

degree 26’28” and 11 degree 48’ 22” and east longitude 75 degree 46’ 38” and 76 

degree 26’11”.

There is a land not far from Calicut, the city of Zamorins, yet a world part 

from Kerala’s agricultural and industrial epicenters. It is a quiet place where scenic 

beauty wild life and traditional matter, simplicity is a virtue and beauty still 

blossoms from the mountainous horizon and from the green glaze of alluring 

vegetation. This is Wayanad - the green paradise - the border world of greener part 

of Kerala. Clean and pristine, enchanting and hypnotizing, this land has a history 

and mystery, culture and social epistemology et to be discovered. Located at a 

distance about 76 km, from the sea shores of Calicut in the Western Ghats, this
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station is full of plantations, forests and wildlife. Wayanad hills are contiguous to 

Mudulmalai in Tamil Nadu and Bandipur in Karnataka, thus forming a vast land 

mass from the wild life to move about in its most natural abode.

The name Wayanad has been derived from the expression ‘Vayal nadu’ - the 

village of paddy fields.

In the ancient times this land was ruled by the Rajas of the Veda tribe. In 

later times, Wayanad came under the rule of Pazhassi Rajahs of Kottayam royal 

dynasty. When Hyder Ali became the ruler of Mysore, he invaded Wayanad and 

brought it under his way. In the days of Tipu, Wayanad was restored to the 

Kottayam royal dynasty. But Tipu handled entire Malabar to the British after the 

Sreerangapattam truce that he made with them. Hiis was followed by fierce 

encounters between the British and Kerala Varma Pazhassi Rajah of Kottayam. 

Even when the Rajah was driven to the wilderness of Wayanad he waged several 

battles with his Nair and Kurichia-Kuruma tribal soldiers against the British troops 

and defeated the latter several times through guerilla type encounters. The British 

could get only the dead body of the Rajah who killed himself somewhere in the 

interior forest. Thus Wayanad feel into the hands of British and w ith it began a new 

turn in the history of this area. The Britishers opened up the Plateau for cultivation 

of tea and other cash crops. Roads were laid across the dangerous slopes of 

Wayanad from Calicut and Telicherry. These roads were extended to the city of 

Mysore and to Ooty through Gudalur. Roads facilities provided opportunities for 

the people of outside Wayanad to flow and settle to these jungle regions.

When the state of Kerala was formed in 1956, Wayanad was part of Kannur 

district. Later South Wayanad was added to Kozhikode district and then on 

November 1, 1980 North and South Wayanad joined together to form the present 

Wayanad district.
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This mountain district is in many ways the most picturesque in the State, 

with its rolling hills covered with tropical rainforest. Wayanad also contributes 

richly to its fortunes, thanks to the flourishing cultivation of many species, as well as 

Tea, Coffee and Cocoa. Wayanad is situated at a height of 700 to 2100 m above 

sea level and is home to many species of animal and plant life. Temperatures range 

from 12 to 25 degrees centigrade. This district also has the added advantage of 

linking Kerala with the golden triangle of South India : Bangalore, Mysore and 

Ooty.

This high altitude district is characterized by the cultivation of perennial 

plantation crops and spices. The major plantation crops include coffee, tea, pepper, 

cardamom and rubber. Coffee based farming system is a notable feature of 

Wayanad. Coffee is grown both as pure crop and as mixed crop along with pepper. 

Pepper is grown largely along with coffee in the north eastern parts of the district, 

especially in Pulpally and Mullankolly areas. Coffee in Wayanad (66.999 ha) shares 

33.65 percent of the total cropped area in the district and 78 percent of the coffee 

area in the State. Other major crops are rubber (63,015 ha), coconut (59,452 ha), 

cardamom (38,348 haO, tea (31,792 ha), cassava and ginger. A recent increase in the 

area under coconut cultivation is noticed in the lower elevations. Paddy is cultivated 

in 22,772 hectares of land. The rice fields of Wayanad are in the valleys formed by 

hillocks and in majority of paddy lands, only a single crop is harvested. Ginger 

cultivation in Wayanad has also substantially increased in recent times and the 

ginger produced is mainly marketed in the form of green ginger. Homestead 

faming assumes importance in this district. The average size of holdings are 0.^8 

ha. A variety of crops including annuals and perennials are grown in these small 

holdings. The crops include coconut, arecanut, pepper, vegetables, tuber crops, 

drumstick, papaya, etc. and fruit trees like mango and jack. The crop pattern/ crop 

combinations prevalent in this district are not based on any scientific norms. 

Therefore, scientific cropping patterns suitable for the agro-ecological situation is to 

be recommended.

The Population of the District : According to 1991 census, is 6,72,128 of which 

male population is 3,41,958 and female 3,30,170 The density of population is
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316.2 per sq kilometers. The population of scheduled tribes is 1,14,969 and that of 

the Scheduled Caste is 27,835. Strictly speaking, there is no urban population in 

Wayanad. However, life in Sulthan Bathery, Mananthavady and Kalpetta is in the 

process of gaining urban status. The decadal growth rate in the population of 

Wayanad was 59.17 percent in 1941-51, 62.60 percent in 1951-61, 50.35 percent in 

1961-71 and 33.71 percent in 1971-81. In the first three decades of this century, the 

growth of population in Wayanad was less than ten percent. This shows that there 

was an influx of settlers to Wayanad after the Second World War. The economic 

slump, difficulties and miseries creeping as a result of war into the life of common 

people, compelled them to seek ‘pastures anew’ on the virgin soil of Wayanad from 

all parts of Kerala and Karnataka. In the first year of settlement, thousands 

succumbed to malaria and the attack of wild animals.
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Tribes of Kerala - An Introduction

Hrishekeshan Nair

TRIBE means an ethnic group, geographically isolated or semi isolated, 

identified with one particular territory and having distinct social, economic and cultural 

tradition and practices. In other words, a tribe is a collection of families or groups of 

families, bearing a common name which as a rule does not denote any specific 

occupation, generally claiming descent from a mythical or historical ancestor. The 

tribe is held together only by the obligation of kinship. Members speak the same 

language and occupy a definite tract of country.

The main criteria adopted for specifying communities as Scheduled Tribes

include

1. indications of Primitive Traits

2. Distinctive culture

3. Geographical isolation

4. Shyness to contact with the community at large

5. Backwardness

These TRIBES which have been included in the list of Scheduled Tribes under 

Article 342 Constitution of India are designated as Scheduled Tribes. The Scheduled 

Tribes may be specified by the President of India under Article 342 by a Public 

Notification. The Parliament may by law, include or exclude from the list of Scheduled 

Tribes any tribal community or part thereof in any State. There is no religious bar for 

specifying a person as member of a scheduled tribe.

The Government of Kerala is giving prime importance of educational upliftment 

of scheduled tribes of Kerala. Apart from educational concession from nursery level to 

whatever higher studies they have, there are prematric, post-matric hostels for providing 

free boarding / lodging facilities to the school / college going students who have no 

school/ colleges in their immediate reach.
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As part of Dr.Ambedkar Centenary celebration during 1990-91, Govt, of Kerala 

introduced new concept of starting Model Residential Schools for imparting quality 

education to economically backward but talented Scheduled Tribes, Scheduled Castes 

students with residential facility. As a beginning, two schools, one or girls at Kattela in 

Thiruvananthapuram and another for boys at Nalloomad in Wayanad district were 

started. By reviewing the exemplary academic performance of these schools dur.ng the 

IX Plan period, more schools started at various Tribal concentrations of the State. 

Further, Govt, of India introduced a scheme of starting Ekalavya Model Residential 

School with an aim for providing universal education to backward Scheduled Tribes 

Students of the country under Article 275 (1) of Constitution of India, two schools 

started in Kerala are at Painavu .n Idukky and another at Pookodu in Wayanad. A 

special school exclusively for scheduled tribes pupils following CBSE syllabus is also 

working at Njaraneeli in Thiruvananthapuram district. Thus, there are 18 Ashram / 

Ekalavya/ Model Residential Schools under Scheduled Tribes Development Department 

and 7 schools under Scheduled Caste Development Department of Govt, of India.

Government is aimed at improving the quality of education as well as co

curricular activities to emancipate the self esteem of scheduled tribe students o compete 

with students from mainstream to tap the growing job opportunities in the public and 

private sectors. All efforts are being taken to get involved various agencies to achieve 

the target. Accordingly, in association with Regional Institute of Education, Mysore 

under NCERT, various academic improvement programmes are undertaken. Training 

on Guidance and Counselling to the teachers of Ashram Model Residential Schools of 

Kerala is one of the programmes to upgrade the skills of Teachers to understand the 

traits of tribal students and to develop his known skills commensurate with the 

academic performance and bring out the excellence in total. In nutshell the aim of 

Govt, of Kerala is to transform the Ashram Model Residential Schools in Kerala as 

Centres of Excellence as far as SC/ST students are concerned.

There are 36 Scheduled Tribe communities in Kerala of which 5 of them are 

identified as particularly vulnerable groups. T he main occupation of the Scheduled
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Tribes of Kerala are collection of non-timber forest produces. There are tribal co

operative societies for marketing their produces with an apex body of the Kerala State 

Federation of SC/ST Co-operative society at Thiruvananthapuram. At present, there are 

Vanasamrakshana Samithies and Eco-Development Committees functioning. 

Agriculture is the secondary occupation and there are agriculture workers, farm 

workers, etc. fishing is also being practiced by certain groups living near rivers, dams, 

etc.

Scheduled Tribes population of 3.64 lakh constitute 1.14% of Kerala’s 

population of 3.18 crore as per 2001 census. Kerala has no scheduled area as no block 

or taluk has more than 50% tribal population. However, Puthur grama Panchayat in 

Attappady Block in Palakkad District and Noolpuzha village in Wayanad District have 

more than 50% tribal population. Scheduled Tribes live in a scattered manner in 

Kerala. There are 7 ITDPs covering 2.86 lakh tribals, having 79% of the tribal 

population. The tribal population is spread out tnroughout the 14 districts in Kerala in 

the following manner.

District Total 
population 

in 2001

ST
population 

in 2001

% ST 
population 

to Total 
population 

in 2001

ST
population 

in 199,

Growth % 
p.a.

Thiruvananthapuram 32.34 20,893 0.65% 16,181 1.03
Kollam 25.85 5,190 0.20% 3,884 1.03
Pathanamthitta 12.34 6,549 0.53% 6.922 0.99
Alappuzha 21.09 3,131 0.15% 2,801 1.01
Kottayam 19.54 18,340 0.94% 17,996 1.00
Idukki 11.29 50.973 4.51% 50,269 1.00
Emakulam 31 06 10,046 0.32% 4,941 1.07
Thrissur 29.74 4,826 0.16% 4,051 1.02
Malappuram 26.17 12,267 1.52% 35,465 1.01
Palakkad 36.25 39,665 0.34% 10,555 1.02
Kozhikode 28.79 5,940 0.21% 5,407 1.01
Wayanad 7.81 136,062 17.43% 114,969 1.02
Kannur 24.09 19,969 0.83% 18,243 1.01
Kasaragod 12.04 30,338 2.52% 29,283 1.00
Total 318.41 364,189 1.14% 320,967 1.01
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As against the total literacy of 90.92% in the State, 64.35% of ST population 

only are literate. But the gap between the literacy rates of the General Sector and the 

tribal sector in Kerala is wider than that at the All India level, pointing to the fact that 

much more has to be done for tribals to catch up in Kerala.

Literacy Rates
Literacy rates - 1991 Literacy Rates - 2001

General ST Gap in 
Literacy 

rate

General ST Gap in 
Literacy 

Rate
Kerala 89.8 57.2 32.6 90.9 64.4 26.5
India 52.2 29.6 22.6 64.8 47.1 17.7

Percentage of Below Poverty Line 2004-05

Kerala has registered a remarkable improvement in poverty reduction over the

years among all the social sections including Scheduled Tribes.

The Planning Commission has allowed only 12.72% of State’s population to be 

acknowledged as BPL, with 24.2% Scheduled Tribes included. The NSS 61 Round 

however gives a very different picture as below.
Rural Urban

Poverty Line per 
capita income per 

month

ST Poverty Line per 
capita income per 

month

ST

Kerala 430.12 44.3 559.39 19.2
India 356.30 47.2 538.60 33.3

Primitive Tribal Groups

Kerala has 5 Primitive Tribal Groups viz. the Kurumbas of Attappady, the 

Koragas of Kasaragod, the Kattunaikans of Wayanad, Palakkad, Nilambur 

[Malappuram] and Kozhikode, the Kadars of Palakkad and Thrissur and the 

Cholanaikans of Nilambur [Malappuram], As per the Baseline Survey conducted by 

K1RTADS in 2006-07, there were 24,285 Primitive tribals in Kerala.
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The geographical area spread throughout the State is given below.

NameofPTG Name of Block No. of 
Settlements

No. of 
Households

Total
population

Kurumbas Attappady 17 478 2079

Koragas Kasaragod
Manjeshwaram

57 422 1572

Kattunaikans Mannarkad
Perinthalmanna
Vandoor
Nilambur
Koduvalli
Kunnamangalam
Kunnummal
Sulthan Bathery
Mananthavady
Kalpetta

501 5055 18576

Kadars Nenmara
Alathoor
Kollamkode
Kodakara
Chalakkudy

17 486 1695

Cholanaikans Nilambur 11 82 363
Total for all 
PTGs

603 6523 24285

Occupational Pattern

Majority of the tribal families in the State are residing in rural areas (96.51%). 

More than 75% of the Tribal workers are engaged in the Agriculture and allied sectors. 

As per 2001 census, the main worker of STs is 30.17% against the General sector 

25.87%. Also the female main workers of STs is 19.90 against the General 10.85%. It 

is worthwhile to note that 13.67% among them are actual cultivators. The cultivators 

percentage in the general sector is only 7.12%. Idukki, Wayanad, Thiruvananthapuram 

and Palakkad have majority of tribal cultivators and 44.04% of the tribal agricultural 

labourers are in Wayanad district.
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Guidance for Tribal Children



Unit I

Career Development and Guidance for Tribal Children 

Dr.G.Anwar, Mr.Samuel Kutty and Mr.G.Eshwarappa

A tribe is a group comprising families, alone or generation having its own 

customs, occupying a specific geographic territory and being independent or having 

little contact with the dominant national society of the country in which they live. 

Tribals reside in such a territory which is marked by the presence of hills, forests, 

mountains, etc. Tribals have to face a number of problems due to their isolated 

residences situated in remote areas. But they are closely and emotionally related to 

their lands and forest. They accept all outsiders in their territory that create more 

problems than benefit to tribal communities. Due to exploitation from various 

stakeholders, tribals are now facing a lot of problems. For promoting the welfare of 

scheduled tribes and for raising the level of administration of Scheduled Tribes and 

tribal areas to the state level, Article 275 of the Constitution provides grants in aid 

from consolidated fund of India to stakes for implementation of developmental 

programme. And the article lies down as Directive Principle of State Policy that the 

State should promote, with special care, the education and economic interests of the 

weaker sections.

The New Education Policy document puts a premium on starting residential 

schools for tribal including Ashram schools. Looking to the need structure of the 

tribals, special efforts would be made to bring them to accept technical, professional 

and para professional course as a new deal for their future. It is planned that 

curriculum at all stages of Education will be designed to create an awareness of the 

rich cultural identity of the tribal people as also of their enormous creative talents.

The tribal students in their homes do not get proper guidance at family level 

as the parents are either illiterate or not conscious about the need for education in 

preparing their courses. Such a situation comes in their way in the schools to come 

at par with the non-tribal students.
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This module on career development and guidance is aimed to provide you an 

understanding of various ways of acquiring information to teachers who are dealing 

with tribal children in Kerala. The emphasis is on equipping them with the need 

based career information. Career is not just related to economic aspect but it also 

includes total understanding of the psychological and social dynamic of human 

behaviour. To understand this, we need to have sufficient hasic information about 

the concepts which explain various principles of career behaviour and development.

Rationale

Tribals are located in different parts of the State and accordingly they have 

different working patterns or occupations based on the nature and the locale where 

they are residing. Tribes from the State are very close to nature, living in the forest, 

hills and river side, as a result they are specialized in the following types of works.

• Collecting of honey

• Dry fruits collection

• I lerbal medicines (leaves, barks, roots)

• Latex, flowers and wild spices (pepper, cardamom, etc.)

Those who are not involved in collecting the products from the forest involve 

in farming, construction, etc. Some are having their own land and they cultivate 

different crops in plantation. Some of them engage in government jobs. The 

educated tribes encourage other tribal children to be educated and take up various 

other careers. Scheduled Tribes Development Department is also taking initiative 

n providing maximum assistance for the welf are of the tribal people. This module 

will help the teacher to understand the attitude, abilities, interests and vocational 

aptitude among tribal children. At present, the Ashram schools taking keen interest 

in improving the economic condition by utilizing their inborn skills (eye-hand 

coordi ration, physical strength and speed, etc.). For example, candle making, basket 

making, notebook and stationeries and growing medicinal plants. The income 

generated from these activities helps the tribal children to meet their livelihood and 

save for their future use. These children can be further nurtured and shaped to 

engage irl various other career options without hurting their innate feelings and
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protecting their traditional occupations. These children need to be made aware of 

the world of work apart from traditional jobs.

The ST students can be brought with good faith in their immense traditional 

knowledge and to introduce the avenues enshrined by the formal education, there 

lies the need for career guidance.

Work, Career and Implications for Career Counselling

Introduction
Work has been a vital part of human life. In this unit we will discuss the 

meaning and nature of work, its importance and influence in our daily life and how 

the concept has evolved over the changing times. We will also focus on the 

dynamic concept of career and follow its increasing dominance over the human life 

span. The centrality of career in an individual’s life has brought out the need for 

career guidance and counselling.

Concept of Work
Work has been an integral part of mankind since the very beginning. Some 

reflection will tell you that work is crucial to the survival and development of 

mankind. In fact, initially it may have been a very natural activity whereby a human 

being had to do something to feed and protect himself. Over the years this simplistic 

meaning of work has undergone a complete transformation, to include the most 

complex tasks people engage in, such as designing an airplane, preparing software 

for computers, etc. So, what do you think is work? The literal meaning of work for 

most of us is applying physical or mental effort to make or do something. If you 

think further, you may like to say, that it is paid employment. Work is a goal - 

oriented activity. It is undertaken to achieve a purpose. The purpose may be big or 

small, immediate or long term for personal gain on the larger good. The 

characteristic that distinguishes work from any other activity is the fact that 

obtaining the resources necessary for living depends on this activity. Work is 

significant to an individual as well as a valuable contributor to society’s well being. 

While some skills and abilities are universally required, others are unique to a 

country or region because of its geographical location, natural resources or abilities
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of its inhabitants nurtured over years, providing it a comparative advantage in terms 

of skilled manpower.

Physical Meaning of Work
All of us have experienced physical activity as well as mental work 

involving brain activity. Literally speaking, work means application of physical 

effort to do something and produce something. Any activity that involves use of 

hands, limbs, feet or bodily effort or force comes under physical work. Change of 

form, shape, goods, services of use, art forms, etc. in the interest of self and society. 

In our day to day life, we come across innumerable examples of such physical work. 

All such work is gainful employment of our skills and abilities which result in either 

monetary or non-monetary rewards.

Psychological Meaning of Work
The psychological concepts of work had their origin decades ago. As early 

as in 1943, Hendrick had put forward the theory that work is not a means to an end, 

but an end in itself. According to his, “Work Principle’ work has essential value to 

the worker in two ways :

1. It is more than just being an instrument of livelihood. It has an intrinsic 

significance that guides the functioning of his ego.

2. Work is guided by mastery instinct where the worker takes efforts to gain 

control over his environment in his work situation by employing his 

intellectual and motor skills. Thus, besides being purposeful, work 

provides the worker an opportunity to express his abilities and gives 

psychological focus to his efforts.

Sociological Meaning of Work
When work is the subject of study by sociologists, it refers to activities 

carried out by individuals to produce goods and services required by other members 

of the society. Work, on this socio-cultural dimension, is more of a social activity, 

performed within a social framework. It transcends personal goals and interests and 

is seen more in terms of general and collective outcomes. Across diverse cultures, 

there is consensus regarding what is work and non-work. For example, in none of 

the societies, play and leisure are taken as work. The positive and negative
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associations ascribed to work are more a socio-cultural matter, rather than inherent 

features of work. Similarly, work values are a function of the work philosophy and 

work ethics practiced in a society.

I'» A« t
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Concept of Career Development

Oxford English Dictionary defines career as a “person’s course or progress 

throughout his or her pre-occupafional, occupational and post-occupational life”. 

Being a student, employer and pensioner, all become work related roles. In another 

sense, the non-occupational roles of child, homemaker, citizen etc. which run 

parallel to the work roles become pan of one’s career. In this holistic sense, the 

term ‘career’ becomes synonymous with “life-career”. Gordan gave a similar wide- 

ranging definition of career and referred to the development of the total human 

being. How he lives his life. The varied roles, biological (child, sibling, spouse, 

parent, and relation etc).; social (student, friend, community member and citizen), 

personal (cultural identity, self-expression, self-realisation, etc.) are integral parts of 

the concept of career.

Super (1957, 1983) discusses career as the total constellation of life roles one 

participates throughout a life time. He proposed a holistic concept of career, as total 

of all life activities that create fulfillment. This includes work activities as well as 

all other actions performed within a family, pursuing hobbies, spirituality, physical 

fitness, community behaviour and personal space. He proposed the concept of a 

“Life Career Rainbow” to explain this idea. On the horizontal dimension of the 

rainbow, he placed various chronological and vocational life stages and activities 

associated with them. On the vertical dimension, he placed various roles one plays 

in life.

Using ideas similar to the above, Geysbers and Moore (1975,1987) proposed 

the concept of “Life Career Development”. “Life” means that the focus is on the 

total person - the human career. “Career” identifies and relates all the life roles 

(citizen, family member, learner and worker), the settings (home, school, community 

and work place) and events (entering school, job, marriage, retirement, etc.) in 

which individuals find themselves. The word ‘development’ signifies that 

individuals are always in the process of becoming. All these concepts put together 

give rise to an individual 's uniqueness of life style.

When people prepare to enter careers, they go through a process of decision 

making. A variety of psychological and social dynamics of human behaviour come
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into play in this process. This means that a number of personal - social and 

educational vocational factors contribute to career choice making.

Implications for Career Counselling

Whether careers are perceived as a one-time choice as a consequence of 

matching individual competencies with job demands or as a continuous 

developmental process, career counselling practices play a crucial role in the choice 

that an individual finally makes. Counselling practices are based on what view one 

takes of career decision making. Career counselling revolves around understanding 

and conceptualising the clients’ situation as well as organizing and using career 

information. It aids in the process of helping the client make a realistic assessment 

of his strengths and weaknesses, his priorities and preferences, future goals and his 

attempts at planning for these goals.

Objectives :
After going through this module, you will be able to

• Explain : The concept of work and its increasing centrality in life.

• Differentiate between psychological and sociological meaning of work,

• Elaborate : The importance and influence of work

• Discuss the major work motives

• Differentiate between work and career, giving distinguishing features,

• To understand : Implications for career counselling

• To discuss : Specific problems related to career development of tribal 

children

• To understand : The need for career development in Ashram School 

® To acquire : The skills required for developing career development.

Specific Problems related to Career Development among Tribes of Kerala
There are several challenges within the traditional occupations. Since the 

weaknesses of the traditional society have been removed partly due to the modem 

education and partly due to development of science and technology. The 

transformation of shifting cultivation to settled agriculture, industrialization and
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urbanization were the factors behind the change in traditional occupational structure. 

The following are some of the challenges faced by the tribal children today.

Social Factors

Interaction with outsiders has brought the institutional changes in the social 

life of scheduled tribes. Introduction of Forest Conservation Act 1980, limited the 

scope of traditional shifting cultivation. Most of the tribal parents have little 

knowledge relating to modern world and modern environment. Their environmental 

narrows that created narrow mentality. And most of the tribal fathers are addicted to 

alcoholic and other beverage items. There is still a widespread feeling among the 

tribals that education makes their boys defiant and insolent and alienates them from 

the rest of their society.

Environmental / Geographical Factors

Due to deforestation, traditional occupation has become very bleak. The 

gradual depletion of forest is associated with the number of people dependent on the 

traditional occupations like collection of honey, basket making, collecting medicinal 

plants, etc. Since the livestocks are the backbone of Indian agriculture, the 

availability of fodder is very limited.

Economic Factors
Most of the tribal households are dependent partially on agriculture and 

partially on the wage labour in the neighbouring states (especially Wayanad tribes). 

But due to drought the crops failed and there is a great threat to their existence. 

Since most of the tribal people are living in poverty, it is not easy for most of them 

to send their children to schools.

Cultural Factors

Since the tribals have their own culture and tradition, they believe their

customs very family ..... and try to protect their art forms and other cultural forms.

They believe that if they mingle with others, their originality will be lost.
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Educational Factors

In many States, tr'bal children are taught through the same books which from 

the curriculum of non-tribal children of the urban and rural areas of the rest of the 

State. Obviously the content of such books namely rarely appeals to the tribal 

children who come from different cultural background.

Suitable Teachers: Lack of suitable teachers is one of the major reasons for the 

slow growth of education in tribal basis. Most of the teachers employed for 

imparting education to the tribal children show little appreciation of tribal way of 

life and value system. They approach tribal people with a sense of superiority and 

treat them as a savage and uncivilized and hence fail to establish proper rapport with 

their students.

Lack of Facilities : One of the major problems in tribal education is that of 

language. Most of the States impart education to tribal and non-tribal children alike 

through the medium of the regional language which makes the education 

uninteresting and also hurts tribal sentiments. Most of the primary schools run in 

the tribal areas are single teacher managed.

Communication : Communication is one of the key factors affecting the 

development of tribal education. Due to isolation tribals facing problem for 

expressing in modem and regional languages. Since the teachers do not know the 

tribal language, the doubt and problems are remained unsolved.

1. Recognition at work 2. Status needs being fulfilled J. Monetary Rewudi
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Need for Understanding Career Development in Ashram Schools
Since most of the students are from tribal community, it is necessary for the

teachers to know Ihe traditional occupations of tribal people and the problems faced 

by them due to deforestation and interference of non-tribals. The teachers help in 

the career decision making and career development of students living in tribal areas. 

It is essential to widen the knowledge of different occupations further.

a) The tribals are no longer in a position to solely depend on traditional 

occupations such as collecting honey, basket making, collecting medicinal 

plants, farming, etc. Due to the non-availability of raw materials, they are 

finding difficulty in satisfying their basic needs. Therefore, it is the duty of 

the teachers to help the chddren to find some occupations.

b) The tribal children do not know anything about the world of work other than 

their traditional occupations. So it is the duty of the teachers to provide more 

information to the children of Ashram schools. The following activities can 

be helpful.

i) Taking the children to a nearby factory.

ii) Occupational training in selected areas such as ‘candle making’, 

‘basket making’, notebook making, preparation of herbal 

medicines, art and craft, etc.

iii) Career conference cum exhibition (information about various 

courses and occupations)
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iv) Career talk in the class (talk about a particular career in detail).

v) Some competitions like quiz programme and speech related to 

different careers.

c) Many of the members of the tribal community have left their traditional 

occupations and many are in the process of mobility. Therefore, education 

plays an important role and the teachers’ empathetic approach can help them 

to select correct course and occupation.

d) Competition among the educated tribals is very common and they are unable 

to find jobs in government sector. The teachers can help them by providing 

information related to various career opportunities in private sector too.

e) Only the teachers are able to tap their potentials, abilities, aptitude and 

interests and guide them to set the goals and reach the goals; especially their 

physical strength, eye-hand coordination can be converted to the occupations 

where these traits are essential.

f) It has become essential from the part of the teachers to impart career 

information for the tribal children to adjust to the challenges of a changing 

world, society and their own individual aspirations.

g) In order to provide the appropriate career information to tribal students, the 

teachers need to develop competencies and skills in collecting, compiling, 

organizing and disseminating career informations.

As a counselor you need to provide information about

• the nature of work

• working conditions

• methods of entry

• earnings/ salary

• employment trends and outlook

• educational and individual requirements of various careers and 

occupations

• risk involved
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h) It is essential for the teachers to involve and seek the co-operation of 

students, teachers, principal, administrator, community, etc. is planning and 

organizing activities.

i) The teachers need to plan and organize group activities such as career talks, 

career conference, tours/ field trips, group discussion, display of 

publications, mass media and electronic media. These activities will help the 

students to get clear picture about the careers.

j) The teachers need to appreciate the traditional occupations of the tribals and 

encourage the students to be proud of their occupations and help their parents 

in their activities during their holidays. The teachers should never feel their 

work as inferior rather train them in some of the activities using their natural 

abilities.

By taking the above mentioned factors into consideration, the teachers must 

be in a position to guide their tribal children in choosing various courses and careers.
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Skills in Career Development

For any particular occupation, a special skill is required. The teachers of 

Ashram Schools should know the abilities, interests, potentials and aptitude of the 

children and according to their abilities, the teacher can guide them to select a 

particular course and career. The tribal children are capable of doing certain 

activities as they have the skills of using their hands and body. The tribal students 

sometimes express their liking for geography as a subject. Living in forest and hills, 

the tribal boys and girls are close to nature. Their daily activities revolve around 

environment. They understand well the change in weather, the formation of clouds, 

the onset of monsoon, the drought and flood. So it is easy for the teachers to fmd a 

career according to their interests.

The skill of sending an arrow to the honey hive and collecting honey straight 

into a vessel is an example for the excellent use of eye-hand coordination. The 

teachers can encourage the students to practice archery and take it as their career.

Most of the tribals are very good in their physical fitness and they have 

immense speed in running and walking. These students can be trained in sports 

activities and they can select sports as their career.

The tribals are naturally intelligent people and capable of doing many 

manual occupations like basket making, teachers can utilize their skills for various 

vocations like candle making, notebook binding, wood work, metal work, etc.

The tribal school teachers also can tap the skills and abilities of the students 

right from the beginning and guide them to select the careers like teachers, doctors, 

engineers, soldiers, policemen, forest guard, nurse, administrators, diploma in 

various engineering field, etc.
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Conclusion

Career information is the backbone of career education as the process of 

career education follows the model of career development. The need for career 

information is recognized at all the stages of the programme.

Providing career informations right from the elementary stage in a planned 

manner would help students become aware of themselves and the world of work, 

develop work related attitudes, values, explore the career options available, make 

appropriate career related decisions and adjustments.

Career education is mfuscd with the general school cuniculum and is 

imparted by normal subject teachers. It starts at the elementary school stage and 

continues through adult life. Its inputs at various stages aim at career awareness, 

exploration and preparation.

In short, if the teachers of Ashram schools can make use of the above 

mentioned career information and skills, the tribal children will be able to choose 

their career according to their potentials and lead a better life in the society.

* -k ★
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Unit II

Personality Development and Social Skills 

Dr. Manjunathaiah & Dr.Swati Patra

Introduction:
In any human society, everybody is interested to know and understand other 

fellow being. We are interested in knowing what is the nature of others, why they 

behave as they do, what are the motives behind their actions. Similarly, we are also 

interested in knowing ourselves. The sum total of all the characteristics is termed as 

personality. Personality develops gradually over a long time and is influenced by a 

variety of factors. Psychologists have developed many theories to explain the nature 

of personality and have designed several techniques to measure personality.

In an Ashram Model Residential school, a teacher comes in contact with 

several patterns of personalities of students. He/she has to understand the nature of 

personality of students, their personality problem so that he/she can handle those 

problems effectively. A sound knowledge about personality, its nature and 

development is very essential for any teacher.

Children have to develop certain skills to interact effectively in social 

situation. Such skills are known as social skills. These skills include communication 

skills, managing emotions, body language, showing empathy and so on. A 

Residential School provides ample opportunities for the teachers to develop social 

skills in tribal children.

In this module you will leam about meaning, nature of personality, different 

approaches to study personality, the components of personality, factors influencing 

personality programme and personality characteristics and problems of triba' 

children. You will also study the nature of social sk Is and how to develop social 

skills among tribal children studying in Ashram Model Residential Schools in 

Kerala.
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Objectives

After going through this module, the teachers will be able to

• define the concept of personality

• explain the approaches to the study of personality

• identify the aspects of personality development

• describe the role of the teacher in the personality development of children

• describe the personality characteristics of tribal children

• identify the factors influencing personality development

• explain the nature of social skills and their importance

• design and implement specific activities for personality development and 

social skills of tribal children.

Concept of Personality

Personality is all that a person is. Life presents a continuous chain of 

struggle for existence and survival. In the course of daily living, each and every 

individual has to constantly nteract with the environment and other individuals. 

The effectiveness of this interaction is dependent to a great extent on the personality 

of the individual. Personality gives a distinctiveness to the person.

Personality is a complex construct. It does not refer to physical feature or 

physical appearance only. It is an interaction of physical and psychological 

characteristics, inner and outer-self. Personality refers to the totality of a person. 

Personality refers to who you are, what you have been and what you will become. It 

is a sum total of physical characteristics, mental traits, talents, abilities, attitudes and 

habits.

Allport has defined personality as the dynamic organization within the 

individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his unique adjustment to 

his environment. In other words, personality is the sum total of the physical and 

mental traits of an individual which remain dynamic in nature. It is a combination 

of physical, mental, intellectual, emotional and social aspects of the person which 

are interrelated and influence behaviour of the person in different situations.
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Thus personality can be described as consisting of the following main 

characteristics.

• Personality is not about the external appearance alone. It includes everything 

about a person such as his/her physical appearance, thoughts, emotions, 

behavior.

• Personality is dynamic. This means that personality is not fixed/ static. It 

changes/ adapts according to the requirement of the situation / environment.

• Personality develops as a result of the influence of different factors such as 

heredity, maturation, learning and environment.

• Personality is a person’s unique and relatively stable behaviour pattern.

Approaches to Personality
Various theories have explored the development of personality in different

ways.

Type Approach

The type approach describes the personality of the individual as being 

introvert and extrovert. Introvert people are shy, self-centred, do not open up, are 

not expressive and hesitant. Extrovert people are outgoing, relate with others easily 

and communicate effectively. Theorists have also proposed Type A and Type B 

personalities. Type A people are described as being goal oriented, answers and 

achievement oriented whereas Type B people are easy going, satisfied with life and 

comfortable. If we analyse tribal students’ personality, they may be classified more 

as Type B personalities as they are comfortable with what they are having, take 

things easily and do not aspire for higher things. However, the modem day 

requirements and competitive nature of the society will require the tribal child to be 

a little mere aggressive in his/her outlook, try to set goals and achieve things in life. 

In reality, however, we cannot get exclusive Type A or Type B personalities, the 

ideal should be a combination of both.
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The Trait Approach

According to the trait approach, personality consists of different traits. Traits 

are tendencies to behave in a relatively consistent and distinctive way when faced 

with a particular situation. These traits may be prominent characteristics of the 

individual like trustworthiness, straight forwardness, shyness, sociability, etc. or 

some minor traits like prefers devotional songs, likes to do painting, etc. Based on 

various research findings theorists have proposed five main traits of personality 

which are: extroversion (talkative, sociable, fun-loving, affectionate), agreeableness 

(sympathetic, warm trusting and cooperative), conscientiousness (ethical, 

dependable, productive and purposeful), neuroticism (anxious, insecure, guilt prone 

and self conscious) and openness to experience (daring, non-conforming, showing 

unusually broad interests and imaginative). This is called the Five Factor Model. 

These five main traits or factors consist of a number of specific traits. We can 

explain the personality of the child in terms of these five main traits.

Psychodynamic Approach

Psychodynamic approaches emphasize on the influence of early childhood 

experience in shaping the personality of the child. During the first five years of life, 

the type of experiences the child undergoes affects his/her personality to a 

significant extent.

Jung has talked about the inner-directed and outer-directed types of 

personalities. He also talks about the influence of culture on the personality of the 

child. In contrast Adler emphasizes on the individual himself/herself and advocates 

the importance of social influence on personality development. According to Adler, 

each individual strives for superiority and in the process has to overcome the feeling 

of inferiority. When the individual is able to overcome this, then the personality 

develops appropriately.

Behavioural Approach

Behavioural Approach suggests that personality development occurs through 

learning. A child acquires different traits/ characteristics through learning. Here, 

the role of reinforcement and punishment is important in shaping the personality of 

the child. If the teacher appreciates a particular behaviour of the child, the child is
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more likely to show that behavior. Children also observe others such as parents, 

teachers, relatives, siblings and peers who serve as models for the children to learn 

different personality patterns.

Humanistic Approach

It emphasizes how the individual sees himself/ herself and the world. Thus it 

focuses on the development of ‘self. The ‘self refers to our own mental picture/ 

image of oneself. How do we see/ view ourselves? What is our sense of self-worth? 

This approach believes that human beings are basically good but heir personalities 

are distorted by pressures and expectations in the environment. Since this approach 

emphasizes on the ‘goodness’ of the human being, it proposes unconditional positive 

regard for the human being. The teacher can help the child to accept himself/ herself 

and develop a positive self-concept.

Aspects of Personality Development

Personality of an individual includes many aspects. Broadly speaking, 

personality includes a physical component, psychological component and moral or 

character component. All these components in an integrated pattern make up human 

personality. Let us examine these components with some details.

Physical and Motor Development: This is the most obvious and observable aspect 

of personality. Physical development refers to the bodily characteristics of 

personality. This includes body structures, body proportion, height, complexion, 

etc. The internal growth of organs are also included in the physical development. 

Though the basic structure of the human body is the same, there are wide individual 

differences. Motor development refers to the various skills required to move about 

in the environment and to interact, manipulate the environment. Skills of movement 

are known as locomotor skills. They include walking, as a basic skill, running, 

hopping and so on. Skills of interaction with the environment are known as 

manipulatory skills which include grasping, holding, writing and any number of 

skills, which involve the use of hands and fingers.

Social Development : Human beings are social in their nature. A new bom human 

infant is unaware of society and asocial in its nature. But as it starts developing, it 

becomes aware of the society around and starts interacting with other members.
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Social aspect of personality, thus, includes social awareness, social relation with 

other members of the family, social skills required to mteract with others, 

knowledge about social customs and traditions. It also includes development of 

social attitudes, formation of opinions, prejudices and stereotypes. Social 

development helps the child to play different roles in society.

Cognitive Development : At the time of birth, the human child does not have 

greater awareness about the environment. It can respond to various sensory stimuli 

from the environment. There is inbuilt mechanism in the ch:ld which enable it to 

respond to various sensory stimuli. Gradually, the child develops an awareness 

about its environment. This is known as cognitive development. The child starts 

identifying the objects, learns to associate between its experiences and objects / 

situations, learns language, starts grouping, stimuli (objects) into groups and 

identifying than by verbal and non-verbal labels, which are known as concepts. It 

learns to differentiate between various stimuli, learns to relate between stimuli and 

also to organize its experiences into meaningful patterns. Cognitive development 

enables the child to learn various skills of problem solving.

Emotional Development : A new bom human baby expresses only a general 

excitement. A study undertaken by a psychologist named Bridges has shown that 

within two years, a human baby starts expressing several specific emotions like joy, 

sorrow, anger, disgust, jealousy. Although basic patterns of expression emotions are 

inborn, it is possible to modify specific patterns of emotional expression through 

training, modelling and guidance. Emotional development includes two aspect s- 

emotional expression and emotional control. Every society has evolved its own 

pattern of emotions which the child has to learn. After learning language, the child 

learns to express its emotions in verbal mode. Animals need not control their 

emotions. But in human society, there is need to control our emotions. 

Uncontrolled emotional reactions, that too, at the physical level may result in 

harmful effects. Hence, there is need to learn to control our emotions. Now a days, 

you must have come across the concept of Emotional Intelligence, which is defined 

as an ability to manage one’s own emotions and the emotions of others. Emotional 

development is very important aspect of personality development. Interests, 

attitudes, prejudices (pre-judgements, etc), stereotypes (labeling a group based on 

some characteristic features) which are essentially emotional in the nature also form

important components of personality.
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Language Development: Language is a powerful tool for an individual to interact 

effectively with the environment. An individual uses language to express his ideas, 

feelings and to understand others’ ideas and feelings. Language helps as a powerful 

means in cognitive development. Hence, language is an important component of 

personality.

Moral Development. Every society has evolved its own code of conduct and 

expects every member to understand those rules of conduct and behave accordingly. 

This aspect of personality is known as character of morality. Morality includes a 

cognitive part of understanding the rules and principles of moral codes and a 

behavioural part of behaving according to the moral rules. The child gradually 

internalizes the moral codes of society and develops an inner conscience which acts 

as an inner moral authority.

Self-Concept'. Self-concept is a person’s perception of his or her own personal 

traits. A person’s self concept consists of all of his/her ideas, perceptions and 

feelings about who that person is. Self concept forms the centre of one’s personality 

and it integrates all dimensions of personality meaningfully. Self-concept influences 

the individual’s behaviour. Self-cofidence is a positive feeling about one’s ability 

and it is developed if one’s self concept is positive and strong self esteem is also 

related to self concept. Self esteem is how a person evaluates himself/ herself. A 

person with positive self concept has high self-esteem. A person with low and 

negative self concept suffers from low esteem. Thus self-concept, self-confidence 

and self-esteem form important components of personality.

Factors affecting the Development of Personality
A combination of hereditary and environmental factors affect the 

development of personality. The expression of different traits of personality can be 

explained on a continuum. The extent to which a particular trait is expressed 

depends on the degree of stimulation received from the environment, eg. even if the 

child has inherited a physical trait of tallness, the child may not grow tall if he does 

not receive proper environmental stimulation in the form of nutrition and exercise. 

An enriched environment and early stimulation enhances the development of 

personality whereas an impoverished and restricted environment inhibit the 

development of personality.
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The home environment, the cultural environment and the social environment 

shape the personality of the child. Child rearing practices, expectation and 

behaviour of parents, early family life are significant determinants of personality. 

As the child grows, he goes to school, interacts with peer group, teachers and other 

members in the society. All these have an impact on his personality. The cultural 

environment has tremendous influence upon personality development. People 

acquire different ways of life, develop different traits and qualities depending upon 

the specific culture.

Thus as a teacher, are needed to understand the child’s culture, home 

environment, traditional practices and expectations. The teacher needs to 

understand the personality of the child in order to gain awareness about the child 

which will help the teacher to know the why of the existing personality of the child. 

This will help the teacher in providing proper guidance and counselling to the child 

to improve the personality of the child and also emphasize the good aspects of the 

personality.

Personality Characteristics of Tribal Children

Education is an instrument of social change. Bu when we take about the 

education of tribal students, it presents a paradox situation. It is said that the tribals 

who get some moderate education alienate themselves from the mainline of tribal 

society. Such a trend is disintegrative for his own tribal society but integrative for 

the wider society. M.S.Gurye and others observe in this respect: “The educational 

system of a country is often expected to perform two simultaneous and somewhat 

contradictory social functions - that of ensuring continuity of tradition and of 

initiating change. This is the case with the system of education in India Today”. 

(Talesra, 1989) (Ref: “Tribal Education” Dr Uemlata Talesra, Himanshu 

Publications, Udaipur, 1989).

The tribals have their own personality characteristics, habits and patterns. In 

the process of education, the system expects them to develop some new patterns of 

personality characteristics in order to be able to face the challenges of the modem 

society and integrate themselves into the mainstream. However, in this process, 

their own unique personality characteristics are not recognized and appreciated.
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What is required on the part of the teacher is to identify, recognize these strengths of 

the tribal personality and then give scope for the expression of these in the school 

situation. This will help the child gain self confidence. Confidence in oneself and 

self-reliance help the child a great deal in his later achievement.

Different studies have mentioned about the personality characteristics of the 

tribal children. Tribal children have high degree of motor skills and psychomotor 

competence. They are fond of adventures and excursions. Self-reliance, 

independence and resilience are three main characteristics of these tribal students. 

The type of environment they live in, the way they have to face the situations in their 

day today life helps development of these characteristics in them. The tribals are 

simple, truthful, straightforward, sober and cooperative. On the other hand, they 

have low self-image, low verbal and language abilities and lack of self confidence. 

However, we should keep in mind that the tribals are confident in their own 

surrounding. When it comes to interacting with the outside world, the school 

demands, the modem day requirements and expectations, they may not be able to 

meet the challenge. Hence, it becomes an onerous task for the teacher to recognize 

the natural strengths and characteristics of the tribal children and provide a caring 

and conducive atmosphere for the carry over and continued expression of those 

characteristics in the school and further life setting.

Role of the Teacher in the Personality Development of the Child
Role of the teacher in the personality development of the child is crucial. 

Teacher is the second parent of the child. Teachers have an important role to play 

especially in the case of tribal children as the parents of these children are not 

educated, are not aware of the needs and importance of personality development. 

The teacher can keep in mind the following things which will facilitate a conducive 

atmosphere in the school and foster a good interaction between the teacher and the 

child; ultimately leading to the personality development of the tribal children.

• a sensitive, caring attitude towards the child

• understanding the child, taking interest in the child

• going beyond teaching, developing the child as an individual
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• encouraging children in different aspects eg. to take up different activities, to 

ask questions

• should not punish the child

• nurture the natural curiosity of the child

• involving the parents - What is important is to make the parents feel wanted 

and make them feel convinced of the fact that they are the people who 

matter most in shaping the child. This will lead to parental support and 

cooperation which are crucial for the child’s proper development and 

education.

Teacher can also organize talks and discussions on issues and aspects related 

to personality development. Following are a sample of topics on personality 

development that can be delivered to the student through class talks and group 

discussions.

• Positive attitude

• Stress Management

• Time Management

• Self-Esteem

• Developing Self-Confidence

• Overcoming shyness

• Communicating Effectively

Examples of few topics as Class Talks/ Group Discussion are given in the

Appendix (Appendix I).

Activities for Personality Development

Activity 1 :

Observe 2 or 3 tribal children in your school closely in different 
situations. Notice what characteristics stand out in them. How do their 
personalities differ? Do you observe some common characteristics in 
them?

Activity 2 :

Compare tribal children of an age group in your school with children of 
the same age group studying in main stream school. What differences do 
you find between them in their physical make up and motor skills?



Activity 3 :

How do tribal children interact with their class/room mates? Do you find 
any difference between their interaction with children of their tribal 
group and with non-tribal group?

Activity 4 :

Have you noticed any significant intellectual act among tribal children? 
Describe such behaviours.

Activity 5 :

How do tribal children express their emotions? Do you notice any 
specific pattern in their emotional expressions? Are they able to control 
their emotions?

Activity 6 :

Make a list of difficulties tribal children have in learning languages. 
Note down the errors both in spoken and written language. Analyse 
those errors and discuss them with the students.

Activity 7 :

Have you come across any moral lapses (bad acts like stealing, smoking, 
eating gutka, etc) among tribal or non-tribal children of your school. 
What action have you taken to prevent such acts?

Activity 8 :

Ask some students to describe themselves. If they cannot do that, ask 
specific questions about their self - like Are you confident? Do you 
experience any hesitation in doing something? Record their responses 
and analyse them. What conclusion do you draw about their self
concept?
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Nature and Need of Social Skills

Many people do not know how to behave in social situations. They may 

behave in their own way and such behaviours may not be appropriate to a given 

social context. The behaviour may be with reference to their verbal responses, non

verbal reactions (body-language), reception of others’ responses, emotional reaction, 

expression of one’s ideas and feelings, etc. Inappropriate social behaviour may 

create problems in social interactions and developing social relationship. Behaving 

appropriately in social situations is a skill. Such a skill is known as social skill. 

There is no one simple social skill. Many specific social skills have been identified.

Social skills are those communication, problem solving, decision making, 

self-management and peer relations abilities that allow a person to initiate and 

maintain positive social relationships with others. Social skill is the ability to 

respond to a given environment in a manner that produces, maintains and enhances 

positive interpersonal relations. The overall social functioning, a composite of 

generalized social skills is known as social competence, which can be improved by 

teaching social skills.

Why should we teach social skills to our students? Social skills are received 

to effectively interact in social situations. Human beings are social beings and to be 

in touch with their fellow beings as collectively called as society is a basic need of 

every human individual. A lack of social skills can force an individual to withdraw 

from social situation, avoid social interactions, ulfmately lead an individual to a 

lonely life which n turn, creates anxiety and depression in an individual. Persons 

who are good in their social skills are able to manage social situations, can develop 

healthy social relationships and interact effectively with others.

Some of the main social skills are as follows :

1. The ability to build rapport : Rapport is a state of understanding or

connection that occurs in a good social interaction. Good rapport implies “I 

am like you, we understand each other”. Rapport has to be built consciously. 

Sometimes it occurs at the unconscious level. Then there will be perfect 

understanding between two interacting persons.
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2. Listening skills, including letting others know that you are listening. 

Listening patiently is a difficult skill to learn. It requires lot of patience and 

attentiveness. Patient listening encourages others to interact effectively. 

Listening skills includes giving responses like ‘Oh yes’, ‘really’, etc. Giving 

feedback like - Is that so? What happened next?

3. Appropriate eye-contact: If we do not look at someone when he is talking to 

you or when you are talking to him, he may get the impression that you are 

ignoring him or you are not interested in him. This does not mean you 

continue to stare at him. You can move away your eye contact now and 

then. However, appropriate eye contact facilitates good social interaction.

4. The ability to remain relaxed or at a tolerable state while in social situation. 

Too much anxiety may create tension and interfere in speaking and listening. 

Then it becomes difficult to interact with others.

5. Empathy with others and interest in other’s situations: Anxiety in social 

situations is due to self-consciousness. This can be reduced by making 

others to feel that you are emotionally one with them. This is showing 

empathy to others and show interest in others.

6. Self-disclosure: This is the skill of knowing how, when and how much to 

talk about oneself. In some social situations, talking about one self too much 

and too early can spoil good social interaction. We have to disclose 

ourselves gradually.

The above mentioned social skills are the main skills. There are many 

specific social skills. They are listed below:

• Taking turns
• Sharing materials
• Using quiet voices
• Staying on task
• Saying kind things
• Encouraging others
• Communicat’ng clearly
• Actively listening
• Following directions
• Managing materials
• Sharing ideas
• Celebrating success
• Praising
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• Asking for help
• Participating equally
• Staying at task
• Addressing the person by name.
• Patiently waiting
• Accepting differences
• Resolving conflicts
• Paraphrasing (briefly summarizing what others say)
• Staying with the team
• Recording ideas
• Helping others

If students do not leam appropriate social skills and display them in social 

situations in their behaviour, they are likely to develop some problems in relation to 

social interactions. If students display poor social skills in their social behaviour, 

they are likely to be rejected by their peers (friends). Other children do not like 

them and would not like to associate with them. Children poor in their social skills 

face difficulties in monitoring and controlling their behavior in situations where 

unexpected reactions from others occur. They are unable to understand social clues 

from others. As a result, they became emotionally upset and get confused as to how 

to behave.

Hence it is important that classroom teachers take steps to train students in 

social skills. A social skills training programme can be planned with the following 

objectives.

1. Developing proper manners and showing positive interaction with others. It 

includes approaching others appropriately, asking permission, making 

friendship, sharing things with others.

2. Developing appropriate classroom behaviour such as work habits, listening, 

attending to task, following directions, seeking attention, accepting one’s 

behaviour.

3. Developing better ways to handle frustrations/ anger such as seeking 

guidance and counselling, directing oneself towards a pleasurable task, 

resorting to internal dialogue (talking to oneself internally), reflecting on the 

best course of action.
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4. Developing acceptable ways to resolve conflict with others, such as using 

words instead of physical action, taking help from teachers, parent or elderly 

persons.

Steps to be followed in teaching Social Skills

1. Discuss the need for social skills. Explain to the students the need and 

importance of social interaction. Let them understand that poor social skills 

will create problems with their friends. Good social skills help them in 

making friends and maintaining friendship relations.

2. Select a social skill and create situations to illustrate that skill. Use varied 

situations

3. Teach the skill. Use explanation along with modelling of behaviour.

4. Practice the skill. Observe students’ behaviour later on and provide 

feedback.

Activities for Social Skills Development

Activity 9 :

A list of commonly required social skills are given below. Take each skill and think 

of your students and select a student whom you think exhibits that skill well and a 

student who exhibits that skid poorly. Write the name of those students opposite to 

that skill. Thus you can group your students into two groups - who are good in 

social skills and those who are poor in social skills. Then you can discuss the 

benefits of the skill in the group and motivate those who are poor in the skill to 

develop the particular social skill. You can develop action plan for it jointly and 

follow it up.

Social Skill Good in the 
skill

Poor in the 
skill

Saying please and thank you

Dealing better with anger and frustration

Asking questions appropriately.

Accepting the consequences given by teachers

Accepting responsibility for one’s misbehaviour

Dealing with loosing/ frustration/ making mistakes/ 
Insults in an appropriate manner (without shouting or
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physical aggression)
Initiating conversation with others.
Accepting No from others.
Joining a group activity already working
Following directions
Making friends
Saying compliments like congratulation, well done, 
that is
fine, etc. to others’ work.

Compromising on issue
Cooperating with friends (peers)
Facing talents (comments), verbal/ physical threats / 
aggression from others coolly
Seeking attention in an appropriate manner.
Waiting for one’s turn

Activity 10 :

Write the appropriate verbal/ non-verbal behaviour for exhibiting the following 

social skills.

Social Skill Appropriate verbal /non-verbal 
behaviours

1. Asking permission

2. Avoiding fighting

3. Suitably interrupting others

4. Apologizing for wrong doing

5. Greeting others

6. Accepting praise from others

Activity 11 :
Make a list of appropriate words used in tribal language and local language 

(language of instructions) used in the following social behaviours.

1. Greeting others

2. Praising others

3. Cooperating with others

4. Asking for help

5. Saying kind things

6. Helping others
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Activity 12:

As a teacher in a mixed type of residential school in which both tribal and non-tribal 

students are studying, you may observe that a tribal student exhibits a social skill 

which is appropriate to his/her tribal group but which may not be considered as 

appropriate in a normal school setting. Is it appropriate to teach that student the 

“right way” of behaviour (as considered by the main society)? What will you do in 

such a situation? Discuss about this with your co-teachers.

Activity 13 :

Observe your class closely while teaching. Are they listening to your lecture 

attentively? Notice those students who are not listening attentively. Make a note of 

their names. Discuss with them after the class about their inattentiveness. Tell them 

about the need of attentively listening to the lessons.

Activity 14:
Divide the class into two small groups and assign some group work for each group. 

Observe the behaviour of each student in every group with reference to appropriate 

social skills for that situation like listening, sharing ideas, expressing ideas, active 

participating, waiting for turns, etc. Evaluate each group with reference to social 

skills. Provide feedback.

*****
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UNIT III

Counselling



Module III

Counselling

Prof.S.Ramaa, Dr.I.P.Gowramma and Mr.Ramakanth Dubey

Introduction

Schools mainly aim at academic development, though the concern is all 

round personality development. Tribal schools are no exception in this respect. So 

children when they grow as adults there will be deviant development in their 

personality. So teachers have to expand their roles and develop competencies to 

overcome this lacuna. With reference to tribal population specifically now the aim 

of education is mainstreaming which is a highly challenging task. The children 

when they are expected to be in the mainstream, they experience lots of social 

adjustment problems which in turn leads to adjustment m other areas. Teacher has 

to work as a counsellor also n enhancing the overall adjustment of tribal students in 

the mainstream. So far hardly any training provided at both pre service and in 

service level to teachers to act as counsellors. This program is a beginning in the 

direction.

Objectives

After studying this module you will be able to:

1. Differentiate counselling service from other services and ascertain the need 

for counselling in schools ( 1 Hour)

2. Understand concept, scope, principle and components of counselling ( 2 

Hours )

3. Realize the stages and basic skills of counselling (6 Hours )

4. List & define the specific problems of tribal children at elementary and 

secondary levels of school ( 2 Hours)

5. Acquire certain Specific skills for providing individual and group 

counselling to general problems of tribal children and adolescents (6 hours )
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Modus operandi

Lecture cum discussion

Individual and group activities

Demonstration and practice

Need for and meaning of counselling

Need for counselling

Guidance is a more comprehensive term which includes many other services.

Counselling is one of the services. Counselling requires more intense training, 

technical and professional qualification. Counselling deals with personal, social and 

emotional problems, which may be even vocational and education. 1 Iere vocational 

and educational problems will take the dimension of personal problem. The person 

has much difficulty in personal problem. Counselling is more face to face contact. 

Counselling requires intense planning. Collection of mformation is same for both 

guidance and counselling behaviour. Since the beginning of civilization, counselling 

is carried out as a normal process. In human relationships, asking for suggestions is 

a dominant feature. As the phrase “ asking is for free” prevail in Indian society. We 

are very happy to provide assistance to people who approach us.

Now counselling has evolved as a discipline. The foundation is derived from 

psychology. The process of counselling which involves standardised assessment 

techniques, problem solving & decision making. Counselling emerged as an 

offshoot of the basic field psychology. Educational psychology and its studies on 

learning theories, human growth and development, their implications for educational 

setting has contributed to the growth of counselling as a discipline

In 20lh century due to certain changes like psychological, social, technical, 

counselling becomes a specialized profession. I'here is need for counselling as a 

specialized profession.

1. Iluman being confronts problems and they needs help, many problems 

cannot be solved by oneself.

2. Modem society is more complex, parents and religious leaders could 

undertake this task. Now a days the role of the family has lost religious 

leaders, lost their superiority.
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3. In modem man the fight is within self than with the environment. In olden 

days he has to fight with the environment, as science and technology 

advanced. We can control the environment, we have much time. Therefore, 

there is difficulties in interpersonal relationship which leads to many 

conflicts.

4. Increased urbanization, feeling of loneliness, lack of belongingness has 

created a need for counselling. The counsellor accepts what we are, then 

gives some sense of identity.

5. In Education, we are concerned witn learning which is the change of 

behaviour in the positive direction, counselling is viewed as a change of 

behaviour. The purpose of counsellor is to change the behaviour in proper 

direction. So it contributes to education. Counselling is also a part and 

parcel of education.

6. Counseling is to guide a course of development especially during 

developmental crises during transitional periods like adolescent, and mother 

to take care of exceptional children.

7. Expanding industrialization and mechanization have created many 

adjustment problems.

8. Expansion of educational opportunities which gives rise to many educational 

problems - acceptance of compulsory education.

9. Rapidity of social changes - marital problems (divorces), women life 

movement.

10. caste structures create social and adjustmental problem

11. Economic changes- Hi living standard, environmental pollution, distinction 

between have and haven’t, population explosion, adjusting income and 

expenditures, calls for seeking help from others.

Meaning of counselling

Counselling is a helping profession. It include someone seeking help and 

someone willing to give help. Patterson (1967) has pointed out certain behaviour 

that are not synonyms with the process of effective counselling.

1. Counselling is not giving information, though information may be present
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2. Counselling is not giving of advice

3. Counselling is not influencing at llude beliefs, and behaviour by persuading, 
threatening are or compiling

4. Counselling is not the selection and assignment of individuals to job.

5. Counselling is not interviewing but it involves intervening Professional

Counseling is different from other helping professions like clinical psychology, 

abnormal psychology, social work and education.

Here is given Distinction between some of the terms synonyms with counselling.

Clinical Psychology and counselling

In clinical psychology, the target of study is a clinical patient who has 

already experienced some psychological aberration or disorder. The thrust is on 

diagnosis and then treatment. But, in counselling the thrust is towards helping an 

individual to lead a happy and healthy life. It is life maintaining oral hygiene so that 

tooth disaster does not occur rather than going to a dentist for tooth repair.

Abnormal Psychology and Counselling

In abnormal psychology, our orientation is to understand the abnormality and 

classify mental disorders. In counselling our orientation is prevention of disorder 

and helping and making readjustment to life.

Psychiatry and counselling

The orientation if psychiatry is purely treatment of mental disorders. A 

psychiatrist is basically a person trained in medicine and clirical psychology. S/he 

can prescribe medicine to a person with mental disorder. A counsellor cannot do so. 

S/he is a person with knowledge of basics of psychology and specialised training in 

counselling who can help people with relatively less severe and solvable problems.

Social Work and Counselling

The social worker addresses social ills and uses counselling skills to heal 

them. A social worker may help a drug addict or work for AIDS prevention or with 

Alcoholics anonymous. Primarily the thrust is to take us social maladies and redeem 

them. A counsellor relates to the individual and his/her personal problems. In the
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course of counselling, some social issues may also crop up. Individual lives in a 

society and moulds it, hence any problem occurring in the individual’s life has its 

effect of the society also. For example, an alcoholic not only creates problems for 

the family but may also get involved in fights in public.

Education and counselling

An educationist’s prime responsibility is to make a child literate and also 

inculcate attitudes for posit.ve living. A General Thrust is to make an individual 

aware of the surroundings, think of issues, plan and achieve life goals. School is the 

arena where it is imparted. Problem arising at school are dealt with by counseling 

where students are evaluated on their performance. At times an educationist may 

leam very heavily on counseling to help the child to make better adjustment in life. 

More so when there are problems of learning disability, under-achievement, truancy, 

attention deficit, poor motivation, indiscipline or related behavioural problems, the 

teacher has to depend upon the counseling skills.

Counseling and Guidance
Counseling is specific, guidance is comprehensive. In guidance program, 

there are some services which are not technical. Counseling is more technical, it 

needs more competence. In schools and industries, we need guidance, counseling 

may be set in other centers also like hospitals.

Counseling and Psychotherapy

Psychotherapy is a process usually quite lengthy of helping persons with 

emotional mal-adjustments of relatively long-duration, to re-organise or re-structure 

personality and to achieve new ways of living and handling emotions. The 

relationship is intense. The therapist has special competence in dealing with 

dependency and other emotional states which may develop in the client. The setting 

is usually a clinic, mental health centre or hospital as opposed to the educational 

institutions, the typical but not the only setting for counseling - Tolbert.

Psychotherapy is the treatment by the psychological means, of problems, of an 

emotional nature in which a trained person deliberately establishes a professional 

relationship with the patient with the object of removing, modifying or retarding 

existing symptoms of mediating disturbed patterns of behavioural life of promoting 

positive personality growth and development — Wolburg.
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Historically, psychotherapy enjoyed more status than counselling. Because 

it is based on psycho-analytic model on the basis of training techniques used 

distinction aroused between counseling and psychotherapy. Psychotherapy was 

regarded as more sophisticated techniques but Humanists like Rogers consider both 

of them as synonymous. He advocated a client centred therapy. Whereas others 

still try to make a distinction. Somebody give reliable and unreliable differences.

Unreliable Differences
1. On the basis of client differences - a counselor gets clients who have minor 

problems and who have come from student population. But psycho therapist 

gets individuals with personal and social problems. Rogers do not accept 

this. Because the scope of counseling is widened and it is becoming more 

technical and well equipped. When an individual with problem comes to 

know that even counselor can tackle severe problems, he goes to the 

counselor. Even therapist may get persons with minor problems. So it is not 

reliable.

2. Practitioner differences - on the basis of qualification, now a days because of 

unemployment problem, well equipped therapist may work as counselors.

3. Setting - Counseling need not take place in educational settings, even 

psychotherapy. They can take place at any setting in schools and private 

agencies.

4. Severity of problems.

Reliable Distinctions
Goals or purposes : Psychotherapy aims at personality change whereas counseling 

tends to focus on more specific problems to emphasise making fuller use of the 

individual’s present resources.

Anashesi -J ’’Psychotherapy focuses on weaknesses to be overcome while counseling 

focuses on positive strengths to be developed. Counseling builds on a person as he 

is now, recognizing this person is a product of past experiences but deemphasising 

his past in favor of his present and future. The psychotherapist on the other hand 

attempts to help the client remake himself by concentrating on understanding and 

eliminating or minimizing his short comings.
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Duration Process: Psychotherapy takes more sessions that counselling. Frequency 

of contact is psychotherapy, it is more. Extent to which past experiences are 

emphasized - in psychotherapy it is more emphasized.

Counseling reaches more persons than psychotherapists since the goals of 

counseling have greater relevance for more people.

Concept and Nature of Counselling

Concept of counselling

Let us now know the concept of counselling. Everyone of us at different 

times felt the need to share our difficulties and worries. We have faced situations 

when we had to approach some one to guide us to take decisions. Some people have 

the competence to be helpful to those who approach them. It comes to them 

naturally, that is their personal way. The same informal process has been elevated to 

professional level. Those who aspire to be a counsellor can be so, by learning the 

skills and techniques of counselling. Counselling as a profession will assist people 

to come out of stress, finding ways to solve their problem is confident to make 

decisions. Informally teachers do these in their day to day interaction with students. 

This module offers an opportunity to you to be a step ahead, to be systematic and 

scientific to deal with students’ problems.

The purpose of counsellor is to establish a definite relationship in which 

there is freedom to the client to express his thoughts.

Every client is capable of solving his own problems. This is the basic 

principle of Roger’s client-centred counselling. Our duty is to change his attitude. 

Counselling denotes a professional relationship between a trained counsellor and a 

client. This relationship is usually person to person although sometimes it may 

involve more than two people and it is designed to help the client understand and 

clarify his view of his life space so that we may make meaningful and informed 

choices.

Definition - Counselling is a personal face to face relationship between two 

people in which the counsellor by means of the relationship and his special 

competencies, provides a learning situation in which the counselee, a normal sort of
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person is helped lo know himself and his present and possible future situations so 

that he can make use of his characteristics and potentialities in a way that is both 

satisfying to himself and beneficial to society and further can learn how to solve 

future problems and meet future needs- Tolbart

Counselling is a learning oriented process carried on in simple one to one 

social environment in which a counsellor professionally competent in relevant 

psychological skills and knowledge, seeks to adjust the client, by methods 

appropriate to the later’s (client) needs and within the context of total personal 

program to learn how to put such understanding in to effect in relation to more 

clearly perceived, realistically defined goals to the end that the client may become a 

happier and more productive member of society- Gustard.

Principles
1. Counseling must take into cognizance the totality of personality development 

and integration. All the five area of development, viz. physical, cognitive, 

social, emotional and spiritual, should have a synergy and balance.

2. Individual differences must be kept in mind while dealing with the clients.

3. Counseling considers individual as a group member.

4. It is concerned with the whole individual and is meant for all.

5. Counseling is directed towards helping the individual to become 

progressively more self-understanding and self-directing.

6. Counseling does not deprive the individual the right of choice.

7. It is a continuous process.

8. To function well, counselor needs the knowledge and understandings that are 

best attained through professional education.

9. Organization is needed for the counseling program to be effective.

10. Counseling is strongly dedicated to client’s self realization and self

direction- Rogers

11. The purpose of counseling is development of client insights and

understandings of the relations of self and environment.

12. Counseling situation must be a well structured learning situation.

13. Counseling methods must vary with the needs of the client.

14. Counseling is primarily a preventive not a remedial process.

15. Counseling must be voluntarily for the client.
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16. Counseling should be based on scientific realities rather than sentimental 

supports.

Aims of Counselling

Aims are more specific. Principles are general. Aims speak about the 

outcomes of counselling.

To help the individual to achieve the following goals.

1. Understanding “self’ - assets and liabilities, self-evaluation.

2. Acquire information about present and future environment - he should 

provide approximate information to make important decisions.

3. Set personal goals that are achievable and growth enhancing.

4. Develop plans in the present to bring about possible and desired futures.

5. Develop effective solutions to personal and interpersonal problems.

6. Change in effective behaviour to more effective behaviour.

7. Cope with diIficult environmental and life space circumstances.

8. Gain control over negative and self-defeating emotions such as debilitating 

anxiety, guilt, self-pity, loneliness, alienation, hopelessness and basic 

insecurity.

9. Acquire and learn to use effective interpersonal transaction skills - social 

competence.

10. Acquire and use the essential elements of the decision making process for 

making important personal decisions.

11. Acquire a sense of basic liking and respect for self and a sense of optimism 

of one’s ability to satisfy one’s basic need.

12. Engage continuously in self-examination.

13. To make the individual as a “fully functioning individual” - a) consistency 

both within social roles through time and across social roles, well integrated 

personal identity that gives direction and unity to behaviour, b) 

commitment to goals and purposes, c) self-control, d) creativity - new 

ideas, new insights, e) competence in all walks of life, f) self-awareness.

Scope of counseling

Counseling can be given at different setting. Each one has its own set of 

objectives. In primary school setting, we have to counsel parents. At elementary
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stage, complete non-direct approach will not work because the children are not 

capable of choosing among alternatives. Parents of children with problems, 

handicaps require counseling at all stages. It gives many problems which depend 

upon the degree of handicap, number of siblings, birth order, sex of the child. 

Teachers are also need to be counseled at elementary stage - problem is only 

emotional.

At secondary stage, we presume that student are capable of making 

decisions.

At college also, we need counsel1 ng, the responsibility of the counselor 

becomes multiplied, he has to tackle a number of problems. The problem of 

specialization, vocations, problems relating to sex life, marital life, social 

adjustment. Counseling needs more competency. Here our orientation towards 

counseling should change. Directive orientation is not helpful at this stage 

especially in a democratic setting. He should adopt non-directive or eclectic 

approach. Here all other things remain same but there should be free atmosphere, 

counselor should get more information about the background of the counselee and 

also other information.

Another way of looking at counseling is the nature of problems - educational 

at different levels, vocational problem at secondary level, personal - social 

problems. Here the difficulty is the educational and vocational problem also 

become personal-social problem. But for the sake of convenience, those problems 

which are mainly concerned with personal and social adjustment which cannot be 

tackled easily they are considered as personal social problems. For example, 

neurotic problems, marital problems. All problems have generalized effect but 

apparently these problems do not come in the way of other fields. In neurotic 

problems, the efficiency will be reduced. Educational, vocational problems can be 

discussed with any one who assures to keep the matter confidential.

Scope of counseling is unlimited. All sorts of problems come under 

counselling. The type of problems tackled and the qualifications with competence 

needed vary from setting to setting.
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Key points in secondary school counseling
1. Counseling service must be provided in every high school as far as possible. 

If it is not feasible, it is suggested that different high schools can join 

together and can arrange a well planned counseling service which can be 

offered to different high schools.

2. Counseling service is for all students.

3. The major emphasis of counseling at secondary level should be on 

developmental needs. The counselor needs the knowledge of the principles 

of child development, the concept of developmental task and the age at 

which children are capable of doing these tasks and the common problems 

encountered at different transitional developmental stages.

4. The counselor deliberately lives with an awareness of the implication 

involving himself in the lives of pupils - professional ethics.

5. The counseling relationship should develop a self-understanding in the 

pupils which permits them to develop new ideas and behavioural patterns.

6. The counselor should have a knowledge, the educative process and the 

nature of educational problems.

7. There should be a close relationship between the counselor on the one hand 

and teachers and administrators on the other hand.

8. The counselor should have the tests and other equipment necessary for 

counseling services at his disposal.

9. Parental involvement in counseling is also an important aspects.

10. A follow up programme of the cases counseled will be useful both for the 

client and the counselor. It will provide an opportunity for the client to come 

back to the counselor if necessary to discuss post counseling problems and to 

get advice. It is useful for the counselor to evaluate his own method and to 

make changes in the light of the effectiveness of the counseling done.

11. A well planned recording of counseling must be ma intained. This helps to 

provide information when the client goes to the next stage of his life. 

Counsellors in the vocational setting and other setting often look to 

educational counselors for relevant information about the client.
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12. It is necessary that the school counselor should enjoy complete freedom in 

his functioning. Any type of interference or persuasion from the 

administrator will come in the way of effective counselling.

The essential elements in the counseling process
1. The first stage in any counseling is anticipating the interview. Before we 

arrange a counseling interview, we have to collect essential information. 

First the counselor has to study the case thoroughly. The counselor should 

be ready for the interview. It is a preparatory stage wherein the counselor 

collects all relevant information, arranges it, develops a file.

2. Developing a positive working relationship : This working relationsh 3 

determines the quality of the atmosphere of the interview which in tum will 

influence the effectiveness of counselling. A good rapport between the 

counselor and counselee should be established. A number of techniques are 

used for the establishment of rapport - listening, reassurance. A positive 

working relationship is characterized by mutual understanding, accept, 

respect, confidence, concern, faith in the future. Theoretic orientation of the 

counselor also determines this atmosphere.

3. Exploring feelings and attitudes of the counselee: Counselor should provide 

real freedom and an opportunity for a free and uninhabited expression of 

feelings and attitudes It provides the scope for frank expression. Hence self

understanding and self-appraisal on the part of counselee should be 

encouraged.

4. Revising and determining the present status of the problems.

A brief review of the past of the client is desirable.

1. What is the degree of role awareness of the client ?

2. Ilis relationship with others,

3. insight into one’s weaknesses

4. about his knowledge of resources and strength (not only personal but 

material)

5. attitude towards life

6. evasiveness (some are willing to express, some are not)
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7. his proneness to rationalization

8. whether his educational and vocational plans are realistic or not.

This type of endeavour is essential for three reasons.

A. Careful serious thought about oneself and his relationship to other people. 

The success of the counseling process depends on this aspect.

B. A willingness on the part of client to work with the counselor and do commit 

one’s energies to a goal of self improvement and do problem resolution.

C. an attitude of concern on the part of a client about his future plans from 

which appropriate plans are formulated.

5. Considering existing problems : Provide opportunities to recognize

incongruities in the lives and help the client to relegate each problem to it 

and proper level of significance. I n the couselling process, the present 

problems must be recognized and appreciated and future problems (possible 

failures, events and indecisions) are also anticipated and appropriate actions 

can be taken to avoid these must also be suggested.

6. Exploring alternatives : better to suggest more than one alternatives.

7. Making decisions: making choice of what is the course of action.

8. Post counseling contact or follow up : Follow the case and there must be 

feedback to the counselor about the progress of the client. One or two 

contacts may be made with the client useful for both client and counselor. A 

client can ask the advice for new problems. It is helpful to the counselor for 

his effective improvement and also for research programmes.

Functions of Counselling

• The appraisal service to assess objectively the potential of pupil - academic, 

vocational, personality - by utilizing a variety of personal, psychological and 

social data.
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• The information sen ice to provide accurate uptodate, exhaustive and reliable 

knowledge in educational, vocational and social fields so that students’ are 

able to make better choices and take wiser decisions.

• The counselling service to help, provide assistance towards self 

understanding and development through face to face and small group 

relationships.

• The planning, placement and follow up service designed to increase 

vocational development by facilitating students to choose and utilize 

appropriate employment opportunities.

• The evaluation services to provide feedback information for the benefit of 

the school/ college administration and the community at large.

Principles of Value for the Practice of Counselling

• It is concerned primarily and systematically with the personal development 

of pupils.

• The approach and the technique to be adopted depend on the individual’s 

behaviour.

• It is oriented towards co-operation between the pupil and the counsellor and 

is not a compulsive predetermined process.

Specific problems faced by children in tribal area

As always India can boast of the diversity in this sector too. Each state has 

unique group of tribal population. Every group are in their own place in the ladder of 

civilization . Government effort to bring them in to the mainstream is receiving 

resistance. Genetically they have some behavioural characteristics. Which are hard 

to change. Their language, their resistance to move in civilised society and lack of 

motivation to adapt to different pattern of life, attitude towards change are major 

hazards coming in the way of education them. Keeping in mind the progress of the 

country there is a dire need promote education among them. Politically there are 

many initiatives undertaken to promote their education. In practice it is realised that 

psychological social and economic reformation are yet to be achieved.
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Education is no doubt an instrument of social change. The much desired 

social and psychological change will be possible only as a result of education. But 

the problems faced by the children in their living world is a major hurdle in the 

process of education them. As early as early 80s effort to identify the difficulties 

was made. Panda( 1980) identified the following factors coming in the way of 

providing education to tribal population. This is compiled base on teachers 

experience and opinion.

1. Medium of instruction is usually the regional language in Ashram School.

Since that is not their mother tongue, it is not possible to reach them in 

academic interaction.

2. Lack of suitable co curricular activities for their background

3. Frequent transfers of teachers.

4. Lack of provision for hostel supervisors

5. Govt help is irregular, not available at time of need

6. Essential materials to teach will not be available in the school.

7. The location of ashram schools will be away from availing modem facilities 

like computer, TV. Books, News Papers etc.

8. Traditional education is not suitable to tribal population

9. The existing syllabus not suitable to tribal population

10. Uneducated parent

11. No strong family system, lack of personnel care

12. Poor hostel facility

13. Representation to tribal culture is not given in text books

14. Children are more inclined to their traditional pattern of life than to formal 

school system

15. Poor social values with regards to maintenance of social relationships

16. Late admission

17. Inferiority complex due to caste systems

18. Truancy

19. Lack of guidance

20 Poor health care, malnutrition

21. Lack of motivation

22. Negative attitude towards social isolation and anti developmental attitude
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23. Poverty

24. Lack of vocational training and accessibility of employment

The long list of difficulties itself is a base for developing teachers as 

counsellors. The multifaceted problems create situation which require the skilled 

intervention. Teachers are the only adults in their lives who can address their 

difficulties and suggest remedies. Required

Counseling competencies and skills
Competencies actually possessed by the counsellor and competencies judged 

on the basis of paper qualification. The counsellor’s skills and competencies 

determine effectiveness of counselling. Experience is an important dimension.

Internal conditions which influence counselling

Refers to interaction between counsellor and others. It is known as 

interaction variable. The first stage is establishing rapport. Rapport will be 

established even before actually meeting the counsellor. The counselee goes to the 

counsellor with some readiness. The 'nformation collected about the counsellor will 

reduce the anxiety. Anxiety can be reduced by providing some literature about the 

nature of counselling. Personal contact is also helpful in establishing rapport. There 

are no rigid rules to follow in establishing rapport. Counselling like teaching is 

more an art than science.

Specific skills required in counselling

Counselling skill is essential in the process of counselling to build relationship 

and for smooth transition through the various stages of counselling. Some of the 

basic skills which will help you to providing counselling are given below

1. Basic Communication

2. Empathy

3. Geniuses

4. Positive Regard

5. Engagement
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1. Basic Communication skill are an integral part of the counselling process 

understanding verbal message, perceiving nonverbal massage and responding 

appropriately can be done if one is proficient in communication skill

Communication is not just using words - language fluently. Rather it involves 

care and concerns with the person who is interacting.

Communication skill comprises of the following.

a) Expression - expression could be verbal or non-verbal. Mehrabian 

(1971) states that only 7% of Human communication is verbal where as 

58 % Gestures and 35 % is Voice tone non verbal communication 

precedes verbal communication. This finding is very important for 

human relations and counselling. Whenever the nonverbal aspect of 

communication of communication like tone, facial expression, Gestures, 

postures, are congruent with the verbal expression the communication is 

effective. When they are incongruent there are chances of 

misunderstanding. Therefore just like giving important to words, we need 

to be giving attention to facial expression, body postures, and voice 

Quality.

b) Listening- listening is very important in all communication and more so 

in counselling. Listening is not just hearing but it is hearing with 

compassion and concern too. Listening should not be with preoccupation. 

Never miss part of what the student/ client. Listen not only to the words 

of the speaker also to the thoughts and feelings, whether those feelings 

are pleasant or unpleasant joyful or sorrowful, hurting or hopeful. This is 

deep and serious listening that enhances deeper trust and fuller 

expression. It will prepare the ground for a more objective consideration 

of issues by the counselee and the client’s healing and growth. It is also 

important to resist distractions such as external noise, views, people, and 

anything or anyone that will take away from the person to whom we are 

listening. The attentive listener is able to recall the gist of counselees’ 

expressions. One way to test if you are an attentive listener is able to 

recall the gist of counselee’s expressions. One way to test if you are an 

attentive listener is to test you ability to recall all of the detail, including 

facial expressions and exact words used in your day to day conversation 

with people
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c) Reacting - counsellor should pay close attention to the verbal and 

nonverbal reaction of c'ient in deciding their responses. If the counselee 

is nervous encourage them to verbalise the feeling and thinking causing 

the nervousness. The counsellor should be sensitive to the reaction of the 

client like being defensiveness, rejection of counsellor, feeling of 

threatening, misunderstanding. Etc.

1. Empathy- empathy is seemg the world through the student/ client’s eye.

Means the counsellor has to experience the clients' world. This give a feeling 

that counsellor is in touch with Clint/ student. Empathy involves listening to 

and understanding the client. We should not be judgemental to the client 

experience, so the client will communicate freely without fear. Skills 

associated with empathy are:

a) Non -Verbal and Verbal Attentiveness- empathy would begin with 

staying with person psychically and psychologically. Attentiveness has to 

be communicated verbally and non verbally for the client to feel that you 

are staying with him/ her. Non verbal empathy could be express with 

facial, hand Gesture, nodd.ng head with approval, etc.

b) Paraphrasing and reflection- counsellor must acquire the skill to 

understand the important aspect of a client massage. Paraphrasing make 

it sure that what we have heard is correct. A paraphrase should be as 

concise as possible. It is like giving a brief summary of the core issue. It 

is good tool to communicate empathy as it clarifies the perception of the 

clients experience matching with the counsellors.

c) Reflection of feeling- rephrasing of affective component or feeling 

underlying the client massage is called reflection. The counsellor has to 

pay attention to the feeling of the client when it is expressed verbally or 

non-verbally.

In order to reflect on feelings counsellor must know the level and 

intensity of different feelings like Anger, Sadness, Happiness, love and 

Fear.

Happiness can be expressed through words like exited, elated, overjoyed 

cheerful, glade, content etc.
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Sadness can be express in Hopeless, hopeless, worthless, sorrowful, bad 

and upset.

Fear is convey through words like terrific, panic, insecure, confuse and 

anxious.

Anger ma) be express as furious, agitated, annoyed, troubled and upset 

etc.

Love- affection, care, concern , adore, devote,

2. Genuineness- counsellor has to show genuine interest in their client. It can be 

shown their words, actions and feelings. The body language should 

correspond to what is being said. The interest involvement and caring shown 

to the client has to be real to make a deep impact on the client/ student. This 

kind of transparency encourages the client to be open and genuine in sharing 

his concern related to the problem. Counsellor have to be good observer of 

there internal reactions and behaviour, and bring consistency in their internal 

and external behaviour.

3. Positive regard- regard or respect is valuable for creating trust between the 

two who communicate with each other. Both verbal and nonverbal skills can 

be used to convey regard and respect. Positive regard convey care, worth and 

dignity to the client. It is an attitude of valuing that Clint as a worthwhile 

person. Behaviours like soft and soothing voice, smiling facial expression, 

direct eye contact, relaxed posture, and physical touch convey positive 

regard to the client non verbally. Encouraging words like you are explain 

well, its good idea, go ahead.., you are right., are convey positive regard 

verbally.

4. Engagement - these skills are used to encourage client involvement, 

commitment, engagement in the process and to promote client practice of 

behaviours, thought and feelings. The following skills can be practiced for 

engaging the client in the process of counselling.

a) Using questions - in order to obtain extra information, the counsellor can 

ask questions in between the conversation and narration. This makes the 

client’s attention focused.

b) Non questioning nformation generation - repeat the client’s sentence 

with an incomplete statement form which motivates the client to 

complete it with more information on the topic.
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c) Leading — question or statements that lead the client on a new direction 

are called as leading. It hints at the direction which the conversation has 

to take.

d) Encouraging - statements that direct the client’s attention to the positive 

aspects of their behaviour.

The skills listed above help the counsellor to proceed in the process of counselling 

with a positive note. The relationship will be built to move further for a long 

duration. If skills are deliberately developed it helps the teachers to be better 

counsellors.

Don’ts in the counselling relationship

Don’t ask why questions

Don’t use should and ought

Don’t blame the patient

Don’t automatically compare ihe patient’s experience with your own experience 

Don’t validate the patient’s feeling

Competencies required in counselling

In order to achieve the best results in making use of counselling skill it is 

essential to be aware of the desirable and undesirable responses in an interview. 

Certain verbal and nonverbal responses of the counsellor facilitate communication, 

while others would tend to block it. There are few illustrations below:

Non Verbal Communication :

A. Desirable Responses

1. Eye contact: there should be adequate eye contact with the client. This can be 

achieved by the counsellor and the subject being seated face to face with an 

optimum distance of three to four feet separating them. If the client is 

avoiding eye contact, it is best not to enforce it.

2. Gestures: Gestures are actions made with different parts of the body. 

Gestures should be appropriate to what is being said, gestures, like head-
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nodding conveys to the children the interest in the problem and facilitates 

the children to talk more freely about his difficulties.

3. Facial expression: it is important for the teachers to demonstrate interest and 

attention while listening to the patient. The teacher’s facial appearance 

should be pleasant to the children. Interposing the conversation with smiles 

brings greater ease to in interviewee.

B. Undesirable Responses

1. Facial Expression: the Teachers should avoid expression of irritability, 

annoyance, anxiety or lack of interest. These will hinder child’s flows of 

speech.

2. Gestures and mannerisms: Yawning, wriggling, tapping the chair, scratching 

hair, looking at the watch and distractible movements should be avoided.

Verbal Communication

A. Desirable Responses

1. Conveying interest: the teacher should communicate interest in the 

student as a person. Remembering and repeating the details mentioned by 

the student is a means of conveying interest. Addressing the student by 

name indicates the teacher’s interested in the student.

2. Conveying acceptance: During the interview, the students may express a 

problem which may appear silly or ridiculous. Whatever be the nature of 

the students' problems, the teacher should convey ' is acceptance of the 

students.

3. Conveying willingness to help: the teacher should convey his willingness 

to help with statements like:

“ I understand your difficulties.”

“Feel free to talk about your problems so that we can find solution 

together”.

4. Conveying understanding of the problem: it is not just sufficient that the 

therapist understands the problem. This understanding must be conveyed 

to the patients with statement iike “it must have really upset you”, you 

must have been extremely annoyed by his attitude” etc.
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5. Conveying reassurance: reassurance is necessary when the student has 

severe anxiety or when the person express repeated doubts and feels 

unsure or insecure.

6. Directing the conversation: During the interview, some times child may 

move away from the central problem., child should be brought back to 

the topic by gentle reminder and indirect Questioning like “ you were 

telling about the problem earlier. Could you tell more about it?”

7. Facilitating the flow of speech: During the course of therapy, children/ 

student might pause or even lose track of the main theme. The flow of 

speech can be facilitated by repeating the last words or sentences uttered 

by the student “you were saying....” what happened after the incident’ 

etc.

B. Undesirable Responses

1. Avoid exclamations of surprise: this may embarrass the student and may 

even be counter therapeutic.

Example: Children: I did not attend my sister’s wedding.

Teacher: my God! 1 can’t imagine you doing that (x)

Teacher: There must have been some good reason for that (Right 

Response)

2. Avoid Expressions of over concern: while it necessary to express concern 

when it is appropriate.

Example: Patient: I feel like ending my life.

Teacher/ Counsellor: oh no! Please don’t do anything like that, (x)

Teacher' counsellor: what bring on these feelings. ( Right)

3. Avoid Moralistic judgements: the teacher’s purpose must be to treat the 

client and not to make moralistic judgements. Right or wrong are strictly 

not professional issues.

4. Avoid criticising the Children: criticism can worsen the student's 

symptoms.

EXAMPLE: Student: I have not been going for studies these days.
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Teacher: Most of the problems in this world are because of lazy student like 

you. (x)

Teacher: what is the reason for this ( Right)

5. Avoid making false promises will be easily seen through by the student. 

If teacher does not fulfil the promises, it will arouse doubts about the 

credibility of the teacher in the student’s mind.

EXAMPLE: Student: Will I become first class pass

Teacher: I don’t think there is any doubt at all. (x)

Teacher: I will help you to study and let us see how it works

6. Avoid Boasting: Student consult the teacher to get his problem relieved 

and not to listen by the teacher’s capabilities

Example: Student: teacher, are you sure you can handle my problem?

Teacher: no doubt at all, I have solved plenty of student problems like your 

(x)

Teacher: I have handled such problems in the past and can do my best to 

help you too..

7. Avoid Scolding or threatening the student: this will adversely affect the 

teacher student relationship.

Example: Student: I will not be able to come next week as you had asked 

me.

Teacher: it is none of my concern. You only are the loser. ( X)

Teacher : if you have an important engagement we can fix up another 

appointment. (right)

8. Avoid sharing your own problem with that of the student: this may 

undermine the teacher’s competence to help solve others problems.

Example: Student: my parent often gets irritable and shouts at me
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Teacher: | have the same problem with my too

Teacher: What situations bring up such behaviour? (right)

9. Avoid interrupting the student or cutting the student short:

Example: Student: the other day when 1 had gone to my friend’s house, this 

event occurred....

Teacher: that is alright. There is no time to discuss these matters, (x)

Teacher: Tell me more about it (Right)

10. Avoid imposing your own value on the student: Each person is unique 

and has his right to pursue his own interests and uphold his values.

Example: Student: I like reading history a lot.

Teacher: what is there in history? Why don't you read more science books 

like me?

Teacher: that is interesting what is the reason for your special interest in 

history? ( Right Way)

11. Avoid belittling (Depreciating) the student: often student/ person with 

emotional problems have poor self esteem. Hence, to remove their 

distress the doctor should appreciate the desirable qualities of the patient 

rather than belittling.

Example: Student/ Client: I am very good at acting.

Teacher/ Counsellor: So what? What use has it been to you? (X)

Teacher/Counsellor: I am glad to know that. Tell me more about it. (Right)

12. Do not reject the student/Client: rejection will further lower the patient’s 

already low self esteem.

Example: student/ Clint: I have developed this low mood again.

Teacher/ Counsellor: you are telling me about the same problem. Don’t come 

to me with the same problem again and again. (X)
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Teacher/ Counsellor: what has brought on the low mood this time? (Right)

13. Avoid premature interpretation: efforts must be first made to fully 

understand the patient’s problem. Often this may require considerable 

time. Hasty interpretations can result in erroneous conclusions.

Example: Student/ Client: in the last few week I have been felling tired.

Teacher/ Counsellor: this is because you do not want to work. (X)

Teacher: what have been the other difficulties that you have been 

experiencing since the last few weeks? (Right)

14. Avoid being excessively curious: The Doctor’s aim must be to mitigate 

the suffering of the person and not to satisfy his own curiosity.

Example: Student/ Client: I have done certain things that I do not want to 

talk about.

Teacher/ Counsellor: you should never hide anything from a teacher (x)

Teacher/ Counsellor: Does that upset you? (Right)

15. Avoid asking Question in a direct and embarrassing manner: the patient 

will perceive the doctor as “Crude” and would not respond adequately.

Example: Studeni: I have been upset about about my relationship with my 

parent these day’s

Teacher: is it because he is beating you? (x)

Teacher: could you tell me more about it? (Right)

16. Avoid forcing the patient to talk when S/he is unwilling: Sometimes 

student conflict may be too anxiety provoking for him to discuss it. In 

such circumstances it is better to explore in a gradual fashion.

Example: Student: I don’t feel like talking about some of my problems.

Teacher/ Counsellor: if you don’t talk about it, I can’t help you ( x)
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Teacher/ Counsellor: Perhaps you would like to discuss about it another 

time. (Right)

17. Avoid taking sides: if you take sides you will be inviting displeasure 

form significant other people. Thus, even though you may bring 

immediate satisfaction to the patient, it will prove harmful in the long 

run.

Example: Student: My mother in law abuses me for trivial reasons.

Teacher: Your mother in law is such a bad person, (x)

Teacher: what makes her do that? (Right)

18. Avoid Getting Angry with the Student: if the teacher shows unnecessary 

anger towards student, it may reflect his own emotional problems. While 

some student may induce irritation in the teacher, it is advisable to 

understand the cause of the patient’s behaviour rather than to react to it. 

Example: Student: I am sorry I came late

Teacher: Counsellor: you totally lack discipline, 1 hate this kind of 

indiscipline, (x)

Teacher: Please try to be punctual henceforth. (Right)

19. Avoid arguing with the student: Argument will not convince the student. 

Only gradual exploration of the patient’s problems through a trusting 

relationship will enable the patient to understand the origin of his 

symptoms.

Example; Student: I thmk I have some learning problem.

Teacher/ Counsellor: I don’t think so. Are you questioning my judgement? 

(x)

Student: But I am unsuccessful since last 3 times

Teacher: I told you already. Do you think I do not know how to recognise a 

learning problem? (x)

Teacher: Counsellor: we shall find that out. could we discuss more about 

your life situation? (Right)
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20. Do not do more talking than the student: Listening is a much better 

therapeutic again. After all, the student came to the counsellor/ teacher to 

get the weight off his chest.

Example: Student: teacher, an incident occur end a few days ago.

Teacher: Before: that I want to tell you someth’ng. These days... (x)

Teacher: tell me more about it (Right)
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Unit IV

Psychological Testing in Guidance and Counselling

Dr.Swati Patra

Individuals differ from each other in dilferent aspects - their abilities, 

interests, aptitude, personality qualities, attitudes and beliefs. As a teacher we need 

to understand the child with regard to all these aspects. One of the key factors in the 

effective personality development and successful education of the child is 

understanding the child. The teacher's interest and involvement in the child helps 

him/her to flourish. The psychological tests provide a good means to assess the 

different aspects of a child’s personality which will increase the teachers’ 

understanding of the child. This will help the teacher to provide proper guidance 

and counseling to the child.

Information obtained from the psychological tests can be used to help the 

child in making career decisions, developing self awareness, adjusting to different 

situations, relating effectively to other individuals, making different choices, 

improving the mental health of the child and so on. These psychological tests 

provide useful information about the individual by assessing different traits of the 

individual. In short, psychological tests are administered tot eh students as a means 

of obtaining the information we need about each student’s capacity and 

achievements. The information we get from the tests can be used mainly for the 

purpose of getting a better understanding of individual students and their needs 

which will help in providing appropriate educational guidance, career planning, 

personal and social guidance.

Types of Psychological Tests
There are different types of psychological tests which try to assess various 

aspects of individuals such as intelligence, personality achievement, ability, aptitude, 

interest and values. These tests can be administered to one person at a time or in a 

group setting. Group tests require less time and can cover many children in a short 

time. Tests can also be verbal, i.e. they involve the use of language whereas some 

other tests are non-verbal i.e. they consist of pictures, patterns and diagrams.
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Tests of intelligence assess the mental ability of the students. However, there 

are different types of intelligence which we should be aware of instead of focusing 

on the traditional concept of academic intelligence only. For example, the tribal 

students have very good psychomotor competence. Thus wc can say that they have 

very good intelligence with regard to using their different parts of the body. 

Another instance is the tribals can send an arrow high up in the tree and pierce the 

beehive and position a small vessel down on the ground in such a way that the honey 

falls directly into it. This skill also reflects their intelligence. Thus there are 

different types of intelligences. Howard Gardner has proposed the concept of 

multiple intelligence which says there are nine different ways to demonstrate 

intellectual ability. Each individual has a combination of different types of 

intelligence to different extent. Hence in dealing with tribal students the teacher 

should keep in mind these different types of intelligence and encourage and nurture 

these in the children.

Following is the description of different types of intelligence and their 

contribution to different skills and careers.

Table 1: Types of Intelligences - Stronger Areas of Skills and Career Interests
Types of 

Intelligence
Description Strengths in Skills Possible Career 

Interests

Visual/
Spatial
Intelligence

Ability to perceive the 
visual. These learners 
tend to think in pictures 
and need to create vivid 
mental images to retain 
information. They enjoy 
looking at maps, charts, 
pictures, videos and 
movies.

Puzzle building, reading, 
writing, understanding charts 
and graphs, a good sense of 
direction, sketching, painting, 
creating visual metaphors 
and analogies (perhaps 
through the visual arts), 
manipulating images, 
constructing, fixing, 
designing practical objects, 
interpreting visual images.

Navigators,
sculptors, visual
artists,
inventors,
architects,
interior
designers,
mechanics,
engineers.

Verbal/
Linguistic
Intelligence

Ability to use words and 
language. These learners 
have highly developed 
auditory skills and are 
generally elegant 
speakers. They think in 
words rather than 
pictures.

Listening, speaking, writing, 
story telling, explaining, 
teaching, using humour, 
understanding the syntax and 
meaning of words, 
remembering information, 
convincing someone of their 
point of view, analyzing 
language usage.

Poet, journalist, 
writer, teacher, 
lawyer, 
politician, 
translator.
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Types of 
Intelligence

Description Strengths in Skills Possible Career 
Interests

Logical/
Mathematical
Intelligence

Ability to use reason, 
logic, and numbers.
These learners think 
conceptually in logical 
and numerical patterns 
making connections 
between pieces of 
information. Always 
curious about the world 
around them, these 
learner ask lots of 
questions and like to do 
experiments.

Problem solving, classifying 
and categorizing information, 
working with abstract 
concepts to figure out the 
relationship of each to the 
other, handling long chains 
of reason to make local 
progressions, doing 
controlled experiments, 
questioning and wondering 
about natural events, 
performing complex 
mathematical calculations, 
working with geometric 
shapes.

Scientists,
engineers,
computer
programmers,
researchers,
accountants,
mathematicians.

Bodily/
Kinesthetic
Intelligence

Ability to control body 
movements and handle 
objects skillfully. These 
learners express 
themselves through 
movement. They have a 
good sense of balance and 
eye-hand co-ordination 
(e.g. ball play, balancing 
beams). Through 
interacting with the space 
around them, they are 
able to remember and 
process information.

Dancing, physical co
ordination, sports, hands on 
experimentation, using body 
language, crafts, acting, 
miming, using their hands to 
create or build, expressing 
emotions through the body.

Athletes,
physical
educational
teachers,
dancers, actors,
fire fighters,
artisans

Musical/
Rhythmic
Intelligence

Ability to produce and 
appreciate music. These 
musically inclined 
learners think in sounds, 
rhythms and patterns.
They immediately 
respond to music either 
appreciating or criticizing 
what they hear. Many of 
these learners are 
extremely sensitive to 
environmental sounds 
(eg. Crickets, bells, 
dripping taps)

Singing, whistling, playing, 
musical instruments, 
recognizing tonal patterns, 
composing music, 
remembering melodies, 
understanding the structure 
and rhythm of music.

Musician, disc 
jockey, singer, 
composer.

Interpersonal
Intelligence

Ability to relate and 
understand others. These 
learners try to see things 
from other people’s point 
of view in order to 
understand how they 
think and feel. They 
often have an uncanny 
ability to sense feelings,

Seeing things from other 
perspectives (dual 
perspective), listening, using 
empathy, understanding other 
people’s moods and feelings, 
counseling, co-operating with 
groups, noticing people’s 
moods, motivations and 
intentions, communicating

Counsellor, 
sales persons, 
politician, 
business person.
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intentions and 
motivations. They are 
great organizers, although 
they sometimes resort to 
manipulation. Generally 
they try to maintain peace 
in group settings and 
encourage co-operation. 
They use both verbal (e.g. 
speaking) and non-verbal 
language ((e.g. eye, 
contact, body language) 
to open communication 
channels with others.

both verbally and non
verbally, building trust, 
peaceful conflict resolution, 
establishing positive relations 
with other people.

Intrapersonal
Intelligence

Ability to self-reflect and 
be aware of one’s inner 
state of being. These 
learners try to understand 
their inner feelings, 
dreams, relationships with 
ethers, and strengths and 
weaknesses.

Recognizing their own 
strengths and weaknesses, 
reflecting and analyzing 
themselves, awareness of 
their inner feelings, desires, 
dreams, evaluating their 
thinking patterns, reasoning 
with themselves, 
understanding their role in 
relationship to others.

Researchers,
theorists,
philosophers.

Source : Ramaa, S. (2006) Characteristics of Students with Strengths in different types of Intelligence and 
Implications for Educational and Vocational Guidance. In Training Package for Short Term Course on 
Guidance and Counselling to Secondary and Senior Secondary School Teachers, RIE (NCERT), Mysore.

An important area of psychological testing is personality testing concerned 

with the affective or non-intellectual aspects of behaviour such as emotional states, 

interpersonal relations, motivation, i nterests and attitude.

An aptitude test is one intended to predict success in some occupation or 

training course. There are tests of mechanical, engineering, clerical, musical, 

mathematical and artistic aptitude. Tests intended to assess mastery of a school 

subject are usually called achievement test.

How to use a Psychological test?
There are different steps and factors to be kept in mind while using a 

psychological test.

a) Selection of test : Selecting a test is the first thing. The teacher should 

decide the purpose for which the test will be used e.g. to assess interest, 

aptitude or personality aspect of the child. The characteristics of the group 

to be tested like age, language spoken, social background should be
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considered while selecting a particular test. Psychological tests are there for 

different age groups and for different language speaking groups and socio

economic groups.

b) Administration of Test: The administration of psychological tests requires 

careful planning and preparation. Rapport need to be established with the 

student so that the student feels comfortable. There should not be any 

anxiety and tension on the part of the student. The teacher should administer 

the test in a relaxed atmosphere free from any disturbance.

c) Giving instructions: Giving instructions regarding how to answer the test is 

the next important thing. The teacher should ensure that the child 

understands properly how to do the test.

d) Scoring and interpreting: Next important step is analyzing the test score, 

interpreting it and communicating to the students, parents, teachers, 

according to the requirement. Here one thing to remember is that test scores 

give only information with regard to certain aspects. Hence over-reliance on 

the test scores should be avoided. Information from the test scores should be 

combined with other sources of information to get a comprehensive picture 

about the child.

Use of Non-Testing Techniques

Tests are one source of information. However, we need to use different 

techniques to get different perspectives on the same issue. Hence non-testing 

techniques should also be used to gather informat'on about the different aspects of a 

student. The significance of test scores increases when combined with information 

from non-testing techniques like case study, interview, observation, anecdotal 

record, sociometry, informal talks, rating scale, checklist, etc.

Observation is the most direct method of learning about the development of 

children. Observation is important in case of young children who have not mastered 

language or the ability to read or write, as they are not able to express themselves 

through formal measures of standardized tests. You can obtain evidence of how and 

why they behave as they do through on-the-spot recording of their actions. This can 

serve as an important technique to collect information about the tribal children as 

they are not much expressive in the formal language.
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Teachers can also collect information by interviewing the child, his friends, 

parents and other teachers. Interview helps to find out from people those things 

which you cannot observe directly such as feelings, intentions and thoughts. You 

cannot observe things happened in the past or the meanings attached to things/ 

events. Hence, interview helps you to know other people’s perspective - their 

thoughts, views, feelings about different things I incidents / events. Interview helps 

to gather information from different perspectives such as the child, peers, parents, 

teachers, etc. While interviewing certain things should be remembered.

• Ask one question at a time.

• Ask open-ended questions so that the person can give answer 

descriptively.

• Ask the question in a manner so that the person understands it properly. 

This requires that the cultural context of the person should be kept in 

mind.

• The person should not feel offended / insulted by the questions.

Case study refers to compiling of information about the child with regard to 

different dimensions. A good case study is concerned with the individual’s past, 

present and future. Case study helps us to integrate and summarise all available 

information about the child so that we gain a better understanding about the child. 

This helps us to determine the further steps to be taken to enhance his/her 

development. The importance of the case study is that it provides detailed, concrete 

description and explanation for each and every pertinent aspect of the child.

Thus the teacher can make use of different psychological testing and non

testing teclmiques to collect information about the child which will help in 

understanding the child and give him guidance appropriately.

+ * * *
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UnitV
Group Guidance 

Dr.G.Anwar and Shri G. Eshwarappa

Introduction

Guidance is part of classroom teaching in which the teacher has inbuilt 

capacity to help his students. The teacher understands the positive and negative 

aspects of his students and he tries to correct them either individually or in groups. 

Individual guidance the teacher helps only a single student at a time whereas in group 

guidance a teacher will help larger group depending upon the strength of the class for 

Ex.34 to 45 students or even more in case of a private school.

Group guidance may be generally given to a group of students collectively 

with the objective of helping everyone of them. The whole class is involved in the 

process. The teacher may be using a lot of technique and technology to help students 

through his presentation of class talk and also career talk, etc.

The teacher in a school also help students to take part in group discussion and 

also organization of workshop through which all the students in a class are engaged in 

the group guidance activity. The teacher thereby organizes these activities to enhance 

the personal, social and career development of larger number of students in a class. 

Group guidance activities can be successfully organized by teachers for both small 

and larger groups concerning common interest. Group activities are a significant 

source of information which provides greater opportunity in sharing the problems and 

feelings by participating with full interest and interacting with the group and also 

clearing their doubts.

Objectives :
The teachers will be able to :

• understand the meaning of group guidance,

• discuss the need and significance of group guidance,

• discuss the advantages of using group guidance techniques,

• recognizes the importance of planning and initiating various activities,
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• explain the importance of the role of teachers and consultants in successful 

organization of group guidance activity.

• Organised different techniques to provide group guidance to students such 

as class-talk, career-talk, group discussion, workshop, role-play and 

brainstorming.

In addition to helping students in solving large number of classroom related 

problems such as reducing tensions, reduction of fear during tests and examinations, 

developing good reading habits, developing inter-personal relationship among their 

peers, developing group discussion and also to organize individually or in groups 

various activities such as the following :

Conducting career- conference organizing career exhibition and also setting up 

career-comer in schools. The students will also tipcart in organizing certain 

competitions in the area of career guidance such as Pick and Speak, Pick and Act, 

debate on social, political and educational as well as help issues such as drug 

addiction, alcoholism, AIDS and communicable diseases. Distribution of gifts and 

prizes to motivate students and also to encourage them to elevate their caliber and 

personality through distribution of performance certificates.

Following photographs will give a clear-cut understanding of the various 

group-guidance activities.
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Techniques involved in Career Guidance

G.Anwar

For the fulfillment of the aims of an individual and also for the development of 

a balanced and good personality of a person, there is a strong need for education and 

guidance. Education is the process of entire change that takes place within the person, 

all guidance is education, but all education is not guidance as the techniques involved 

in guidance are different. Guidance can fill some aims of education, the center of 

guidance is the child himself and not the problem, assistance to the individual to 

arrive at right decision, either it may be education, career or job or even social 

personal guidance will definitely help the person to take right decision for the best 

development of his or her personality and growth. Every help to a person is possible 

only on the basis of his/her abilities, interests, aptitudes, personality traits and 

aspirations when opportunities available to individuals in society. Guidance is 

definitely a better service to persons who are in need to get a better choice of higher 

education, training or a career, which can fetch a lot of money in the initial stage 

itself. Every person in society need educational, social, personal and career guidance 

as guidance is a universal phenomena of helping individuals, child, an adolescent, or 

an adult to show better performance and make intelligent choices.

(R.N.Safaya and B.D.Bhatia).

Meaning of Career Guidance
Career Guidance is the extension of educational guidance pertaining to 

judicious choice of the career or occupation or job or employment or a profession
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after completion of studies or training in accordance with the ability, aptitude and trait 

of the pupil.

Even those who are interested in the Fine Arts areas may become better. 

Artists, painters and job opportunities in Music, Dance and Theatre, Drama and acting 

if you have hereditary features or talents.

Vocational areas are very vast for all the outgoing students on the basis of 

their talents and expertise, abilities, aptitude and positive aptitude to take up very 

seriously any one career which suits them, hence there is a wide range of scope of 

careers to all those who have positive attitude towards work in the world of work.

Types of Career Guidance Techniques

There are both Individual Career Guidance Techniques and Group-Career 

Guidance Techniques.

There are about 10-career group guidance techniques commonly utilized by 

the educators and students. They are :

i) organizing career-conferences

ii) organizing career-tele-conferences

iii) organizing career talks and class-talks

iv) organizing various competitions related to various careers or jobs

v) organizing field trips

vi) use of audio visual materials

vii) organizing career exhibitions and career corners

viii) organizing panel discussions on careers

ix) organizing career awareness camps

x) organizing street plays or small dramas or stage show

Individual guidance related to careers or job orientation to students are many 

depending upon their qualification and training which they possess and also their 

expertise and specialization in a particular field of their interests.
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Information services, jobs in communication technology and many more areas 

as mentioned for the group guidance techniques may also be employed for individual 

guidance. There are both stable and unstable jobs, there are government and private 

jobs, there are self-employment schemes for all the persons who are ready to enter in 

the field of world of work.

Certain Guidelines for Planning - Class talk

S Ramaa

• Talking is very less in classes - conversation, interaction, communication.

• The purpose is not to develop language skills or to impart specific knowledge 

as in case of academic subjects.

• Mainly it is to change the attitude towards self, work, peers, school or society 

and develop good habits of work like management of self, time, money, etc.

• Topics should be chosen keeping mind the purpose.

• Class teacher is the one who gives the talk.

• The teacher should set the goal by studying the students’ formally or 

informally.

• Should know the strengths and weaknesses of children - intellectual ability, 

previous knowledge, language ability, interests, values, problems common to 

that age, grade or specific to that particular class.

• Learning activities/ experiences have to be planned properly.

• Should arouse interest

• Should lead to informal interaction, participation of majority of students

• Time management by the teacher is important

• Audio-visual aids have to be supplemented.

• Serious talks should be avoided as far as possible.

• Sense of human also should be there.

• Short stories, proverbs, phrases, poems, famous sayings, expressions can be 

used for conveying the message.
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Illustrations

a) Importance of Proper Decision

• All that glitters are not gold.

• Want cake and eat it too

• Hot ghee

• Haste makes waste.

Story about the above.

b) Importance of tolerance - story - Eagle, Cruelty of Mischief

c) Circus Company - Lion and Sheep, Hard reality

Mode of Transaction

Question answering, enacting, brainstorming, drawing and painting, verbal 

description, reporting, etc.

Making the familiar strange 

Walking I driving on roads 

Comparing to life 

Life as journey on roads (Indian)

Scope of the Course : Method of Study in Guidance and Counselling

Introspection is one of the methods of study in psychology.

It is discarded as an objective method.

But in guidance and counselling subjective perception is given due weightage 

and is encouraged within certain limits.

Series of self reporting techniques are used - checklists, questionnaires, rating

scales.

To facilitate self-reporting in a structured and objective manner.

• Participant and non-participant - systematic observation is also used in natural 

setting - anecdotal records.
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Experimental methods are also used. 

Clinical method

Nature of Problems

To be prevented, corrected and reduced.

- Cognitive (thought^belief oriented)

Affective (excess or deficit/appropriate or inappropriate in a context)

- Interpersonal affecting personal and social life.

- Behavioural affecting the functioning of the individual and others.

- Systemic (resulted from and affecting the system)

Differentiation of the terms Adjustment and Growth

More weightage is given to growth. Guidance and Counselling is an integral 

part of education, pro-active, developmental and remedial.

Development of resistance among students, creating conducive atmosphere in 

the school, home and community is utmost important.

|

When and how do problems arise ?

When there is a significant difference between needs of the individual and 

expectations of the society (due to lack of opportunity / tradition or convention/ 

excessive emphasis on conformity, democracy, etc).

Ideal Self: What was your aspiration at school, at college and present as a 

professional ?

Real Self

What were you at school and college and what are you now ?

Is the difference between ideal self and real self positive, negative or negligible?

Does negligible difference indicate everything is alright ?

Why negative differences ?

What are the sources or causes for increased negative difference ?
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What are the consequences of these differences on individual, family, institute, 

community and society at large ?

What should be an ideal situation in family, in the learner, in the school, community 

and society ?

What are the adverse factors in the family, in the learner, school, community and 

society ?

What are the traditional modes of helping/supporting a learner or student in our 

society by parents and teachers ?

What are the additional sources for seeking help for taking decision or solving 

problems ?

What are the merits and demerits of different sources of help ?

What is the nature of right type of source of help ?

Components of Group Guidance Practicum Activities

Acti.vity-1: Class-Talk

Class-talks are given for creating awareness; promoting interaction and 

seeking further clarifications. It helps in identification and diagnosing the problem of 

students and further references. It is a good medium of giving relevant information in 

limited time. The objective of Class-talk is to help the trainees develop skills related 

to planning, writing and delivering /organizing subject content on the developmental 

issue or concern common to most students in the classrooms. Topics for class-talk 

can be identified in consultation with students. These could be age/staged related 

developmental concerns and issues. Some of the topics of common concern could be 

on improving study skills and study habits, time management, adolescent issues, 

decision making etc.

Class talks can be given by subject teachers related to his/her subject. The 

trainees are provided following guidelines by the supervisor on mode of selection of a 

need based/suitable topic, organization of content and style of presentation of the talk. 

A sample outline may be prepared and discussed with the trainees. Demonstration of 

a talk by the supervisor is followed by practice session and discussion. The class- talk 

delivered by the students/trainees in schools is observed and evaluated by the
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supervisor and peer group on various dimensions e.g content, style of presentation, 

involvement of the trainee in the preparatory work, delivery in classroom and 

discussion organized for the purpose, etc. The trainees also submit a report on the 

activity to the supervisor.

Guidelines for Class-talk

Selection of Topic

Topics for class-talk should be identified through-

• Common interest of the group members
• Chit bank
• Common concern of the group (need based)
» Consultation with the students
• Checklist
• Age/stage related developmental concern

Planning the Talk

• Class-talks should be checked in advance
• Each talk should not be more than one class period duration
• Time to be kept for questions and discussion
• Class-talk to be delivered in the mother tongue/language understood by all 

group members.
• Poster, charts and other audio-visual aids may be used to make talk more 

interesting and effective.
• Teachers and other co-trainees may be invited if possible.

Organization of Content

• Introduce the topic
• Justify the importance of the topic/talk
• Why?, How?, Where? And When? Aspects to be included in the talk.
• Include relevant examples with illustrations
• Interactive approach may be adapted
• In the end discussion should be summarized.

Importance Aspects While Delivering the Talk

• Use of appropriate language and expression
• Nonverbal components
• Use of appropriate pitch
• Comprehensive coverage of the content
• Student’ participation
• Holding attention of the student
• Use of back board/charts/posters etc. for highlighting the important aspects.
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Outline of the Class-Talk

* Selection of the Topic: Selection of the topic should be made as per the
class/stage of the student e.g improving study habits

* Objectives : As per the nature /needs of the topic

* Introduction : Motivate children to think about their realistic goals
in life. This will create interest in studies and hold 
their attention and will also help in time management. 
It also helps in reducing unnecessary stress related to 
Studies.

Content

At School

• Regularity in school activities
• Punctuality-following the time schedule
• Attentiveness in class
• Making notes
• Asking questions
• Participation in the class
• Peer discussion
• Use of Library
• Participation in co-curriculum activities

At Home (factors)

• Time planning (Schedule)
• Place of study
• Right posture of study
• Completing Homework assigned by the teachers
• Use of dictionary
• Participation in games and recreation
• Importance of rest and sleep

Learning Techniques

Department of learning skills through SQ5R method which inflows the following 
components-

S= Survey of the content of the chapter
Q= Questions (learning in terms of why and how)
Learning by 5R method-
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• Road
• Recite
• Recall
• Revise
• Retain

Learning Methods

• Whole vs. part learning (Poems)
• Learning through practice (Maths, Science)
• I .earning by association (I listory)
• Thinking of application
Summarizing the talk - by writing the key points 
Question/Answer/Discussion

Criteria for Supervision and Evaluation of Class-talk

• Relevance of topic for the class/age of the students
• Language/terminology/expression used
• Clarifications given
• Holding attention of students
• Examples/illustrations given
• Content coverage
• Style of presentation
o Question/Answer/Discussion
• Student participation
• Summarization
• Use of Audio visual Aids/blackboard

Activity-2 Group Discussion

The main objective of group discussion is to help the trainees develop skills 

related to organizing a group discussion in the classroom on common problems and 

concerns of students e.g interpersonal relationships, adolescent concerns and issues 

such as identify concerns, friendship with opposite sex, career choice, adjustment in 

the family, job search skills, self understanding, body clock, etc.. The guidelines for 

selection of a topic for enlisting members in case of a small group discussion are 

provided by the supervisor. A group discussion is first demonstrated by the 

supervisor to the trainees. Practice sessions of the trainees are conducted and are 

observed and discussed among the group. The trainees are required to submit a report 

on the group discussion conducted in school with their class group to the supervisor.
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Guidelines for Group Discussion

Selection of Topic

• Selection of the topic should be based on the choice of the students
• Common problem of students
• Current burning problem/issues

Organizing Group Discussion

• Group members should be informed in advance for group discussion (topic, 
date, time, venue etc.)

• Group members should be well prepared
• Relevance of the topic to the target group
• Aims and objectives to be well established
• Size of the group should not be very large
• Appropriate physical arrangernent-semi-circular/c:rcular
• Selection of group leader/fac* .itator (Selected/elected/nominated)
• Framing rules to be followed during the discussion

- readiness to participate and giving feedback
- respect for others ideas

• Functions of the group leader
- introduction and briefing about the topic
- facilitation for discussion
- allowing each member to participate
- concluding remarks by the group leader

• Report writing

Criteria for Supervision and Evaluation

• Advance preparation for group discussion (Preliminary arrangements)
• Relevance of the topic
• Advance preparation by the group members and supervisor
• Participation of the group members in discussion
• Role of group leader
• Outcome of the group discussion
• Feed back from the participants 

Activity-3: Workshop

Workshop as one of the modes of organizing group guidance activities is 

aimed at helping trainees develop skills to organize developmental activities and 

programmes for nurturing positive qualities. These may be organzed for students to 

bring about changes in attitudes and behavior by adopting the desired behavior in a 

stimulated situation. The topics can be such as drug abuse, building communication 

skills, promoting self-confidence, etc.
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The guidelines on selection of theme suitable to the needs and maturity level 

of students, methodology of administering techniques and encouraging student 

participation are provided by the supervisor to the trainees. Each trainee is given an 

experience of organizing a workshop, which may take 2-3 school periods. It is 

observed and evaluated by the supervisor. Each trainee submits a report on the 

activity to the supervisor.

Meeting of practicum superiors should be organized to work out strategies for 

workshop across schools.

Guideline for Organizing Workshop

How to Select Theme for Workshop

• Theme should be suitable to the needs and maturity level of students
• Theme should be of the students’ interest
• Outcome of the workshop should be beneficial to the students and school

Conducting Workshops (Methodology)

• Selection of theme
• Announcement of the workshop (Theme, date, time and venue)
• Inviting names for participation/Selection of participants
• Preliminary arrangements for the workshop
• Working out detailed programme of the workshop
• Welcome of the participants by the organizer-self introduction
• Introducing the topic and purpose of the workshop to the participants
• Forming small groups for facilitation participatory approach.
• Schedule of activities-session vise activities of the workshop
• Open discussion (Question and answer session)

-Creative and catchy idea
- Colourful and attractive
- Slogan/message/title appropriate to the picture
- Could be displayed on boards/walls and seen and read at a distance.

Chart
- Could be easily read (font size and style)
- Relevance of Information to students
- Organization of information
- Presents broad and complete view of a career of industry
- Information is accurate and up to date
- Supplementation with pictures or clippings representing workers/aspects 

of work etc.
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Display of Poster and Chart
- Appropriateness of place of display (height, light, theme etc.) in the career 

exhibition.

Activity-3: Visits/Tours

The coordinator/supervisor plans and organizes field trips/tours to the places 

of work for the trainees. The trainees in Module-XII, Unit 2 entitled “Dissemination 

of Career Information” also study on organization this activity in schools.

Visit/tours provide an opportunity to the trainees to observe work and work 

environment of guidance and counseling professionals and interact with them and the 

employers. They also learn to organize field trips for their students while perform.ng 

duties of a counselor at their respective positions. The activity is compulsory for all 

trainees.

Guidelines for the Supervisor

• Identify the place (s) local or outstation to be visited, such as guidance and 

counseling agencies, employment exchanges, child guidance clinics, 

rehabilitation centers or special schools etc. Choose the place offering diverse 

or nmense employment opportunities to guidance and counseling 

professionals.

• Approach/interact with the concerned authority at the place, apprise him of the 

purpose of the visit and seek permission and cooperation.

• Provide the concerned person information about the number of trainees, 

expectations from the visit etc.

• Make all the necessary arrangements including finalization of date and time, 

transportation etc.

• Prepare the trainees for the visit explaining them about the place to be visited, 

purpose of the visit, observations to be made, questions to be asked for 

obtaining further information, discipline to be maintained, precautions if any 

to be taken and programme schedule etc.

• Assign the trainees some duties to have their involvement and to provide them 

experience in organization of the activity.

• Accompany the trainees to the visit.
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• Guide the trainees on writing the report based on their experience of the visit. 

The report should include-Name of the place, date etc. of visit, impressions 

about the occupations observed; such as nature of work, working conditions 

abilities and interests required, employment opportunities, positive and 

negative aspects etc., a brief mention of company representative’s address to 

the trainees, the kind of questions asked by the trainees to seek more 

information, gains from the visit or its usefulness to the trainees, effectiveness 

of the visit for dissemination of information, comments and suggestions on all 

the aspects of the visit.

• Evaluate the report on quality of information on the above-mentioned points 

and your own observations on trainees’ motivation, interest and participation 

etc. during the visit.

• The supervisor must ensure that all the trainees

- participate in the visit
- maintain discipline such as starting in time, observe decorum at the 

place of visit, ask questions at the appropriate time, stay with the group 
and not interfere in institutional functioning

- take visit as an important learning opportunity and try to imbibe the 
maximum

- submit the report on a stipulated data.

Activty - 4: Career Day/Exhibition

Career day/exhibition is one of the most effective ways to disseminate career 

mformation to a large number of students of a school or number of schools in one 

school day. Though a counselor is required to organize this activity. Generally 

trainees conducting practicum in about three schools jointly plan and organize the 

activity in one of their schools. They develop the necessary background for 

organization of career conference/day through the detailed description given in the 

Module-XII, Unit 2 entitled “Dissemination of Career Information”.

Ill
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DISPLAY OF CHARTS AND POSTERS
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CAREER EXHIBITION

CAREER COMPETITION
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CAREER EXHIBITION AND CAREER COMPETITIONS
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CAREER COMPETITIONS
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CONGENIAL GROUP STUDENTS OF CLASS - II
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GET TOGETHER AND GROUP DISCUSSION
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GROUP WORK
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WELCOMING THE GUESTS
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PRIZE DISTRIBUTION
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DISPLAY OF EXHIBITS
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FIELD TRIP
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SPORTS ACTIVITIES
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VOCATIONAL AREA - TAILORING
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SCHOOL BAND AND MASS PT
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TRIBAL CHILDREN WITH TEACHERS
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SCHOOL ASSEMBLY
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VISITORS TO TRIBAL SCHOOL
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TRIBES AND THEIR LEADER - MOOPANAR
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TRIBAL HOSTEL IN KERALA

STUDENTS ON MARCH PAST
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TRIBAL CHILDREN DOING YOGA IN TOE CLASS
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UNIT VI

Mental Health, Human Adjustment and Life Skills

K. Srihari

Introduction

The role of the school, as an educational institution, is important in 

promoting mental health and if the school climate is not conducive to nurturing 

mental health, children are likely to suffer from various psychological problems. 

This unit aims at creating awareness about the concept of mental health and 

describes the characteristics of mental health. The ways in which merual health can 

be promoted in different ways is highlighted. Finally the importance of life skills in 

promoting mental health is discussed. This unit provides positive and healthy 

awareness among parents, teachers, they can promote mentally healthy cnildren.

Objectives

This unit enables the reader to

• describe the concept of mental health,

• identify the behavioural characteristics of mentally healthy children,

• state the skills and competencies necessary for staying mentally 

healthy,

• discuss the role of home, family, school and society in promoting 

mental health,

• meaning of stress/ frustration and conflicts,

• discuss the specific strategies for coping with stress,

• understand the role of cultural norms and practices in the society for 

promoting adjustment,

• life skills as a tool for mental health adjustment,

• mental health mechanisms (or) adjustment mechanisms in the process 

of mental health adjustment,

• role of classroom teacher in developing mental health among students,

• conclusion - mental health in education
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Concept of Mental Health

Traditionally mental health was conceptualized as the absence of mental 

illness. Mental health which is recognized as an important aspect of one’s total 

health status is a basic factor that contributes to the maintenance of physical health 

as well as social effectiveness.

Mental health is a positive but relative quality of life. It is a positive active 

quality of the individual’s daily living. This quality of living is manifest in the 

behaviour of an individual whose body and mind are working together in the same 

direction. His thoughts, feelings and actions function harmoniously towards the 

common end. It means the ability to balance feelings, desires, ambitions and ideas 

in one’s daily living as well as ability to face and accept the realities of life which 

provides maximum satisfaction and happiness to the individual.

Broadly ‘Mental Health’ has two important aspects. It is both ‘Individual’ 

and ‘Social’. The individual aspect connotes that the individual is internally 

adjusted. He is self-confident, adequate and free from internal conflicts and 

tensions. He is able to adapt himself to the new situations. ‘Society' has certain 

value systems, customs and traditions by which it governs itself and promotes the 

general welfare of its members.

Mental Health is the process of adjustment which involves compromise and 

adaptation, growth and continuity. In short, mental health is the ability of the 

individual to maxe ‘personal and social’ adjustments.

Characteristics of the Mentally Healthy
Mental Health consists of two words ‘mental’ and ‘health’. Health 

generally means sound condition or well-being or freedom from illness/ disease. 

Mental health, therefore, may refer to a sound mental condition or state of 

psychological well being or freedom from mental disease. Behaviour 

characteristics of an individual with a good mental health are

• adequate feeling of security

• adequate spontaneity and emotionality
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• efficient contact with reality

• adequate self-evaluation

• adequate bodily desire and the ability to gratify or satisfaction to them

• adequate self-knowledge

• consistency of personality

• adequate life goals

• ability to learn from past experiences

• ability to satisfy the requirement of the goals

• adequate emancipation from the group culture

• realistic awareness of own strengths and weaknesses

• healthy sense of humour

• they seek help when faced with difficult problems

All the above characteristics are not necessarily found among all mentally 

healthy individuals. Some may possess more than others. The more positive 

characteristics possessed, the better will be the mental health of the person.

Activity

• Think of two persons you look upto in limes of difficulty or those you 

think are mentally healthy. List kind of skills these people have. Do all 

of them possess same skills?

• Have you come across any mentally ill health person. Compare his 

characteristics with a mentally healthy person.

Mental health related Skills

Mental and well being of an individual are indicated by the level of self

awareness, maturity and integration of self, the life skills and attitudes, 

development of a philosophy of life towards work and morality. These indicators 

are used as a guideline for assessing as well as enhancing mental health among 

school children. These indicators provide qualities, skills and attitudes to become 

mentally healthy and happy.
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1. Self-Knowledge and Self-Acceptance

Self-knowledge refers to knowledge about personal abilities, interests, 

values, resources, the qualities, strengths and weaknesses. This self knowledge 

provides the base for restricting self goals to ensure success in the task. Lack of 

self-knowledge may result in anticipation of higher order goals setting which 

results in failure, frustration and emotional conflicts.

Self-knowledge rclers to not only the awareness of strengths and 

weaknesses but also a positive alti.ude towards them. Greater the acceptance of 

one’s self, the higher is the self-esteem which enables individual to respect self as 

well as others. An individual lack of self-knowledge becomes evident in his 

random approach for various activities. Non-acceptance of weakness results 

failures or blaming others and setting very high goals.

Ashram school child coming from tribal community should be well aware 

with his own strengths and weakness so as to set right goals to get success and 

happy in attaining tasks so that he is mentally healthy.

2. Self-control: Positive self-development can be achievement through ‘self

control’. Individual has to learn to control his thoughts, emotions and behaviours 

as per the requirements of home, school and society in a socially accepted manner. 

Failure of self-control in the home leads to punishment from parents. Punishments 

given by the teachers should be negative. They should feel punishment as the 

absence of reward. Over punishment leads to abnormal behaviour in the ashram 

school children. Too much punishment leads the child to run away from the school. 

Ex: The child not submitted assigned work, provide less grading so as to modify 

his behavior. The child will learn gradually to control himself otherwise his 

mental health spoils and not happy with the school atmosphere.

Activity : Ask children to list out their self-characteristics about a) strengths

and b) weaknesses and analyse the characteristics - provide guidance to improve 

mental health.
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3. Integration and Direction

Integration is the ability to give direction to conflicting thoughts, feelings, 

exercising discipline and control on conflicting emotions and desires and finding 

individual orientation towards goals oflife, which are in harmony with each other.

As the Ashram school children background [socio-economic relations] is 

very poor, the teacher has to help in setting a right goal and appropriate goals in 

order to overcome conflicts. The correct information and discipline brings 

children closer to their appropriate goal setting. Achievement of goals provides 

happiness and contidence in the child. Failure of achieving goals causes loss of 

self-confidence and self-esteem. Hence Ashram school teacher should see the 

appropriate goals set by the children and provide sufficient direction to achieve 

goals in success so that mental health of a child maintains.

4. Values and Social Responsibility
The values framed by the child should be in accordance with social set up 

values. The child should set the goal which includes the welfare of the society. If 

the set up goals are not according to the social aspirations, there will be conflicts 

and oppositions from others which results in hostility and emotional trauma in the 

individual which further causes mental ill health.

Ashram school teacher should provide the direction while setting the goals 

in the view of social values and aspirations. Tribal community values should be 

respected and goals are set according to the needs and satisfaction of society so 

that mental health of the child can be balanced.

5. Sense of Humour and Maturity
‘Mature’ and ‘quality’ of humour refers to laughing with others or laughing 

at one’s own mistakes and redirecting energies to healthy activities.

While setting and achieving goals child may experience frustrations and 

failures. Overcoming such failures and redirecting one’s efforts to worthwhile 

goal is the sign of maturity. The sense of humour and maturity do not allow these 

failures to upset the happiness. Ashram School teachers should emphasize the
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important role of ‘humour’ and ‘maturity’ to overcome the failures, frustration 

during the goal setting of tribal children.

6. Developing Healthy Habits and Life Styles
Healthy personal habits are cleanliness, eating, regular exercise enable the 

child to stay healthy. Social habits like helping, co-operation and emotional 

support to others help to maintain good social relationships. Hard work, 

interpersonal relationships will enhance the mental health of child.

As the children of Ashram school belong to tribal community, there is lack 

of good life style and healthy habits. Teacher should emphasize the importance of 

healthy eating habits, maintain cleanliness, providing love and care in building 

mental health. Habitual involvement in work brings good interpersonal relations 

among children. Mixing with people brings new life styles unconsciously. 

Environment neatness and healthy habits in life style brings good mental health 

conditions among the children.

7. Adaptability to Environmental Change
To maintain ‘mental health’ in good manner child has to adapt his 

behaviour to the new environment and environmental demands. Habits and life 

styles of an individual should modify in accordance with new environment.

Tribal children are bom and brought up with a special environment and 

different life styles compared to life styles of non-tribal people. Ashram School 

teacher should provide sufficient time and free atmosphere to the child, so as to 

adjust to the new environment and adopt new life styles. “New atmosphere” 

adopted by the child provides comfort and security. If he is not adjusted with the 

new environment child feels uncomfortable and stressful life leads to mental ill 

health.

8. Involvement with Work and Entertainment
Entertainment, play provides satisfaction and enjoyment. Hence Ashram 

school children should be involved in group work, play and other activities. The 

children should enjoy the assigned work and feel happy to do the assigned work.
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The group work not only provides an opportunity to face wide range of problems 

but also promotes mental health by increasing interpersonal relationships.

Activity

• Draw differences among life styles, habits and behavioural patterns 

among the ch’ldren from different background.

• Compare the good habits / life styles of a good mental health person 

with a poor mental health person.

Foundations of Mental Health

Foundations of mental health refers to a few basic and significance factors 

on which mental health of any individual depends.

a) Heredity: It provides the raw material or the potentialities of the individual. 

It sets the limit for his mental health. What the individual inherits is the 

potentialities in relation to growth, appearance, intelligence and the like. 

According to Wallin, ‘’Defective heredity may furnish a fertile soil for the 

development of mental and nervous diseases but so far as minor personality 

adjustments are concerned, heredity supplies only predisposing condition”.

Ashram school children are coming from varieties of tribal community. 

Heredity plays important role in their personal and social adjustment of the school 

atmosphere.

b) Physical factors: Physical factors make a significant contribution to mental 

health. Continued hunger, over work sleeplessness, homelessness produces fatigue 

and affect mental health of the child. Sick people fmd it more difficult to make 

adjustment to new situations than healthy people. Vitamin deficiencies are main 

cause for personality difficulties. Anemia produces characteristic symptoms of 

apathy, depression and anxiety.

In tribal community, exploitation and sexual harassment, alcoholism also 

play an important role in the mental health of ashram school children.
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c) Social Factors: Social environment shapes the knowledge, the skills, 

interests, attitudes, habits, values and goals that he acquires. Social factors namely 

home, school and community interaction also affect the mental health of the 

individual.

Parents who provide care and affection, security to their children contribute 

to their mental health. Parents who are nervous, tense or self-centred, over 

protective or rejecting, dominating or inconsistent in disciplinary practices and 

partiality in dealing with their children are root causes for mental health. Broken 

homes or unstable homes cause adjustment problems in case of an Ashram school 

child.

A good school provides an atmosphere in which each people is respected as 

an individual. It provides curriculum enriched by activities to meet the needs and 

interests of the pupil. Providing debates, dramas, athletics develop the emotional 

and physical state of the Ashram school child to maintain good health. Group 

activities will create more understanding about personal relations which may cause 

for improving mental health of the child.

Community should provide healthy atmosphere and well organized 

network of public and private community services of the highest possible quality. 

Some of the community services could be social education centres, community 

halls, cleanliness programme, etc. These services should provide satisfaction of 

belongingness, love and affection and providing group activities for emotional 

release. These services further include Bal Bhavans, child guidance centres, 

recreation clubs, counseling centres will enhance mental health of the child. As 

tribal community lacks in all these services, a child of Ashram school coming from 

the same community face adjustment problems in the new atmosphere,

d) Satisfaction of f undamental Needs

Mental health in childhood and later depends very much on adequate 

satisfaction of our fundamental needs or basic needs. These needs may be physical 

as well as emotional or psychological.
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Hunger, thirst, fatigue, lack of sleep, physical pain, exercise, heat or cold 

tensions may cause for mental ill health of child in the school.

Ego needs must be satisfied to maintain “self” which can be considered as 

need of security. Through love and affection these needs can be achieved. Second 

ego need is ‘recognition’ or regard as a person of worth and importance. Once 

child has feeling of adequacy and importance, he can solve the problem which 

confronts him.

Activity :

• From your experience, list our the physical factors which can influence 

the mental health among children.

• Identify the possible influences on the students at home/ school which 

may be source of mental ill health.

• List out the activities/ steps at the school level adopted to improve the 

mental health of Ashram school child.

Stress among School going children
When the children are trying to fulfill the needs in order to live happily and 

function effectively, the process of attaining and enjoying mental health is not 

easy. There is variety of barriers or obstacles in the satisfaction of desired needs. 

This results in frustration and tension in the individual.

Frustration is defined as “the blocking of a desire or a need”. It refers to 

failure to satisfy a basic need because of conditions either in individual or external 

obstacles. A continuous frustration in satisfying basic needs lead to mental ill 

health or maladjustment.

Frustrations caused due to environmental situations eg. Disease, death of a 

friend, unusual rains, floods. Economic deprivations, social customs, traditions, 

restrictions and taboos are also cause for frustrations. Physical illness, limited 

intelligence, sensory defects may cause personal frustrations. Another source of
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frustration may be due to conflict between the motives within the individual. 

These frustrations can be reduced by

1. reviewing the situation again

2. change our goals by other goals

3. Substantiating goals by other goals which are equally satisfying.

When frustrations dominate, the individual is in a sense of defeat as well as 

feeling of stress and strain. This implies a conflict between a drive and an 

obstacle. There may be two or more desires to be satisfied, in which individual 

cannot decide as to which should be satisfied. This state of tension makes it 

difficult for the individual to choose or make decision. These conflicts arise 

between persons, person to environment and within the person itself.

Due to this various problems arise .n the school going children. Various 

problems faced by Ashram school children are as follows:

1. Insecurity : Due to broken house system, child coming to Ashram school 

feels insecure about his home and feels a lot of stress and a lot of conflict 

arises to go back to school or home. This insecurity is the cause for mental 

ill health.

2. Exploitation: In tribal areas, one individual called ‘maleria’ is superior. 

The functioning of the society is in accordance w ith his wishes. Due to his 

superiority, exploitation of the weaker section of the community takes 

place. A child in Ashram school compares his new environment of school 

and exploitation of his own territory and confuses himself to decide which 

is correct and which is wrong. This socially unaccepted behaviour in tribal 

community makes the child to feel lot of stress and causes mental ill health.

3. Alcoholism : Tribal people have the habit of taking alcohol and even they 

practice it for their children. An Ashram school child by comparing with 

new environment, he feels stress and dilemma to go against parents. These 

alcoholism leads to mental ill health among school going children.

4. Language: Each tribal community has its own language in its locality 

through which it works and leads the life. A tribal student in Ashram 

school feels insecure to understand different languages and to speak in 

other languages. Mastery of language makes him work easily. There is a
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doubt about one’s own capacities. Hence mental health of a child i| 

damaged.

5. Cleanliness: ‘Cleanliness’ is out of the dictionary of tribal people. The 

maintenance of surroundings and home is not maintained in their localities. 

When the child comes to Ashram school, he has to face lot of adjustment 

problems in the new stay. School children face lot of stress in bringing their 

community in the path of cleanliness which damages mental health of the 

child.

6. Social Taboos: Each tribal community has its own social structure. Child 

has to live in accordance with rules governed in his environment. Ashram 

school children have a lot of stress to adjust with socially developed 

environment. The way in which they eat and dress differs from their 

community. The life style and habits have to be modified in accordance 

with school environment. Hence Ashram school child faces lot of stress 

while adjusting with new environment of the school.

Coping with Stress

Coping describes the ways of dealing with stress or to modify or to elevate 

the conditions causing harm, threat or challenge. Seven styles of coping with 

stress to reduce stress are:

1. Avoiding the stressor

2. Blaming others or the system

3. Asking others for help

4. engaging indirect stress reducing activities

5. collection of information

6. acting the opposite of the way one feels

7. minimising the importance of the stressful event

Drug therapy is used to reduce the stress among school going children. 

Safer and more advantageous methods are supportive or non-drug therapies. They 

are:

1. Exercise: Physical exercise is necessary to keep the body healthy both 

physically and mentally. Exercises reduce mental tension and anxiety by
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providing an outlet for pent up feelings of aggression. One of the best 

exercises is walking.

2. Yoga: It involves various ‘asanas’ or body postures and breathing 

exercises. Shavasana posture is the best among asanas which brings not 

only the mental calmness and relief from stress but also provides better 

health. Yoga involves a systematic method by which we can begin to 

expand our awareness of these processes and thus begin to get control over 

stress.

3. Meditation: Meditation is the only process by which awareness is 

systematically expanded under one’s direct control. It is a method through 

which we can achieve particular level of awareness. Through meditation, 

we can eliminate and prevent inner conflicts so that peaceful mind can be 

obtained.

Through meditation we can reduce many problems of behaviour and 

emotional, physical health can be increased. Generally meditation 

improves quality oflife.

4. Recreation: Recreation provides an oppoitunity to let oneself go, become 

uninhibited, thus reducing stress. The various forms of recreation are 

music, paintmg, gardening and dancing. This prevents the damaging 

effects of stress.

5. Communication skills: These are very important set of skills that children 

lack causing stress accumulation. Communication skills enhancement 

workshops, playing games reduces the stressful events.

6. Relationship building and peer counselling activities: Ashram school 

children should be exposed to the importance of good personal 

relationships. Counselling activities should be arranged in the school to 

avoid and rectify maladjustment in the school children. Orientation 

programmes and community work / group work activities are conducted to 

emphasize the concept of interpersonal relationships which can reduce 

stress among school children.
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Activity :

1. Identity and list the potential stressors in the school organization. Explain 

the causes for stress.

2. Give any one situation that you often find stressful. Whai strategies would 

you use to cope with that stress?

Cultural Diversity for Mental Health Adjustment...

Culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, 

morals, laws, customs and other capabilities acquired as member of social group. 

The large group shares the culture referred as ‘society’. These capabilities are 

byproduct of socialization. With increasing globalization and migration of work 

forces around the globe, it is becoming very common to find people from diverse 

cultural backgrounds working together. The needs, goals and aspirations of these 

social groups sometimes clash with each other and give rise to conflicts. These 

conflicts lead to problems of adjustment.

Culture is the description of the way people live in a certain geographic 

area. It is adaptation of individual to the unique environment prevailing in the 

area. Hence culture is crated by men and passed on to the following generations. 

Way of life includes life styles of eating, food, dress, languages, sculpture and 

atuiudes, beliefs, values, goals are learned through socialization. These are often 

transmitted from one generation to another.

Problems faced by Young Tribal Children due to their culture

1. Culture is learned: It is the way of life that is acquired during the process 

of growing up. It structures a person’s attitudes, values and beliefs and 

habits. Family plays important role in transmitting values to the new 

generation The family ensures learning of cultural ways by the use of 

rewards and punishment. During the process of acquiring values from 

family, child suffers lot of stress which further leads to adjustment problem 

to live happily in the community.

2. Culture determines the way needs are satisfied: culture lays down rules

and conditions to satisfy needs like eating, enjoying leisure hours, 

maintaining relationships, dressing....... etc. The traditions of the culture
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should be followed by every member of their community to satisfy their 

personal needs. A child in Ashram school gets confused by seeing the 

variations for satisfying their personal needs at home environment and 

school atmosphere. These rules and regulations formed to adopt to satisfy 

the needs bring conflicts and damage mental health.

Culture is collective and shared : As the tribal children comes from 

certain community have peculiar culture which is an outcome of shared 

expectations of all members of the group about their quality of life. If any 

individual deviates from the collective norms of the society, the 

membership will be withdrawn. Hence, conflict arises between personal 

way of thinking and societal norms. These adjustment problems in sharing 

collective ideas damage the mental health of a child.

Culture is the sum total of social heritage : Culture is linked with the 

past. It is passed from one generation to another through traditions and 

customs. Due to socialization and modernization tribal children want to 

enjoy new life style and to say good bye to old customs and traditions 

which are outdated. Rut the members of the community do not allow 

modifying traditions and customs of the society. Hence child feels 

adjustment problems to cope up with their societal norms and customs. 

Culture is an integrated system: Culture reflects reality experienced by 

the members. The attitudes, values and beliefs of the community are inter

connected rather than discrete qualities. Due to adaptation of modem 

technologies, girls began to ride cycle, the dress code was altered and girls 

are studying, working together with boys. All these new trends in the 

society break the integrated system of culture. Hence a child in tribal area 

feels confusion io accept new changes or to continue with old systems of 

life. The dilemma provides adjustment problems of the tribal children in 

schools.

Language is the chief vehicle of the culture: Most important aspect of a 

culture is its language through which from generation to generation cultural 

values and norms, traditions can be transmitted. Ashram School children 

find different languages when they come to the school atmosphere. He 

finds it difficult to adjust multi languages available to him. The dilemma 

arises to continue the community language to improve culture or to learn
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new languages to live happily in the new environment. He finds it difficult 

while learning different languages. This leads to mental health damage 

among school going children in the Ashram schools.

In the tribal community, family promotes learning of their norms by 

persuading children by withholding rewards and modelling appropriate behaviours 

to transfer then culture to next generation. When the children enter nto the school 

atmosphere, teacher encourages the behaviour in line with society's expectations. 

The peers, friends, community where the individual moves through also help 

monitor the values, attitudes and ensure conformity to social norms.

Moral development is another crucial characteristic of any culture. The 

do’s and don’ts in the moral development of the child brings frustration among the 

school going children which damages mental health. Variations within the culture 

also bring lot of adjustment problems in the growth of the child.

Adjustment or variation of life style of the child should be in according to 

the norms of the culture and traditions. Child revolts against the rules governed by 

the culture, he will become isolated and to adjust with a new environment, he has 

to undergo lot of stress which leads to mental ill health.

Activity: Think about a situation where you had the feeling of being lost because 

you were seeking a host of new things, people, etc. from your past experience. It 

can be about a new work culture or study environment with people from diverse 

cultural backgrounds. Mention any five aspects that you felt or you faced in the 

new environment.

Cultural influences on Adjustment
Cultural evolution poses a second influence on the adjustment of a person. 

Cultures evolve through various changes brought about by such influences as 

technology, migration of worker or trade, which causes the mixing of cultures and 

blurring of cultural boundaries or norms. Main influences of adjustment to 

overcome by school children are
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1. Information and Technology : The new era of human life changes as per 

the information and technology growth. Information changes the way of one’s 

behaviour and it influences the attitude of the individual. Young children are 

exposed to new cultures and societies. These influences provide good 

understanding of new languages and adoption of new techniques for comfortable 

and happy life. Even due to new changes in the society, the negative practices like 

teenage marriages, alcoholism and other bad ideas are removed in their life style. 

The technology provides comfortable stay in the atmosphere. Due to various 

changes in the social atmosphere, child learns to improve interpersonal 

relationships.

Information and technology growth helps the Ashram school child to come 

out of their old traditions and customs and to provide good mental health to lead 

his life satisfactorily in the society. The vast knowledge in the information, 

children try to cultivate cleanliness and good health habits among their community 

as per the social norms. The information received by the child can be passed 

through their community to educate and organize group activities among tribal 

community so as to enrich and bring the level of their satisfaction as per the needs 

of society.

2. Pace of Life: Life styles are changing as per the growth and development 

of society. Constant changes in the society make the children to adapt to the new 

skills and ways of life. Young children learn the skills of independent and curious 

to know the new life styles. In doing so, the> improve social and interpersonal 

relationships among the group. During the process of learning new skills, child is 

aware of his own strengths and weakness and move as per his strengths and aware 

of the ‘self. The way life styles modify among the school children improves the 

community structure as per the developmental needs of the society.

3. Social Reorganisation: The men and women work together in the society. 

This improves the interpersonal relationships among each sex and respecting each 

other’s views. These cultural changes lead to nuclear family system by replacing 

joint family system. These changes cause anxiety in the lives of people involved in 

the transition. The changes n the society affect personal health services of 

community. The tribal school children should be well aware of these changes and
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curriculum should be made according to the needs of society in the modern 

society.

4. Intermingling of Cultures: Mobility of the people is increasing. 

Migration of the people to different places changed the cultural composition. 

Different communities staying together has led to change in the life style, religious 

practices, language and traditions. Sanskritisation brought lot of changes among 

the new generation.

This leads to improve the skills of co-operation, respecting each other’s 

views and improving interpersonal relations. The students of Ashram school 

should be trained to live happily among other community children so as to accept 

the new changes in the society without any conflicts and to live happily in the 

society.

Familiarization with other cultures, cross cultural communications and self 

awareness further improves the adjustment problems the tribal children to stay 

peacefully in the new emerging society and to maintain mental health.

Role of Life Skills in Development of Mental Health

Life Skills Education is “An essential supplement to schooling education” 
“Not life but good life is to be chiefly valued” - Socrates

For all-round development of children the life skills education should be 

necessarily included in schooling which will enable the children to live a “quality 

life” and also will provide fully functioning citizens, who can contribute tot eh 

development of nation.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) defines life skills as the “abilities 

for adaptive and positive behaviour that enables individuals to deal effectively with 

the demands and challenges of everyday life”. ‘WHO’ has advocated 10 Life 

Skills. They include :

1. Decision Making

2. Problem Solving
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3. Creative thinking

4. Critical thinking

5. Effective Communication

6. Interpersonal relationships

7. Self awareness

8. Empathy

9. Coping with emotions

10. Coping with stress

1. Decision Making: This skill enables us to take constructive decisions in 

life.

Components of Decision Making:

• Analytic and synthetic abilities

• Self-knowledge

<» Objectivity

" Rationality

® Emotional stability

• Logical thinking

• General intelligence

• Creative thinking

• Knowledge of the situation

2. Problem Solving Skills: enables us to deal constructively with problems 

in our life. Problems left unsolved can cause mental stress and mental ill health. 

Components :

• Self knowledge

• Positive Atti ude

• Divergent thinking

• Objectivity

• Rationality

• Intelligence

• Emotional Stability

• Analytic and synthetic ability
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3. Creative Thinking Skills: Contributes both decision making and problem 

solving by enabling us to explore the available alternatives and various 

consequences of our actions and non-actions.

Components :

• Divergent thinking
• Innovativeness
• Novelty
• Fluency
• Flexibility

4. Critical Thinking: An ability to analyse information and experience in an 

objective manner. It can contribute to our health by helping us to recognize and 

assess the factors that influence attitude and behaviour.

Components :

• Objectivity
• Intelligence
• Decision Making
• Analytic and synthetic abilities
• Anticipation of consequences
• Logical thinking

4. Effective Communication means that we are able to express ourselves, 

both verbally and non-verbally in ways that are appropriate to our cultures 

and situations.

Components :

• Analytic and synthetic ability
• Expressive skills
• Non-verbal skills
• Postures
• Gestures
• Presentation
• Creativity
• Patient listening
• Quickness to react on the spur of the movement.

6. Interpersonal Relationships: Refers to skill of keeping good relations 

with people around.

Components :

Empathy
Sympathy
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Tolerance
Positive Atutude 
Accept'ng others as they are 
Reciprocality
Healthy distance

7. Self-awareness: includes our recognition of ourselves, our character, our 

strengths and weaknesses, desires and dislikes. This is a pre-requisite for 

development of all other skills.

Components :

• Identify strengths and weaknesses
• Objectivity
• Openness
• Reflectivity
• Accepting self as it is

8. Empathy : It is the ability to imagine what life is like for another person 

even in a situation that we may not be familiar with. Empathy is feeling with 

others.

Components :

• Sympathy
• Sensitivity
• Objectivity
• Social inclination and responsibility
• Social obligations

9. Coping with Emotions: Involves recognizing emotions in ourselves and 

others, being aware of how emotions influence behaviour and being able to 

respond to emotions appropriately.

Components :

• Empathy
• Sympathy
• Objectivity
• Emotional Intelligence
• Self-awareness
• Sense of promotion
• Emotional and synoptic ability
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10. Coping with Stress: It is about recognizing the sources of stress in our 

lives, recognizing how this affects us and acting in ways that helps to control our 

level of stress.

Components :

• Planning ability
• Self-awareness
• Relaxationability
• Objectivity
• Ability to understand from other perspectives
• Entertainability

When to develop these skills?

These skills are to be developed during schooling process. Development of 

these skills may be accomplished with designing and implementing different 

interventions. These interventions may be short term, medium-term and long-term 

interventions.

Interventions: All interventions have to be designed based on different sub-skills. 

A number of interventions will have to be designed for each of the sub-skills. To 

understand the effectiveness of the intervention, pre and post intervention 

assessments are also made.

Life skills can be developed in school education through

a) Brain storming technique
b) Role play technique
c) Group discussions

Brainstorming: It is a technique, where all the members of the group will have a 

common topic on which they can discuss freely. There is an initiator for this. 

While different ideas are being given out by participants for a common question, 

no value judgement, no comments are passed, no agreement or disagreement are 

suggested and no appreciation is shown to any of these issues. After many ideas 

are collected, they are put to discussion and in the process,

a) identify all those issues, which are not realistic and possible in 

practical situation,
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b) rearrange ideas so that it gives same order, sequence or trend 

about an issue,

c) Assure at the consensus of all the members on the rearranged set 

of issues.

Role Play : It is a technique where a group of people or students are encouraged 

to enact a small skit based on the theme. In this process, children develop certain 

views about the worth of the context. After the enactment, involve all the students 

in discussion. Focus the discussion on the context of skills and components of the 

skills. This enables the students to understand the importance of the skill. These 

techniques not only promote the importance of the skill but also provide an 

opportunity to face new life situations boldly.

Activity : Skill Development Activity Profile

a) Skill
b) Component of the Skill
c) Objective
d) Strategies used
e) Activities
f) Resources iequired

Example 1 :
a) Skill : Interpersonal relationship

b) Sub-component -Empathy: It is the ability to feel with others in social 

situations which can lead to the development of good interpersonal 

relationship.

c) Brainstorming Question: “How to develop good friendship?”

Context, Essence and Background of the Role Play
Narayan is a social worker and his wife is a staff nurse. Lakshmi is their 

only daughter studying in class VI. Both parents left home and dropped their 

daughter in her grandparent’s house and went to serve tsunami affected areas.

During their stay they observe Vandana. a class VII girl in rehabilitation 

centre who lost both her parents and younger brother. After consulting his wife, 

Narayan plans to adopt Vandana and brought her to their home.
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After returning from grandparent’s house, Lakshmi was surprised to see 

new entry into their house. Even though parents convinced her, due to selfishness 

and jealousy, they could not allow Vandana to enter her room or surroundings. 

Vandana wants to mingle and help in every activity of Lakshmi but she strives to 

move away from her. Parents and elders tried to convince her but Lakshmi could 

not change her behaviour.

One day when Lakshmi returns from the school, she was surprised to see 

that Vandana was missing. Even though she never moved with her so closely still 

she felt her absence and started searching for her. Lakshmi was afraid that parents 

may scold her. At last, she hears the crying of Vandana on the terrace. Vandana 

told Lakshmi that she is happy to stay there and able to get the affection of parents 

and brother from that place. Further she expressed to leave that house and go back 

to her native place to make Lakshmi happy.

After listening to all this, Lakshmi was ashamed of her behaviour and 

promised her not to repeat the same in future and further requested her to stay with 

her in her personal room. From that day onwards both of them became very close 

friends.

Discussion :

1. What is the central theme of this role-play ?

2. What are the consequences of interpersonal relationships due to lack of 

empathy?

Objective : To enable the students to develop interpersonal relationships through 

empathy.

Example 2 ;
Skill: Self-awareness 

Sub-component : Accepting self as it is

Objective : To impart the message “Accepting self as it is” leads to the 

development of realistic goals with self-awareness.
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Strategies :
1. Brainstorming

2. Role play

1. Brainstorming Issue : What could a person achieve when he/she accepts 

his/her own strengths and weaknesses?

2. Role play : Sheela. a student of class IX is a great athlete and average 

performer in academics. She gets selected for national level games after 

securing first position in state level competitions. At this juncture, she met 

with an accident and gets her knee cap damaged. Due to ligament damage 

the doctor advised her not to take part in sports activity’ for 7 weeks she gets 

frustrated as her dreams to participate in National Games gets shattered. 

She became depressed.

One day her close friend, Rajni, topper of class IX visited Sheela’s house. 

Sheela shares her mental agony with Rajani Sheela consoled by Rajani 

and advised by her to concentrate towards academics since she had lot of 

potential to shine well in studies. Sheela seriously thinks about her friend’s 

advice and decides to work hard. Rajani’s advice has been an eye opener 

and she decides to channelise her talents in academics. She starts planning 

and putting her heart and soul in studies. No wonder any one who does a 

lot of hard work surely succeeds, as there is no substitute for hard work.

Discussion :
1. What is the essence of the above play?

2. What is the significance of being aware of one’s own self?

Mental Health Mechanisms or Adjustment Mechanisms in the process of 

Mental Health Adiustmcnr

Continuous frustrations of basic needs lead to serious mental ill health. 

These frustrations threaten individual’s psychological balance. But individual is 

equipped with mental capacities to protect himself against such psychological 

dangers or distress. These mechanisms are called adjustment mechanisms. These 

mechanisms reduce distress caused by conflicts and frustrations. They soften
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one’s failure, preserve inner harmony and enable the individual to make adaptation 

or adjustment to distressing experiences. They are

1. Compensation: When we are trying to make up for a deficiency by 

directing our energies to some other aspect of personality in which no 

deficiency exists.

Ex: When a student is weak in studies and good in drawing, to compensate

weakness in academics, improve his skills further in the field of drawing so 

as to overcome his failure in academics.

2. Rationalisation : Tends to give reasons which are plausible rather than real 

and true behaviour.

Ex: A child coming from a village having small hut due to financial problems

to overcome that distress by explaining comforts in small house.

3. Projection : Deflecting attention of others from our shortcomings and 

lessening our own guilt (or) inadequacy.

Ex: A child who has cheated in an examination may satisfy himself by saying

that others are also cheating and it is a regular practice with all.

4. Identification : Hero worshipping is a form of identification. Achieving 

satisfaction from the success of other people.

Ex: Adapting mannerisms, habits of a favourite artist or teacher.

5. Substitution : Original goals I desires are substituted by other goals. 

Original goals are difficult to achieve and may end as failure. Hence they 

can be substituted.

Ex: A doctor aspirant can take up the profession of nurse.

6. Sublimation: Unacceptable desires or activities are redirected in socially 

desirable channels.

Ex: An unmarried woman interested in children may give expression to her

repressed mental urge by engaging in orphanage child care centres.

7. Regression: Reversion to child level of behaviour when a problem 

confronts. Instead of facing it arid coping with the problem in a matuie 

process, we go back or regress.

Ex: A five year old boy may regress when a sibling is bom and he feels

neglected and depressed may go back to earlier years and he may start bed 

wetting.
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8. Sympathism : Individual avoids the necessity of solving his problems by 

obtaining the sympathy of others.

Ex: A student, who is not getting good marks in an examination, provides

diversion towards parental problems or economical conditions as to get 

sympathy from others.

These adjustment mechanisms arc given mportance in Ashram school 

situation so as to improve mental health among children.

Role of Classroom Teacher in developing Mental Health among Students
A mentally healthy teacher and well adjusted teacher plays a vital role in

promoting the mental health of school children in attaining mental health objective 

of education. If the mental health of the teacher is inadequate, it is bound to affect 

aversely the mental health of school children.

Of the desirable personal qualities are alertness, enthusiasm and interest in 

the pupil’s and classroom activities, the ability to maintain natural and pleasant 

person to person relationship. Cordiality and friendship, recognition of one’s own 

mistakes, patience, sympathy, sincerity, fairness in dealing with pupil's 

democracy, good disposition and consistent behaviour, flexibility in opinions, 

beliefs and attitudes, a good sense of humour helps the children to attract towards 

teacher and school.

On the other hand, bad temper, intolerance, unreasonableness in demands, 

tendency to be gloomy and unfriendly, tendency to talk excessively, apathy, 

rigid’tv of procedures creates discomfort and stress among the children.

Mastery in communication skills and ability and desire to improve 

professional skills, ability to work together and share experience with others, 

acceptance understanding of children, understanding of social role and respect of 

‘self and ‘profession’ increases the mental health of a classroom teacher.
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Teacher should regard the failure of the pupil as a challenge, not as an 

offence or a defeat or humiliation. They should encourage the habit of 

independence and spirit of adventure among children.

The teacher direction has its effective discipline, but discipline cannot be 

achieved through compulsion. Good discipline means keeping the children busy 

and usefully occupied.

Some tips to improve mental health of Ashram School Students
1. Satisfying special needs of the children.

a) need for status
b) need for independence
c) satisfying philosophy of life
d) guidance in selecting a vocation and in preparing himself for a vocation

2. Provision of group activities like games, exercises, drama, etc.

3. Helping the adolescents to develop healthy peer group, relationships and 

friendship through suitable opportunities.

4. Encouraging to take responsibilities.

5. Adolescent should be helped to accept his body with all the changes and 

instabilities.

6. Providing opportunities for self exposure towards one’s strengths and 

weaknesses.

7. Respecting individual differences among students by providing instruction 

according to their interests and attitudes.

8. Attempts should be made by teachers to see that children do not develop 

feelings of inferiority and worthlessness.

9. Development of autonomy is an important developmental task to be 

achieved by every child.

10. The adults need to be clear of what they expect of the child and of the 

promises made setting clear / appropriate limits and behavioural guidelines 

enables the child to realize what can be tried. The need for discipline / 

advice is minimized. Since many tasks arc difficult to be accomplished, 

children often experience dissatisfaction and frustration. The failure to 

meet expectations leads to lack of trust or doubt about their own capacities.
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Hence school should he made aware of such issues that could be 

inadvertently causing more damage to mental health.

Mental Health in Education

Aim of education is all round development of personality which helps the 

individual to become a well-adjusted being in his society. Mental health is also 

concerned with the harmonious development of personality. Hence goals of 

education and mental health are similar.

The importance is given to the feelings and emotions as a factor of growth 

and development of the individual. The education should emphasize the 

importance of interpersonal relationships to the school going children. On the 

other hand, the undesirable qualities like bad temper, intolerance, unreasonableness 

in demands, tendency to be gloomy and unfriendly, tendency to talk excessively, 

etc.

The teachers know the problem of mental health of school going children is 

rooted in their needs and their satisfaction. Conditions in the school should satisfy 

their fundamental, emotional and social needs. These needs are for security for 

manipulation, for expanding cu'tural and social contacts for a sense of recognition 

and achievement for acceptance and approval.

Child should not feel school as the place of punishment for his being 

naughty in the home. If school encourages their needs and understanding their 

needs, no complications will arise from the child. School should provide large 

number of group activities instead of negative roles to improve the behaviour of 

the child and attracted towards school atmosphere.

*******
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Appendix -1

1. Time Management

Saving time is not a small matter. Each day has only 24 hours. Every minute 

wasted is gone forever. You cannot turn back the clock. Further, everyone whether 

rich or poor gets an equal share of time - 24 hours per day. Some people spend it 

more wisely than others.

When people complain about ‘wasted time’ they are usually upset because 

they have not accomplished what they really wanted to do with their time. Wasted 

time is time devoted to unnecessary, unimportant or unenjoyable activities.

Symptoms of Poor Time Management

• Not having break* in between to rest and relax.

• Feeling used and restless leading to unproductivity.

• A sense of being overwhelmed burdened by work demands.

• Constant rushing

• Constant confusion and struggle between unpleasant choices

• Constantly missed deadlines

How Time-Management helps?

Effective time-management enables us to

a) Minimize deadline anxiety

b) Reduce avoidance behaviour

c) Reduce fatigue

d) Create interest and motivation

e) To be more organized, healthy and more productive

Strategies for Time Management

• Planning about time-table well in advance

• Prioritizing the tasks and allowing sufficient time for each.

• Avoid starting a number of demanding tasks simultaneously.

• Complete one task at a time before going to the next.
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• Do the important task which demand time, energy and concentration 

when you are fresh and energetic.

• Group similar tasks together.

• Allowing time for recreation and tamily and friends.

• Maintain a diary at the end of each segment, write down every activity 

and the time it took every day, it enables you to identify and categorize 

the most prior one, helps in organizing better time-table and more 

efficiently time-management.

Saving time is not a small matter. Many people fail in life only because of 

their inappropriate time management. As students you should be more careful while 

spending time. If you spend time effectively by keeping in mind all these strategies, 

you can manage your time fruitfully.

2. Public Speaking
Everyday we communicate our thoughts to others without even thinking 

more about it. But when situation comes, in which we have to speak in front of 

others it becomes a source of stress. And we have also seen people who speak very 

confidently and effectively in public. They arc also human beings as we are. What 

we need is the right guiding principle, the right understanding and the right plan of 

action to make this goal a reality.

No mater what job you will be doing or whatever life situation you will be 

in, being able to speak with confidence will be an invaluable asset to your personal 

development.

There are some suggestions to control anxiety before speaking.
1. Be totally prepared.

2. Practice your talk several times out loud before a full length mirror.

3. Take a deep breath before you called to speak.

4. Do not hesitate to admit and discuss your apprehension with 

classmates and your teacher before the speech.
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Things we should pay attention while speaking

1. Topic should be interesting (grasping the listener).

2. Be energetic - voice modulations should be there.

3. Structure your speech like definitions, testimony, statistics, etc.

4. Include visual aids.

5. Include humour in speech.

Tips to notice while delivering speech
First impressions are crucial to communication. Before you even say a word 

you transmit impression, favourable or not through non-verbal communication.

• Your posture : Should be erect which conveys an impression of 

confidence and alertness.

• Facial Expression : Should be appropriate.

• Eye-contact: Eye contact with audience is extremely important.

• Dress : Should be neat, clean and presentable.

• Gestures : Appropriate gestures also play a vital role.

Effective communication is crucial in many situation. No matter what will 

be your profession, being able to speak with confidence will be an invaluable asset 

to your personal development.

3. Peer Pressure
Making decisions on your own is hard enough, but when other people get 

involved and try to pressurise you in one way or another, it can be even harder. 

When people of your own get try to influence how you act, t is called peer pressure. 

It is something everyone has to deal with even by adults.

A peer is a friend or acquaintance who is about the same age group. You 

probably interact with peers in school and society. Peers influence your life, 

whether you know it or not, just by spending time with you. You learn from them 

and they learn from you. It is only human nature to listen to and learn from other 

people in your age group.
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Peers can have a positive influence on each other and sometimes peer 

pressure can influence each other in negative ways also.

Some kids give into peer pressure because they want to be liked, to fit it, or 

because they worry that other kids may make fun of them if they do not go along 

with the group. Others may go along because they are curious to try something new 

that others are doing. The idea that “every one’s doing it” may influence some kids 

to leave their better judgement, or their common sense behind. Peer pressure can be 

extremely strong and hard to resist.

It is hard to walk away from peer pressure but it can be done. Paying 

attention to your own feelings and beliefs about what is right or wrong can help you 

know the right thing to do. Inner strength and self-confidence can help you stand 

firm, walk away, and resist doing something when you know better.

It is great to have friends with values similar to yours who will back you up 

when you don’t want to do something.

Powerful Positive Peer Pressure
Peer pressure is not always a bad thing. It can be powerful in shaping 

positive behaviours in kids. Sometimes it takes adult guidance to help in this but the 

power of the peer group for positive change is immense like it is for the negative 

things. Hence we should know our peer group and avoid the negative influence. If 

the peer group force can be utilized positively, it has great influence on the 

appropriate personality development of the child.

4. Self-esteem
Self-esteem is how you feel about yourself. It is the opinion you have of 

yourself. It is based on your attitude to the following.

1. Your value as a person

2. Thejobyoudo.

3. Your achievements

4. How you thi.uk others see you

5. Your purpose in life
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6. Your potential for success

7. Your strengths and weaknesses

8. Your social status and how you relate to others

Self esteem is related to your worth and your value. Building self-esteem is 

the first step towards your happiness and a better life. Self esteem increases 

confidence. If you have a high level of self esteem you will be happy, sure of 

yourself, highly motivated and have the right attitude to succeed.

Low self-esteem results from your having a poor self image caused by your 

attitude which causes depression, unhappiness, insecurity and poor confidence. Self 

esteem is therefore crucial for us and is a cornerstone of a positive attitude towards 

living.

How to improve your esteem and confidence?

• Face your fears

• Forget your failures

• Know what you want and ask for it.

• Reward yourself when you succeed

• Don’t be defeated

Four conditions that must be fulfilled in order for a high sense of self-esteem.

1. Connectiveness : That results when a child gains satisfaction from 

associations that are significant to the child and the importance of these 

associations has been affirmed by others.

2. Uniqueness: That occurs when a child can acknowledge and respect the 

qualities or attitudes that make him/ her special and different and receives 

respect and approval from others for these qualities.

3. Power : That comes about through having the resources, opportunity and 

capability to influence the circumstance of his/her own life in important 

ways.
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4. Models: That reflects a child’s ability to refer to adequate human 

philosophical and operational example that serves to help him/her establish 

meaningful values, goals, ideals and personal standards.

Self-esteem is the foundation upon which personal and social development is 

based. Indeed, to a considerable degree, personal success can be measured in terms 

of how well one has succeeded in constructing an accurate model of himself/herself 

in relation to others.

Self-understanding in relation to others, the development of a positive and 

accurate sense of self can have immense significant. It affects one’s sense of 

personal success, within the family, a school and elsewhere.
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Appendix - Il
Addresses of Ashram Model Residential Schools in Kerala

SI.
No.

Name of the School Std. District Telephone No.

1. Dr.Ambedkar Memorial 
Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School, Kattela, 
Sreekanam,
Thiruvananthapuram

V to +2 (girls) Thiruvanan
thapuram

04710-2597900

2. Dr.Ambedkar
Vidyaniketan CBSE
School, Njaraneeli
Elanchium PO 
Thiruvananthapuram

1 to VII 
(Mixed)

Thiruvanan
thapuram

0472-2846633

3. Model Residential School, 
Kulathupuzha
Koolam 691 310

V to X (Boys) Kollam 0475-2319100

4. Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School, 
Vadasserikkara, Ranny 
Pathanamthitta

V to +2 (Boys) Pathanamthitta 04735-2511543

5. Model Residential School 
Erattupetta, Kottayam

V to X (Girls) Kottayam 04822-272299

6. Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School,
Moonnar, Idukky

V to +2 (Boys) Idukky 04865-231209

7. Ekalavya Model
Residential School,
Painavu, Idukky

VltoX
(Mixed)

Idukky 04862-232454

8. Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School, 
Chalakudy, Nayarangadi 
Kodassery, Thrissur

V to +2 (Girls) Thrissur 0480-2711516

9. Ashram School, 
Malampuzha Industrial 
Estate PO, Palakkad

I to X (Mixed) Palakkad 0491-2553694
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10. S.lent Valley Model 
Residential School
Mukkali PO
Attappady

V to X (Girls) Palakkad 04924-253347 '

11. Smt. Indira Gandhi
Memorial Ashram School, 
Jawahar Colony,
Nilamboor

I to X (Mixed) Malappuram 04931-224194

12. Ekalavya Model
Residential School,
Pookodu, Vythiri
Wayanad

VltoX
(Mixed)

Wayanad 04936-276156

13. Model Residential School, 
Kalpetta, Wayanad

V to X (Girls) Wayanad 04936-204418

14. Dr.Ambedkar Memorial 
Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School 
Nalloomad, Manathavady 
Wayanad

V to +2 (Boys) Wayanad 04935-241068

15. Sri Rajiv Gandhi Memorial 
Ashram Higher Secondary 
School, Noolpuzha
Sultan Bathery
Wayanad

I to +2 (Mixed) Wayanad 04936-270140

16. Ashram School, Thirunelly 
Mananthavady, Wayanad

I to IX (Mixed) Wayanad 04935-210330

17. Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School,
Pattavam, Kannur

V to +2 (Boys) Kannur 0460-2203020

18. Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School 
Paravanadukkam 
Kasaragode

V to +2 (Girls) Kasaragod 04994-209969
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Scheduled Caste Development Department

1. Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School, 
Punnapura, Alapuzha

V to +2 (Girls) Alapuzha 0473-2268442

2. Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School, Aluva, 
Keezhwadu, Ernakulam

V to +2 (Boys) Ernakulam 0484-2623673

3. Model Residential School, 
Thiruvilwamala
Thrithala

V to X (Boys) Thrissur 04662-271806

4. Model Residential Higher 
Secondary School,
Thrithala, Palakkad

V to +2 (Girls) Palakkad 0466-2004547

5. Model Residential School, 
Peemmedu, Idukky

V to X (Tamil 
Medium)

Idukky 04869-233642

6. Model Residential School, 
Vadakara, Kozhikodu

V to X (Boys) Kozhikodu 0495-2384235

7. Model Residential School, 
Karasagod

V to X (Boys) Kasaragod 0467-2211922
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Appendix - III
Addresses of Resource Persons

Name and Address Plione/Mobile
Number

Email Address

Dr.S. Ramaa, Professor,
RIE, Mysore

9741314898 ramaa.viiayan@gmail.com

Dr.G.Anwar, Coordinator
Reader, RIE, Mysore

9845274526 anwarmysore@yahoo.com

Dr.Swati Patra, Sr. Lecturer
RIE, Mysore

9449355687 swaii patra@yahoo.co.in

Prof.B.N. Manjunathaiah
Professor of Education (Retd).

0821-2542526

Dr.Gowramma I.P.
Consultant Special Education

0821-2301450
9845116510

gowriip@yahoo.co.in

Mr.G.Hrishekeshan Nair
Deputy Director
Directorate of Scheduled Tribes 
Dcptt.
Vikas Bhavan IV Floor 
Thiruvananthapuram

0474-2533182 
9446966082 gopihrishikesan@gmail.com

Mr.K.Srihari
PGT in Physics, KVS, DRDO
C V Raman Nagar,
Bangalore - 93.

9481477677 madhusreehari@yahoo.co.in

Mr. G.Eshwarappa
TGT in Biology
KVS, CRPF, Yelahanka
Bangalore 560 064

080-28560574
9844785550

g.eswarappa@gmail.com
g.eswarappa@redi ff.com

Mr.Samuel Kutty
TGT in English
KVS, Ernakulam

0484-2302724
9495558991

samkutty vyttila@yahoo.co.in

Mr.Ramakanth Dubey
Counsellor Psycholgist
Command Hospital (Air Force),

09448417727 askramakant@gmail.com
askramakant@hotmail.corn

Bangalore - 30
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List of Course Material

1. Course Guide

Major inputs include objectives, scope, rules, syllabi as well as procedures for 
admission, transaction and evaluation for all the three phases of the course.

2. Course Modules 
Module I : 
Module II 
Module III 
Module IV 
Module V 
Module VI

Counselling -1
Module VII 
Module VIII 
Module IX 
Module X 
Module XI 
Module XII 
Module XIII

Introduction to Guidance
Counselling Process and Strategies
Guidance for Human Development and Adjustment 
Career Development -1
Career Information in Guidance and Counselling - I 
Assessment and Appraisal in Guidance and

Basic Statistics in Guidance and Counselling - I 
Guidance in Action 
Special Concerns in Counselling 
Developing Mental Health and Coping Skills 
Career Development - II
Career Information in Guidance and Counselling - II 
Assessment and Appraisal in Guidance and

Basic Statistics in Guidance andCounselling-II Module XIV 
Counselling - II

'Each module consists of number of self-learning units.

3. Practical Handbook
Provides areas and strategies for conducting and undergoing practicum, field 
experience and internship.

4. Tutor Guide
Lists guidelines for tutors, supervisors for course transaction and evaluation 
during all the three phases of the course.
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Appendix V

Veac&ing Resources

Teaching Social Skills

Seating students together is not enough to ensure teamwork. Many kids 
have very little idea how to interact appropriately with their classmates. 
They simply lack the social skills needed to perform the most basic 
cooperative tasks(Lack of social skills is probably the biggest factor 
contributing to laclcof academic success in teams. Fortunately, social skills 
can be taught just like academic skills. If you use a systematic approach 
like the one described below, you'll find that your students CAN learn how 
to interact appropriately and become productive team members. For more 
information on how to explicitly teach social skills to young children, visit 
Model Me Kids.

Steps of Teaching Social Skills

1. Discuss the Need for Social Skills

Before you can help students improve their social skills, they need to 
understand why these skills are important. You might have students 
Roundrobin problems they've experienced in cooperative learning teams. 
Then point out that most of these problems are caused by poor "social 
skills," sometimes known as "people skills." Share with them that even 
adults need to work on their social skills from time to time! Have them 
Brainstorm lists of social skills to work on throughout the year. You might 
offer a few suggestions from the list on ihe right to get them started.

Social Skills
taking turns
praising (no put downs) 
sharing materials 
asking for help 

using quiet voices 

participating equally 
staying on task 

saying kind things 
using names 

encouraging others 

patient waiting 
communicat'ng clearly 

accepting differences 
active listening 7? 

resolving conflicts > 

following directions 
paraphrasing 
managing materials 

staying with the team 
sharing ideas 

recording ideas 

sharing tasks 
celebrating success 
helping others

2. Select a Social Skill

When teaching social skills, it's best to focus on just one skill at a time. 
You can choose the skill, or you can let your class decide which skill they 
need to work on first. I generally start by teaching the skill of Praising, and 
along with that I reinforce ihe idea that I will not permit "put down" 
comments. Select just one skill as your focus. You might want to work on 
a different skill each week, perhaps even creating a Skill of the Week 
bulletin board.
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3. Teach the Skill

This step is not as obviuus as it might seem. It's not enough to say, 
"Be nice!" You have to help students identify exactly what they 
need to do and say in order to improve the identified social skill.
For this part of the lesson, I use the T-chart shown at right. (A 
blackline master of the Social Skill T-chart can be found in the File 
Cabinet.) You can make a laminated poster for your bulletin board 
or create a transparency to use on the overhead projector. Write the 
social skill in the box at the top. Then ask members of the class to 
Brainstorm what students should do and say when they are 
demonstrating the social skill. The things that they DO are listed in 
the Looks Like column because this is what the skill looks like to 
others when it is demonstrated. The things they SAY are listed in 
the Sounds Like column because this is what the skill sounds like 
to others.

An excellent video called Time for School is available from a 
company called Model Me Kids that shows students exactly how to 
perform a particular social skill. The video is most appropriate for 
younger students or students with special needs, but teachers may 
be interested in viewing the video to see how social skills can be 
broken down into steps and taught. Students could complete the 
Sounds Like-Looks Like T-chart after watching the video.

Examples for the skill of Praising:

Looks Like: Thumbs up, Clapping, Smiling
Sounds Like: Terrific! I knew you could do it! You're so 

smart! Way to go! I like the way you . . .

4. Practice the Skill J

After you discuss what the skill Looks Like and Sounds Like, you need to provide an immediate opportunity for 
practicing the skill. The best way to do this is to plan a structured cooperative learning activity to follow the 
social skills lesson. For example, if you taught Active Listening as the social skill, you might follow up with a 
simple Roundrobin activity. Roundrobin would be an ideal choice because each person takes a turn responding 
to a question, and everyone else should be listening actively to their response. A structure like Line Ups would 
not work as well because students are not as verbal during Line Ups. Here a a few suggestions for social skills 
and corresponding structures:

Social Skills Structures for Practice*

Active Listening Roundrobin, Think-Pair-Share, Mix-Freeze-Pair



Praising
Taking Turns 
Using Quiet Voices 

Staying on Task

Helping or Coaching 
Using Names

Rallytable, Roundtable, Pairs Check, Showdown 
Rallytable, Pairs Check, Roundtable 
Think-Pair-Share, Numbered Heads Together, Showdown 
Rallytable, Roundtable, Pairs Check, Showdown, Mix-N- 
Maich
Rallytable, Pairs Check, Showdown, Mix-N-Match 
Mix-N-Match, Mix-Freeze-Pair, Showdown

* For more information about these Structures, check out Dr. Spencer Kagan's book 
Cooperative Learning. There’s an entire chapter on social skill development. You can 
order it from Amazon using the link at the right.

5. Pause and Reflect

Sometime during the structured practice activity, use your quiet signal to stop the class. Ask them to think about 
how well they have been using the social skill. If you have observed teams or individuals doing a good job with 
the skill, share your observations with the class. Challenge students to continue to work on their use of the social 
skill as they complete the activity. Refer to the posted social skills T-chart if students have forgotten what the 
skill Looks Like and Sounds Like.

6. Review and Reflect

At the end of the activity, reflect again on how well the social skills were used. You can use a different T-chart 
for this, one with the a plus sign and a minus sign for the headings. Take a few minutes to brainstorm with the 
class all the good things that were happening, and the things that still need work. This is a also a perfect 
opportunity for personal journal writing and reflections. Consider these writing prompts:

• How well was the social skill being used on your team? What specific examples do you remember?
• How did you personally use the social skill? What did you do and/or say? To whom?
• How might you improve in using this skill next time?

Note: It is not necessary to follow all the steps to Teaching Social Skills every time you teach a new sk'1!. 
However, the reflection steps are important and should be included as much as possible. Probably the most 
important elements are the direct teaching of the skill followed by a cooperative activity designed for practicing 
the skill.



6 Key Social Skills

Social skills are arguably the most important set of abilities a
IIncom mon person can Eave. Human beings are social animals and a lack of 

knowledg^good social skills can lead to a lonely life, contributing to anxiety 
and depression. Great social skills help you meet interesting 
people, get that job you want, progress further in your career and 
relationships.Self Esteem Facts

Self Confidence
Course

Self-Confidence
Training £5

Self HelplArticles

Testimonials

Hele

Home

Happily, like any skill, social strategies and techniques can be
learned...

i he main social skills are as follows:

i) The ability to remain relaxed, or at a tolerable level of anxiety
while in social situations

Mark Tyrrell, Director

Em ail _M ark

? Center

Uncommon
Knowledge

Self Help Resources

Uncommon
Knowledge

Depression Learning
Path

Free Panic Course

Hypnosis Downloads

Regardless of how skillful you are in social situations, if you are
too anxious, your brain is functioning in way unsuited to 
speaking and listening, hi addition, if your body and face give the
unconscious message that you are nervous, it will be more
difficult to build rapport with others.

2) Listening skills, including letting others know you are
listening

When you had dinner with Gladstone, you were left feeling that
he was the most charming person you had ever met. But after

dinner with Disraeli, you felt that you were the wittiest, the most
intelligent, the most charming person.

Dr Warren Bennis PhD, University of California

There is little more attractive and seductive than being truly
listened to. Good listening skills include:

» Making 'I'm listening' noises - 'Uh-huh', 'really?1, 'oh yes?'
etc

« Feeding back what you've heard - "So he went to the
dentist? What happened?"



• Referring back to others' comments later on - "You know
how you were saying earlier.

» Physical stillness, eye contact and attentiveness while the
other person is talking.

3) Empathy with and interest in others' situations

A major part of social anxiety is self consciousness, which is
greatly alleviated by focusing strongly on someone else. A
fascination (even if forced at first) with another's conversation
not only increases your comfort levels, it makes them feel
interesting./

• /
4) The ability to build rapport, whether natural or learned

Rapport is a state of understanding or connection that occurs in a
good social interaction. It says basically "I am like you, we 
understand each other". Rapport occurs on an unconscious level. 
and when it happens, the language, speech patterns, body 
movement and posture and other aspects of communication can
synchronise down to incredibly fine levels.

Rapport is an unconscious process, but it can be encouraged by
conscious efforts.

« Body posture 'mirroring', or movement 'matching'
» Reflecting back language and speech, including rate,

volume, tone, and words
• Feeding back what you have heard, as in 2) above

5) Knowing how, when and how much to talk about yourself -
'self disclosure1

Talking about yourself too much and too early can be a major 
turn-off for the other party in conversation. Good initial Small
talk is often characterised by discussion of subjects not personal 
to either party, or by an exchanging of personal views in a 
■ >;danced way.

However, as conversations and relationships progress, disclosing

in



personal facts (small, non-emotional ones first!) leads to a feeling
of getting to know each other.

6) Appropriate eye contact

If you don't look at someone when you are talking or listening to
them, they will get the idea that:

« You are ignoring them
> You are untrustworthy 
» You don't like the look of them (!)

This doesn't mean you have to stare at them. In fact, staring at
someone while talking to them can give them the feeling you are
angry with them. Keeping your eyes on them while you are
listening, of course, is only polite.

Of course these are not hard-and-fast rules, eye contact for
instance, varies between cultures, but in general, practicing these
will improve your social skills if you find social situations
difficult.

Article by Roger Elliott, author of the Free Self Confidence
Course
Click here to subscribe to the free self confidence course now

Uncommon Knowledge LLP is a developer of psychology
products and services.

Uncommon Knowledge owns and operates websites for:
mental health, confidence, panic, depression, and hypnosis

Uncommon Knowledge LLP.,
Queens Building, 8 George St, Oban, Argyll, Scotland, UK,

PA34 5SB
Telephone: +44 (0)1273 776770, Facsimile: +44 (0)1273

774427,
International: 011 (44) 1273 776770 

Copyright © 2001-2009 Uncommon Knowledge LLP. All rights



Teaching Social Skills 
To Kids Who Don't Have Them

Do any of these comments sound familiar?

O*"I tell him to stop doing that, but he keeps on doing it. Damn. This kid 
must have been raised by wolves!"

"That kid knows how she is supposed to behave. She CHOOSES to 
misbehave."

"I ask him what he is supposed to be doing and he can tell me. He knows 
better, so why isn't he doing it?"

Yep. Some kids know (intellectually) what to do, but they’ve never (physically) done it 
before. It's difficult for all of us to all-of-the-sudden display a completely different 
behavior than we've been showing for years. Changing a habit is no easy task. To get 
an idea of what it's like, try this activity:

Do now activity (YESL.riqht now.)
Cross your arms across your chest. Notice how one arm goes over the other with it's 

hand tucked under it's biceps (upper arm). At the same time, the hand of the lower arm 
has it's hand resting or. top of the biceps of the other limb. OK, now switch the position 
of the arms so that the one that was on the bottom is now on the top (and vice versa). All 
right. It took you awhile, but you were able to do it. Feel a bit uncomfortable and odd? 
Now, uncross the arms and fold them again in the new way. Again. And again. In 
fact, for the rest of your life, do it this new way. Don't ever make a mistake or revert to 
the old way.

Think that'll be difficult? Yep. Now imagine what we are asking our socially unskilled 
kids to do. We're expecting them to immediately change a behavior that is indelibly 
etched into their brains, feels "comfortable", and has been "assigned" to them by others 
who have labeled them as the type of person who "does that thing". Kids who display 
the wrong behaviors as they interact with others will have a long and arduous path to



because of their behavior. It's time to use more than point systems to "manage" the 
behavior cf these pupils. We need more than "the curriculum of control". We must 
teach the skills we wish to see.

What Exactly Is Social Skills Training?
If our kids don't have 'em, we've got to teach 'em. "Social skills training" is a general 

term for instruction conducted in (behavioral) areas that promotes more 
productive/positive interaction with others. We teach social skills to students who are 
(at present) socially unskilled in order to promote acceptance by teachers (and other 
adults) and peers. A social skills training program might include (among other things):

1. "Manners" & positive interaction with others
$ /

-approaching others in social acceptable ways 
-how to asking for permission rather than acting impulsively 
-how to make and keep friends
-sharing toys/materials

?. Appropriate classroom behavior 
-work habits/academic survival skills

-listening
-attending to task
-following directions
-seeking attention properly
-accepting the consequences of one's behavior

3. Better ways to handle frustration/anger 
-counting to 10 before reacting 
-distracting oneself to a pleasurable task
-learning an internal dialog to cool oneself down and reflect upon the best course



4. Acceptable ways to resolve conflict with others 
-using words instead of physical contact 
-seeking the assistance of the teacher or conflict resolution team

Examples of Social Skills for Pre-Schoolers

1. Skills that will help in later instruction (example: listening skills)

2. Skills that enhance success in school/daycare settings (example: asking a 
question)

3. How to make and keep friends (examples: asking for something, asking others to 
play)

4. Feelings.
-awareness of own and other's feelings (Called "Theory of mind"...being able to predict how 

others might feel in a situation, understanding that others might not feel as you do)
-coping with negative feelings

5. Positive, non-aggressive choices when faced with conflict

6. Dealing with stress:
-what to do when you make mistakes 
-handling teasing and taunting

Social Skills Terms/Definitions:
Socially Skilled: the ability to respond to a given environment in a manner that 
produces, maintains, and enhances positive interpersonal (between people) effects.
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Social competence: one's overall social functioning ... a composite or multitude of 
generalized social skills. (Social competence can be improved by teaching social 
behaviors/social skills)

STEPS TO FOLLOW IN TEACHING
SOCIAL SKILLS

Essentially, we teach social skills like we teach academics. Assess the level of the 
students, prepare the materials, introduce the material, model it, have them practice it, 
and provide feedback. If you purchase a social skills curriculum (see the listing at the bottom 
of this page), it will probably include an assessment device, lessons, and activities. 
Teaching is a matter of following the directions in the kit. If you’re on your own in 
developing a curriculum and devising lessons, here are the specifics:

Pre-teaching
• Select the students who need training in certain skills (via assessments

• Identify powerful reinforcers that will motivate the students to attend to 
lessons and attempt new behaviors, (examples: group and/or individual points, 
raffle tickets, progressively moving a paper dog along the wall toward a food bowl which 
earns a reward)

• Identify and specifically define the target behaviors to be taught. Decide 
which behaviors are needed. Define them precisely so that everyone agrees 
on what is to be accomplished (...what the student will be able to do/show after 
instruction).

• Task analyze the target behavior(s) (if this listing of sequenced actions is not 
done for you by a packaged program. If you are unfamiliar with task analysis, read the 
link on the home page)

Teaching social skills
-Create groups of 2-5 youngsters with similar skill deficits. Small groups give 
students a chance to obser/e others, practice with peers, and receive 
feedback.

-Remove obstacles to learning (examples: close class door, remove corrections 
officers)



-Meet early in the day so that kids are attentive and have the whole day to 
practice what they learn in your lesson.

-Introduce the program, it's content, and why and how it will benefit them 
(examples: will help them to return to general education classes, help them obtain and 
keep a job, result in less trouble with teachers/parents, impress their
boyfriend's/girlfriend's parents when they meet them, be able to convince the police to 
let them go when stopped).

-Set up the rules and regulations (Identify the behaviors you'll reward during 
lessons...one person speaks at a time, pay attention, be positive...all of which may need 
to be taught in the initial lessons)

-Teach the easy-to-leam skills first to ensure student (and teacher) success and 
reinforcement. Use the traditional teaching model of:

-Tell them 
-Show them
-With the steps provided on a handout, have them 

-discuss when the behavior could be used
-role play it (at least two different scenarios with right and wrong 

behaviors shown).
-Provide feedback (with lots of encouragement and specific praise)

-from oneself 
-from peers 
-from the teacher

-Practice, practice, practice through homework assignments, review sessions, 
assignment

to real life settings, and surprise "tests" (example: Your student has been 
learning to handle interactions with authority figures...Send the student on an errand 
and have an unknown teacher confront him/her, accusing the pupil of "forging" a hall 
pass. If the student performs poorly...runs, is rude, etc...the teacher says "This is a 
test. How did you do?")
Teach to the high status kids in your group first...have them demonstrate the 
new behaviors and be rewarded. Have your lower status kids demonstrate 
the behaviors after the leaders do so. Make sure the lessons are interesting 
and fun so that kids look forward to the lessons (Start the teaching of "following 
directions" by having them cook/make candy or do magic tricks. Then move to more 
school-based examples).

-Promote generalization to different settings/circumstances by:
-practicing in different settings and under various conditions 
-prompting and coaching the student in naturally occurring situations 
-having the student submit self-report forms for each class period 
-meeting with the student to discuss performance throughout the school/life.



-Monitor the behavior outside of the lessons. Keep track of the display of the 
behavior for IEP documentation, motivation of the student, etc. Have the 
student self-monitor/self-assess in order to build interna, motivation/control.

-Recognize and reward it's display in everyday school situations. When you 
see a good situation for a student to display a "new” behavior, prompt it's use 
with cues and hints (as subtle as possible, but as strong as necessary).

Example:
Pedro is going to be congratulated by the principal for being "Most improved student" with 

regard to behavior. As the principal approaches, the teacher whispers into Pedro's ear
"Remember to wipe the booger off your finger before shaking hands with Mr. Yoon."

Wording for more socially advance student 
"What do we do with boogers before we shake hands?"

(The student must decide on correct course of action)

Social skills training, helps individuals make better choices in situations.



Activities7--------------

1. Look at this list of commonly needed social skills. Think of students you 
know who would most benefit from instruction in each one. (You could use this 
list as your assessment devjce and assign students to groups by skills)
-Saying please and thank you
-Dealing better with anger and frustration
-Asking questions appropriately
-Accepting the consequences administered by the teacher
-Accepting responsibility for one's own (mis)behavior
-Dealing with losing/frustration/making mistake/insults in an appropriate manner (without 
yelling or physical aggression)
-Initiating a conversation with others

« ►a

-Accepting "No" for an answer
-Joining a group activity already in progress
-Following directions
-Making friends
-Compliments others
-Understanding the feelings of others (and accepting them as valid/OK) 
-Compromising on issues 
-Cooperating with peers
-Coping with taunts and verbal/physical threats/aggression from others 
-Seeking atter*ion in an appropriate manner 
-Waiting one's turn

2. Behaviorally/specifically define the following behaviors that you might 
decide to teach (see the home page link on "behavioral recording" if you are unclear on this 
procedure)
-Asking permission
Avoiding fighting with others

-Interrupting others appropriately
-Showing sports(wo)manship
Click here to read possible definitions (but try to define the behaviors first...no 
cheating!)

3. Task analyze the following behaviors (Delineate, in order...if there is an 
order...the sub-behaviors that must be displayed in order to accurately show the desired



behavior tht you have identified and defined)
(See the home page link on "task analysis" if you are unclear on how to conduct this procedure) 
-Listening
-Following Directions
-Respecting the opinions of others
-Accepting praise from others
-Apologizing for wronc doing
-Greeting others

-familiar/family/friends
-unfamiliar

-adult
-peers

-same gender 
-different gender 
-younger

Click here to read possible task analyses of each behavior (C’mon.. .try it 
first)

4. A student displays social skills that appropriate in his/her cultural group, 
but are not desirable in the mainstream North American culture (e.g., lowering 
one's eyes when spoken to by an adult, physically fighting when mother's honor is 
insulted by another). Is it appropriate to teach the "right ways" (as viewed by 
school personnel)? When, how and why would you do so?

5. Obtain a social skills curriculum. Evaluate it using the following form:

McIntyre Evaluation Form for Social Skills Curricula
©2001

Name of Curriculum:

Date & Publisher:

Designed for which ages/grades?

Designed for special education or general education kids?

If designed for general education students, could it be adapted for special education 
students?



If so, what would need to be done to adapt the materials?

Docs it have an assessment component to determine which skills need to be taught?

Does it have prepared lessons for each skill?
-For how many skills (total)?
-Are the skills task analyzed?
-Is tho instructional format same for all skills?

Are all necessary materials included?

Are sufficient practice activities provided?

Does the curriculum contain suggestions for ways to motivate the students?

Are there suggestions for adapting to individual student needs and strengths?

Are provisions made for the maintenance and generalization of behaviors?

Does it includes forms for:
-Identification of students who would benefit from program 
-Lessons
-Review of lessons 
-Reinforcement/Reward/Feedback 
-Assessment of mastery of skills 
-Monitoring/Documentation

Is the material appropriate for ages of the students who were identified?

Is the material appropriate for the stated objectives?

List the positive and negative points of this curriculum:

Give your overall evaluation of it's usefulness:



Readings and Resources

H. Feng & G. Carledge (1996). Social skill assessment of inner city Asian, African, and 
European American students. School Psychology Review, volume 25, pages 227
238.

K. Melloy, Davis, Wehby, Murry & Leiber (1998). Developing social competence in 
children and youth with challenging behaviors. Available through the web site of the 
Council for Children with Behavior Disorders.

R. Simpson, Smith-Myles, Sasso, & Kamps (1997). Social skills for students with 
autism. (2nd ed.) Available through the web site of the Council for Children with 
Behavior Disorders.

Social Skills Curricula/Kits

A. Goldstein. Skillstreaming Perhaps the most popular programs for teaching social 
skills. You find get more information at http://www.uscart.org/ssadolescent.htm and 
http://www.uscart.org/sselementary.htm

A. Goldstein. The Prepare Curriculum (for adolescents). You can find more information 
at http://www.uscart.org/Publications.htm

Basic Social Skills for Youth. Available from www.girlsandboystown.org/btpress

Boys Town Curriculum. Available from www.girlsandboystown.org/btpress

T. Dowd <& J. Tierney Teaching Social Skills to Youth: A curriculum for child-care 
providers. Available from www.girlsandboystown.org/btpress

Darlene Mannix. Life skills activities for special children.

J. Stanfield (1992). Be Cool. Provides videos and activities for teaching elementary 
age students to cope with teasing, anger, criticism, and bullying. Find more information 
at the James Stanfield Publishing Company web site.

http://www.uscart.org/ssadolescent.htm_andhttp://www.uscart.org/sselementary.htm
http://www.uscart.org/ssadolescent.htm_andhttp://www.uscart.org/sselementary.htm
http://www.uscart.org/Publications.htm
http://www.girlsandboystown.org/btpress
http://www.girlsandboystown.org/btpress
http://www.girlsandboystown.org/btpress
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